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Reserve Unit Placed On
Probation; Low Strength

and trays that waif* awarded
AWARDS — Judy Muehleman (left) and lane Sisk display several of the silver bowls
April 20, and Saturday, Apia
Friday,
on
to the winners of the Kentucky Charity Horse Show. The show will be held
be at 7:30 p.m.
will
nights
both
on
time
Starting
21 at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.

Staff Photo By Matt Sanders

The Murray-based Company D of the
398th Regiment of Kentucky's Century
Division of the Army Reserve has been
put on probation according to a letter
received locally from Maj. Gen.
Charles Beach, Jr., commander of the
100th Division headquartered in
Louisville.
. .we continue to have strength
problems in Murray," Beach said in the
letter, addressed to Joe Dick, president
of the Bank of Murray, "and I would
appreciate your referring this
probation letter to local civic leaders
with the hope that they would take a
personal interest in assisting tin
bringing our unit up to strength."
According to Beach's letter, the
probation went into effect April 5, 1979
because of "unsatisfactory strength
maintenance."
The stipulations of the probation say
that "unless significant improvement is
made within 90 days, serious consideration will be given to moving the
unit to another area that will be more
conducive to recruiting and retention
activities."

Tax Breaks, New Roads, Ending Waste

Candidates Tempting Voters With Issues
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
Candidates for governor are tempting voters with pledges of tax breaks
for the elderly, reduction of government waste and new roads in their
quest for votes in the May 29 primary.
Among the Democrats, U. Gov.
Thelma Stovall planned to campaign
today in Newport and Covington;.
Carroll Hubbard in Winchester, Mount
Sterling, Frenchburg, Paris, Cynthiana
and Louisville; Harvey Sloane in Todd,
Logan and. Muhlenberg cqunties, and
Terry McBrayer in Richmond and
Lexington. 'Republican Ray White
scheduled visits to Taylor and Adair
counties.
Democrats George Atkins and John
Y. Brown Jr. and Republican Louie
Nunn had no campaign appearances
scheduled today.
Mrs. Stovall talked about help for the
elderly as she began her northern
Kentucky tour Wednesday. Hubbard
talked about government waste and
roads as he traveled from Somerset to
Paducah.
Brown held organizational meetings
in Louisville; Atkins returned to his
Frankfort office from a Democratic .
meeting in Somerset; McBrayer
campaigned in Lebanon, Campbellsville. Greensburg, Edmonton and
Glasgow, S:oane in Christian County
and White in Gree,n and -Cumberland
counties. Nunn made no appearances.
Stovall
The lieutenant governor toured a
Covington apartment complex for the
elderly and visited an apartment
complex and a brewery at Newport.
She said senior citizens should get a
break on utility bills and that an additional state income tax deduction
available to persons 65 or older should
be made available at age 62.
She said one-third of the people in
Kentucky, including herself, are 55
years old or older. She just turned 60.
She said the recent special legislative
session, which she called, helped older
people by removing the 5-cent sales tax

i k bills,
from water, sewer and elect-l
but added, "Some other Things need to
be done."
The lieutenant governor discounted
criticisms _.by Gov. Julian Carroll,
particularly his "saying I was a
tragedY, and if I got it the Democrats
would lose to Nunn ... That's the biggest
loke in the world. I'm not a bit scared of
Louie Nunn." Nunn is favored. to win
the Republican nomination.
Hubbard
.
, Hubbard pledged at Somerset to "end
the waste of our tax dollars which is so
obvious during the Julian Carroll ad-.
ministration:"
At Campbellsville, he called the
stretch of Kentucky 210 between
Hodgenville and Campbellsville "one of
the worst roads in Kentucky" and
promised that if he were elected a new
road would be built to replace it.
The U.S. representative from
Mayfield named Clemont Bolton and
Imogene Waddle, both of Somerset, as
Pulaski County campaign co-chairmen,•
and J.B. Crawley and Mrs. 011ie
Montgomery, both of Campbellsville,
as Taylor County cochairmen.
Brown
Brown spent the day in his Louisville
office in organizational meetings and
planned more such meetings Thursday,
his campaign hesdriesrters said.
He named Bobby Watson, Owensboro
High School basketball coach and
former University of Kentucky
basketball player, as his Daviess
County campaign chairman.
Atkins
-The state auditor returned to his
Frankfort office from Somerset where
he told area Democrats he should be
nominated because he offers independence and experience.
Atkins said candidates are crowding
the Democratic primary because,they
believe voters want change. "Kingmakers and power-brokers are being
turned out ... all over ... You're seeing
the people of America electing
something different."

Residents Of Wickliffe'
Cannot Return To Hones
WICKLIFFE, Ky. ( AP ) — The
Mississippi River has crested here, but
some 75 residents forced from their
hornes by floodwaters cannot return for
several days.
The river is expected to drop slowly,
even Without more rainfall upstream,
and will be at a virtual standstill for at
least the rest of the week.
"Firf'Mississippi and Ohio rivers were
falling slowly Wednesday above Cairo,
where the two merge. But they
were still above flood-stage at points far
up the rivers, meaning "a lot of water
has to pass Wickliffe yet," according to
an Army Corps of Engineers
spokesman.
In addition, Kentucky Lake on the
Tennessee River and Lake Barkley on
the Cumberland are swollen to near
record levels. The lakes are etpected to
rise because the rate of discharge at

Kentucky Dam was cut about 25,000
feet-a-second Wednesday.
• The Wickliffe area has been flooded
five times in the past six years. The
MisEllsippi backwater crawls through
Town and Beech creeks that merge in
Wickliffe Flats before flowing into the
Mississippi just below Wickliffe.
The water also has backed up into
Mayfield Creek„ closing U.S. 51 and
creating a detour of more than 20 miles.
Also flooded by backwater are Bayou
du Chien and Obion Creek, which flow
into the Mississippi at Hickman.
Kentucky 94 in far west Kentucky
.was closed Wednesday, as it has been
much this spring because of Bayou du
Chien. Several other rural roads were
'closed by those streams and others, and
the backwater covers more than 120,000
acres of farmland along the Ohio and
Mississippi rivers in the Jackson
Purchase.

Sloane
Sloane said in Hopkinsville that
workmen's compensation — coverage
employers pay for to provide benefits
for workers injured on the job — is "a
major concern, the rates are too high..
We need to focus on the problem of
partially disabled workers who a5.
returning to gainful employment and
at the same time) receiving large
workmen's compensation) benefits.''
, The former Louisville mayor said
inflation and rising utility costs were
major concerns of people he has talked
to around the state. "I do.not support
the fuel adjustment clause (through
which utilities pass rising fuel costs on
to customers)," he. said. "There ought
to be a limit on state spending," he
added, "and I think it should be done
through a constitutional amendment."
Nunn
Nunn did not campaign, but did say in
response to a news story that he
Mceived only a legal fee from the sale
of an apartment complex to the
Lexington Housing Authority.
WTVQ-TV in Lexington said Nunn
may have shared in the profit realized
by Moore Properties Inc., his client.
The station said there appeared nothing
illegal about the sale. Moore Properties
bought the 280-unit Pimlico. Park
Apartments for $4.7 million on Nov. 28,
and sold 240 units to the housing
authority later in the day for $4.8

million. WTVQ said the price difference
and the value of the 40 units retained by
Moore Properties amounted to a
$900,000 profit.
Nunn,reached by telephone, said,"It
(the sale) was approved by the U.S.
government. It was approved by the
toned housing authority ... I got a goodlegal fee out of it, you bet your life. I've
made a good living out of practicing
law."
McBrayer
McBrayer shook hands on the
Glasgow town square and attended a
reception at the home of state House
Majority leader Bobby Richardson. He
said his election would benefit rural
areas because he would emphasize
secondary road improvement over
work on Interstate highways. He also
said if he were elected he would introduce legislation to eliminate the fuel
adjustment clause.
The former state commerce commissioner said that because of safety
questions and the need to use coal
resources, he opposed licensing of the
Marble Hill nuclear plant being built in
the Indiana shore of the Ohio River
about 30 miles upstream from
Louisville.
McBrayer said that as governor, he
would be a strong Kentucky tobacco
idvocate because he owns a Greenup
County farm on which tobacco is raised
and knows the problems involved.

Dick has referred the letter to the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce through chamber vicepresident Walter L. Apperson. In a
letter to Beach, Apperson said:
"The Century Division has been an
important element in West Kentucky
and we do not wish to see this diminish.
Therefore an attempt wil be made to
stimulate the ranks of the local reserve
unit. We hope to retain the unit and will
give the utmost assistance to them."
• Apperson said the chamber's board

of directors would discuss the mattter
at its next meeting.
The Murray company is one of five
'
companies in the 398th Regiment
headquartered in Paducah. Two of the
other companies are located in
Paducah with one each in Mayfield and
Clinton.
Attempts to reach Beach or his aides
in Louisville to pinpoint the actual
number of recruits the Murray unit is
below strength were unsuccessful prior
to press time today.

Gospel Music School
To Resume This Year
The school has no age limit. Students
The Blackwood Brothers Quartet will
attend the school from all over the
resume their National School of
United States and Canada. Some
Christian Music this year at Murray
groups come and study as a group,
.State University June 17-29. The
receiving help in such areas as stage
resumption follows a one-year
.
and
communication,
presence
suspension of the school.
arranging, effective use of sound
Charles Novell, pianist and educator,
systems and vocal development and
will serve as director of the school.
blending of voices.
Novell said he expects an _ enrollment
The school offers a placement service
exceeding 300.
for its, students who wish to get into
The curriculum, which covers almost
gospel music. An awards banquet is
every area of gospel music, includes
scheduled for the close of the school, as
vocal development, bass singing
well as a gospel concert on Friday,
techniques, tenor techniques, _soprano
June 29. The concert will be held in Roy
and alto development, quartet training,
Stewart Stadium. Featured on the
emcee techniques, advertising and
program will be a number of nationally'promoting groups, songwriting,
known groups, as well as the Blackarranging, stage presence, sight
wood Brothers Quartet.
singing, ear training, theory, and
Those wishing more information on
history of gospel music.
the school may write to the National
Another area of study, new for the
School of Christian Music, 6077 Deer
school this year, includes -church
Run Lane, Middletown, Ohio, 45042, or
music. Such areas as choral technique,
call (513)777-6756.
help for the choir director, how to
_4,4eve4op music ministeries, choral
choirs,
arranging,- children's
'evangelistic song leading and conTwo Sections— 22 Pages
ducting will be .9tudied.
—_
Private lessons will be offered in
5-B,6-B,7-B
Classifieds
piano, voice, organ, lead guitar, bass
5-B
Comics
guitar, drums, songwriting, or5-B
Crossword
chestration, arranging for quartets,
2-A
Dear Abby
group instruction, and piano tuning.
I4-A
Deaths & Funerals
According to James Blackwood, all
.3-A
Dr. Lamb
claSses will be taught by a staff of
5-A
Garrott's Galley
gospel music personalities which in8-B
Horoscope
clude Charles and Barbara Novell, Bill
2-A,3-A,4-A
Local Scene
Baize, Billy Blackwood, Linda
5-A
Opinion Page
(Robinson) Sholar, Steve Hurst, Stan
Sports ...........9-A, 10-A, 11-A
Bowling and Ken Jennings.
Students will be housed in Regents
Hall, and meals will be served in
Winslow Cafeteria. Room and board,
private lessons, tuition and entrance to
Partly cloudy and cool tonight.
all concerts will be $300.,If private
in the low to mid 50s.
Daws
lessons are not desired, $50 may be
Increasing cloudinesg Friday
is
Enrollment
fee.
the
deducted from
with a slight chance for thunnot reserved until the deposit is
dershowers by late afternoon.
received, according toBove.11—
Highs in the mid 70s to near 80.
Registration will be open until Sunday,
June 17.

today's index

partly cloudy

AN EDITORIAL

Highway 94 Needs Immediate Upgrading
Anyone who has driven ficials, has stripped off in huge
Kentucky Highway 94 East segments. Ron Rister, with the
(from Murray to Kenlake) state highway deparment's
lately knows full well the final Reidland office, indicated in a
analysis of an experiment by • telephone conversation that the
the federal Department of non-skid experimental surface
ry
Transportation and the Ken- has proved very unsatisfacto
Kentucky.
West
tucky Bureau of Highways. At in
We could not agree more!
best, the experiment, which
about
Rister told us that his office
involved paving the road
has
already sent cost estimates
new,
three years ago with a
to
and is trying to get
be
Frankfort
"anti-skid" surface, cal
to assist in
dollars
federal
called a dismal failure.
resurfacing the road. We don't
really care where the dollars
As a matter of fact, any
motorist who ventures along
come from but we know they
are needed now, not next year,
Ky. 94 to Kentucky Lakeland
as is often the case when
Between the Lakes and the
local resort area today had
Washington is involved.
Many more days of driving
better be driving a Sherman
back and forth between the lake
tank if he or she expects the
.
and town by Calloway County
vehicle to make the trek unscathed. We're not even sure a
residents will undoubtedly
tank can withstand the burns.
result in several more crippled
jolts and quick turns made in an
vehicles and could well result in
the
one
or more serious accidents
attempt to miss one of
potholes
due
to the poor condition of Ky.
seemingly endless
94.
along the road.
In addition, the lake area
The surface put down on the
road three years ago, at the
resorts, including the federal
LBL fnstallation and the state's
behest of federal highway of-

Weisenberger (a candidate for
re-election) to demand that the
project be speeded up.
Ford and HuddlestOn's offices are both- located in the
Dirksen Building, Washington,
D.
C. 20510, and Hubbard's
Rister did say that if federal
is 204 Cannon House
office
funds for the project are not
Building;
Washington, D.
.Office
received his office will have to
and Grayson
C.
Carroll
20515:
do something to repair the road
by writing
be
reached
may
both
"one way or the other" during
to them 'at the State Capitol
this construction season. He
Building, Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
indicated the state would begin
Weisenberger's home address
patching the road within the
is
Rt. 7, Mayfield 42066.
next few vieeks If nothing is
heard from Washington.
FOOTNOTES: The gaping
We feel that Washington and
pothole (some have referred to
Frankfort should make a
it as a trench) at the indecision on this matter within
tersection of 12th and Main
only a few days -- not .a few
should be repaired within a
weeks — and urge every couple of "days according to
resident of this'community to local state highway garage
contact Gov. Carroll's office, superintendent Sherwood
state Department 'of Tran- Potfs.
John
of
the
Emerson
sportation Commissioner
Calvin Grayson, U. S. Rep. Reidland office,. reports that
Carroll Hubbard. (a guber- repairs have been made to the
natorial candidate), U: S. Sens. washed-out shoulder along Ky:
Wendell Ford and Dee Hudr 121 between Murray and New
dleston .and state Sen. Rick Concord
Kenlake Resort, are just now
getting primed for an influx of
out-of-state tourists. Can we
expect them to return to West
Kentucky after driving this
highway?
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ObservationsMILLEH GIRL
Nekesha Lee is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Miller of Murra)
Route 8 for their baby girl,
weighing six pounds one
ounce, measuring 1834 inches.
born on Monday, April 16, at
1:08 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have one son, Jason,5.
Grandparents are Sam
Miller, Ira Higgins, and
Louise Hill.

By Lochie liar(
1 had a brief visit with a
former high school library
associate during the Easter
holidays - Margaret Ruth
Crider. She is Mrs. Roger
Neale. She and her family
were guests _of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs,'him Crider.
Margaret Ruth is a 1962
graduate of Murray High
School, and Murray State
University where she earned a
Library major. She was
librarian in the Danville City
School, Danville, Ill, but when
the school system decided not
to pay a librarian, and use
secretaries instead (to save
money, I suppose) she was
given ninth grade English
clesses to teach and made
director of drama. I had
believed that Illinois was a
leader in education and would
have included the library as a
must. We do better than that
in our schools. There is a
trained librarian and a library
equipped to rpeet the highest
standards in every school in
the city and county.
Mr. Neal teaches sixth
grade in the Danville system.
He was recently given a life
membership in the National
Parent-Teacher Association.
They have two children Alana
and Tom. Margaret Ruth and
Roger met in Murray State
University.
Mrs. Crider is a retired
teacher of this county, and a
1929 graduate ef Murray
State. While she was teaching
the one-room school - Utterback just north of the city
limits, she and her students
won a national money award
for collecting the most scrap
iron in tlee World War II
program.

her sons and their children to
church folk after the services.
She is a sister of Mrs. Euva
Alexander (Mrs. Alston) and
H.T. Waldrop.

Ken Kellar was in church
Sunday - the first time since he
and his wife, Frankie, moved
to Indianapolos where he is
STEELE BOY
working as an interior
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Lee
decorator. He formerly
Steele of Route 1, Cottage
worked with the Ent'
Grove, Tenn., are the parents
Interiors here. Frankie died of
of a baby boy, Gary Lee, Jr.,
a heart ailment during the
weighing seven pounds flex
Christmas season. Her death
COUNCIL MEETING — Plans for the annual Woodmen of the World
August Family
ounces, born on Wednesday,
brought sorrow to me for more
Night meeting were made at a meeting of the Executive Council, WOW,held
recently
April 11, at the Henry County
than one reason. I was an
at the Triangle Restaurant. Plans were also made for a'joint community
project and
General Hospital, Paris,
admirer of her and claimed
other activities in the Murray area. Attending the meeting were, left to
right, seated,
Tenn.
her friendship. I admired her
16retta jobs, Joann Simmons, Jeanie Lamb, Mildred Collie, standing, Ann Spann,
Allen
The [nether is.the former
loyalty to friends and her
Rose, Sara Alexander, Aubrey Willoughby, Glenda Smith, Ruth Blackwood,
Doris Rose,
Judy Marie Donegan of
church. I had a letter from her
Diana Lyons, T.C. Collie, and Tim Scruggs. Also present but not pictured
Cottage Grove
are Jamie
before Cbriatevia and
Washer and Grover Burkett,
tended to answer it, but put It
off because of my own illness.
Then I read in the paper of her
death. Words can't express
my regret teat I had not
forced
myself to write her.
3-29-79
2872 University Sta. Murray,
Good intentions that. are not
Newborn Admission
Mrs. Gladys Sadler, Rt. 1 Bx.
followed up with action, are
Stoltz. Baby Girl (Susan), 101 A garrnington, Charlie
meaningless. It is easy to plan
Rt. 1 Bx.656A, Hardin. *
Linsman, Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.,
to visit friends who need atDismissals
Ervie G. Willoughby, Rt. 3,
By Abigail Van Buren
tention in sickness and in the
Kenneth M. Orten, D-2 Murray, Robert- R. Flood. 813
loss of members °Utile family.
Coach Estates, Murray, Mrs. Hurt, Murray, Curtis Doty,
Matt Sparkman, an exVirginia M. Overcast, P.O. Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn.,
cellent public speaker, in a
Bx. 276, Paris, Tenn., texia Trellis B. Stone, Rt. 2, Hazel,
talk that concerned our inK. Schenipp, Rt. 7 Bx. 793, Mrs. Lois H. Earhart, Rt. 1,
differences
and
postMurray, Mrs. Judy A. Kib- Bx. 265, Dover, Tenn., Horace
pontrnents of keeping in touch
bler, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Thompson, Fern Terrace,
with friends, recited a poem
Hazel W. Patterson, CR3 New Murray, Noel 0. Malcolm, Bs.'
DEAR ABBY: I am a young clergyman, new lathe corn
that
is fitting to my delaying to
Concord, Mrs. Tina E. Dowdy 313 New Concord, Clarence
munity and eager to do the best job possible.
do things that I want to.
and " Baby Boy, Murray Townsend, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
I am told that a few years back you had an excellent
The poem follows:.
'Manor, Murray, Christy Mrs. AR ianda Gansner,Hazel, answer for stsmeone wh.5 wrote in complaining
that every
Around the corner I have a
Stephens, 1002 Idlewild, Eddie C. Rickman ( expired), time he turned around the church hit him for money.
friend
Mayfield, Todd B. Mills, 1901 209S. 15th, Murray.
The writer asked you what the church did with all the
In this great city that has no
money.
Westwood, Murray, Dillard
CLOTH IS KINDER
endIf you can find that letter, I would be most grateful if you
Mathis, Rt. 3, Benton, Harry
Always use a cloth instead - -ran it again.
Yet the days go by and the
L Garland, Rt. 1 Bx. 145,
of a plastic bag to protect a fur
weeks roll on
TENNESSEE PREACHER
Kirksey, Jason Stanley, Bx. coat.
And ere I know it, a year is
DEAR PREACHER: I found it. And here it is:
gone.
I never see my old friend's
With all the building going
DEAR ABBY: We are not overly religious people, but we
face
on
at
the
local
hospital,
and
do like to go to church once in a while. It seems to me that
Because life Is swdt - a
the over-all upgrading that is
every time we turn around in church we are hit for money. I
in evidence, I wonder why terrible race.
thought religion was free. I realize that churches have to
He knows I like him just as
have some money, but I think it is getting to be a racket.
there has not been a load of
Just what do churches do with all their money?
. gravel placed in the enormous well
As when I used to ring Ws
sized pot holes in the entrance
'CURIOUS
•
bell
driveway
the
on
west
side.
7
DEAR -CURIOUS Even priests, ministers and rabbis
And he rang mine.
4-•
Getting rid-of them would be
must eat. Since they work full time at their tasks, the
We were younger then - now
the
least
ictist
of
any
imchurches must support them...Staff, professional chair
we
are old tired men,
provement
that
has
been
or
members and musicians must also be paid. Buildings must
Tired of playing a foolish
will be made.
be maintained, heated, lighted and beautified, lAnd, of
game,
course, first they must be built!) Custodial staff must eat
Tired of trying to win a
and feed their families. Most churches engage in philanElizabeth
Waldrop
thropic work laid to needy, missions and education); hence. (Holcomb.(Mrs. Ralph,) was a name.
Tomorrow I soy, I'll call on
they have their financial obligations. Even orchids, contrary
happy one at the Christian
to folklore, do not use on air. Churches can't live on air,
Church Easter service. With him
either. Religion, like water. may be free, but when the% pipe
Just to show Km thinking of
her were her two sons and
it to you, you've got - to help pay for the piping. And the
their families, who came to him.
piper!
Yet tomorrow comes and
spend the holiday season.
One son, James B. lives in tomorrow goes
DEAR ABBY: When my son, his wife and their:bah;eome
Atlanta and owns several •-• And the distance between us
to my home for-dinner I always put newspapers und,r the
insurance companies. His grows and grows.
baby's high chair. My son told me that his wife will not allow
Just around the corner, but
him to place newspapers under the baby's high chd.r at
wife, Mino, daughter, Pam
home because it is "low-class," Sh,e claims that it's all 7ight
and her friend, John Wayne, miles away.
when feeding animals, but not children!
were with Mr. Holcomb.
, Here's a telegram - "Jim
Abby, I certainly would never put my grandchildr n in
The other son, Bobbie Joe, is died today."
the same class with animals. I'm only trying to protec my
That's what we get and
with the P.B.X. department of
dining room rug.
•
deserve
In the end.
the
Illinois Bell telephone
I have placed newspapers under high chairs with a., my
Around the corner - a
company.
His
wife,
Joan,
son,
children and now my five grandchildcen. and rve.never had
Ralph Joe, and daughter, vanished friend.
any complaintAintil now.
Nancy
Lynn were with him
Am
I
out
of
line?
Or
is
my
daughter-inlaw?
Off
here. They live in Riverdale,
SOCORRO, --

HOSPIIIILNEWS

uipeat-Abtit

Road to Heaven
Isn't Toll-Free

.

,
itamitow

It's
Our
Birthday

.ILLIAMS
By MRS. W.P W
Now I know it is spring! I leave them out as they are
awoke a few days ago to the very tender, especially if
roar of a lawn mower and there is much wind.
later I could hear all around
Do you have pots of bulbs,
the clank of shovels, rakes such as hyacinths or tulips
and hoes, being rushed into that were given to you earlier
use. It doesn't take but a very this year, for Valentines day
few days with the tem- maybe? These bulbs can be
peratures in the seventys, to put in the ground now and
get folks out of doors---and although they will not bloom
digging in the ground. I had until next year, they will grow
one dear person tell me he and develop into strong bulbs
was coming over on the first for the future. Just be sure
warm day and do whatever I the ground is loose and
needed to be done in the yard. loamy. Work a little bone
If holes needed to be dug, he
meal and peat moss into the
would dig them_ If I had some hole before planting This will
planting to be done, he would
get them off to a good start
do it. How wonderful!
I am beginning to think this
The Narcissus are 'just
is not the climate for Azaleas.
-about to leave us, I cut a big
Especially if we are going to
bouquet this week and it will continue to have severe
be my last. But there is
winters as we have had foe
always something to look
the past two years. They tiftforward to. The big buds on
too temperamental. I lost
the Clematis vines are getting
several this winter and don't
bigger each day and I
know just what I can replace
discovered buds on the
them with. But there is
hydrangeas. So, Mother
always something beautiful. •
Nature goes about her
business, never failing to
On
show us some of her
treasures.
I. have heard of Scotch
Heather all my life, but I had
never seen any' until I
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
received a gift of blooming The Kentucky Department of
Heather. It is full of a sort of Energy has mailed apmelon pink sprays and i can proximately
3,000 appimagine how beautiful the plications for participation
in
moors of Scotland are when its
Youth Speakers Bureau on
they are carpeted with this
,Energy to all -state public and
lovely plant. Just as soon as I
tirivate secondary schools.
am sure the chilly nights are
Two applicants from each
past, I will plant it Out in the
county will be selected to
yard. I was assured that it
attend a two-day training
needs a spot in poor ground
session at Centre College Aug.
and plenty of moisture
67.
Qapeetty days, our potted
Each participant must
plane; can be set out in the
sun for a few hours. I want to agree to deliver at least three
get mine accliminated to the talks on energy within their
fresh air But it won't do to county before December.

Energy Requested

• 4,1leLs, A.'11(7,4,•,*0 1,•111 UV.. Of P•011PC

The Bottomless
Glass!
Buy our giant Sirloin
Stockadatumbler filled
with iountiVorite Soft
dciek for just

Come Help Us Celebrate!

690

Specials Good
Fri. & Sat. Only!

Then, every time you
return to Sirloin Stockade,
bring your tumbler,
we'll refill it for

5

Off Handbags

All Jewelry
& Other Merchandise

with the purchase
of any meal

SIRLOIN
...
roman!
tea &Stuff ;•-•

The offer's good
until August 31
That's a lot of nickel refills,

Id fashion

10/0

ReTi
!
eshiments
will be served
Saturday Only from 2-4 p.m.
BAGS &

central
Center

DEAR SOCORRO: She is. And you may place THIS
under the baby's high chair.
DEAR ABBY: I got a big kick out of that etiqut•i•.
conscious couple who asked about the socially accepta,
way to list the names on their mailbox. Since they
obviously chos, to thumb their noses at convention by
ing together without marriage, it seems-a little ridiculou,
fret about the "proper" way to do anything.
CONVENTIONAL IN BRIDGEPORT
Problems? You'll feel better if-you get them off your chest
For a personal reply write to Abby, Box 69700, Las
Angeles, Cal. 90069. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

BEADS

A _62 .

-1-'

(

753-7598
Murray, Ky

Ends Tondo!
"Harper Valley PTA"
Starts Tomorrow

RAYFri•Sat•Sun

7: 15.9: 10

-/ 4- v-ni

Open 6:45 - Start 7 15

P5Pritick

SPECIAL LIMITED ENGAGEMENT

t4SL BROOKS'

Tir

A

WHY
PAY
MORE
FOR
CARPET

CLEANING
Get professional
results at a
fraction of the cost. !

BLAZING
SADDLES

The sons chose to attendlhe
church here that they attended when they were young.
The Holcomb family is
recorded on the church roll
and played an important part
in the church history.
Elizabeth in a pretty spring
dress was proudly introducing

Rent

RIIISE VAC

GuAL

Ends Tonite
"Rick Rogers"

7: 15.9: 10

Starts Tomorrow

ass4

Theyll Blast...Bulldoze...or Blow-up anyone
who stands
, in their way.

•
7:15,9:30

,

'i

0.00 Par Day

Nis Farrow

Jason Robards
Max on Sydow

"t4flest
ti
mY—t-i-12.91VEM
S.

ffeRRNA NE
. .
'mere IS only one
saR place;
*each ritherk arm•
...yaw awl

/a

•...now

Ammo.,

'1

omerica's No
Home Carpet
Cleaning
System

S12.00 Overnight
".
111W

JON VOIGHT

FAYE DUNAWAY

THE

fel Air NUM Store
South 1 itit St
Murray Home & Auto
904 Chestnut St.
'Sig lobo Store
Hwy. 641 Soitth
• Rig Store
Rol Air Shopping Ctr,
Cross Florist',/,'
Downtown
Rock's Convenience Store
Glendale 1. Whitnell
Rose's Store
Murry/ 914009 C•ftte'

Pvt. Bailey
At Fort Knox

Pvt. Timothy B. Bailey, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Carlos F
Bailey, 19112 Greenbriar,
Murray, recently completed
Phase I of the Two-Station
Test at Fort Knox.
The test is conducted to see
if basic entry training can be
effectively reduced from 16 to
12 weeks and still be administered at two stations.
The second phase is held at
Fort Benning,Ga.
Bailey is a 1977 graduate of
Calloway County High School.

STOCKADE
BEL-AIR CENTER

April Showers Of Values
Friday & Saturday, April 20 & 21

kov e Wieye

Histoncal Society
Workshop Family
Planned History
GLASGOW, Ky. (AP) —
"Pioneer Paths to Central
Kentucky" is the theme of a
family-history workshop to be
held 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday
by the South Central Kentucky
Historical and Genealogical
Society at the Holiday Inn,
Glasgow.
The workshop will feature
presentations on 'Insistration
routes by Edna Millikin of the:
Kentucky Department of
Libraries and Archives and'
Marylin Bell of the Tennessee
State library and Archives.
Harry b. Jackson of'
Bowling Green, a retired
corporate executive, historian
and art consultant, will speak
(ea "A Search for Heritage."
- • SLIGHT-OF-EYE .
Combat close-set eyes by
emphasizing the outer corner
of the eYe by extending dark
shadow slightly. '4
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youth Speakers

We're 3 Tears Old

20%

•

%OFF
(Except On Sale Items)
Shop Settle-Workman, Downtown Shopping
Center, When You Will Always Find Quality
Merchandise At I Reasonable Price. We Appreciate Your Business.

SETTLE-WORKMAN
CO.
Downtown Shopping Center
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( h4ritShowersSALE
Shop Friday and Saturday for super bargain buys!

11
t.

to

't

ALPHA MU.— Rita Cummings,left, a new member of Alpha MtiChapter of Elision
Sigma Alpha, is going through the pledge ceremony conducted by Kathie Fleming,
right, president, at the meeting held recently at the home of Pam Shields. A report was
given on the brunch for prospegive members held in March. Guests present at that
time were Rita Cummings, Geri Johnson, Barbra Witte, Brenda Wason,and Jane Waddell. Plans were made for a project at the nursing home in May,and a garage sate on
May 19. Linda Damron, Pam Shields, and Marie Forrester were appointed to'the•
nominating committee. Also present were Janet Denton, Jean Fleming, Sarah Homer,
Ethelyn Loberger, and guest, Susan Dutt. The international sorority, ESA, is basically a
phianthropk organization periorining services where needed in the local area. The
local chapter helps to support St. Jude Children's Research Hospital, Memphis,Tenn.

Our Regular 15.00 to 32.00

NOW

ell) HEALTH

Spring Shoe
SALE!

SPRING
HANDBAGS

1/3

OFF

II

Modified leg lifts
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

In

of

in
on
nd
ch
to
ilaft
08.
ust
ee
eir

DEAR DR. LAMB — I legs out, keeping your feet with little pockets of inflammatory material and build
read your column about us- off the floor.
ing leg lifts to develop a trim
As you do this maneuver, up of calculus.
You will need to see a
belly and fight the pot belly. be sure and voluntarily
I have back trouble of a sort tighten your abdominal dentist and have your teeth
so can yodaend me a simpli- muscles as much as you can, cleaned. If you_ have little
.particularly those in. the pockets where the gingiva
fied versioned
of leg lifts?
DEAR READER — I am lower abdominal area. Hold (gum)is separated from the
sending you The Health Let- these muscles as tight as you tooth, these pockets may
ter number 3-7, Girth Con- can while you let your heels need to be removed.
There are many causes for
trol: Avoiding The .Big Mid- come back to the floor while
dle, because you asked for it. your knees are straight. 'pyorrhea but one cause for
However, I want all ol, my Then. you can bend your bone loss, which leads- to
developing such pockets, is
readers to know that if tkey
have back problems, they knees, pulling your feet back osteoporosis or softening of
should not do leg lift exer-\ up toward your buttocks the bone. The first sign often
cases or exercises, that in- again and repeat the is bone lass around the teeth.
A factor in causing this is a
volve working the back until exercise.
they have talked to their ° In this manner, you have calcium deficient diet. Dogs
doctor about it. Leg lifts, your belly muscles tightened have been put on calcium
particularly, can cause an to -help protect the back deficient diets and boneloss
excessive load on the mus- muscle and you don't pro- around the teeth has folcles in the back and may duce jerky -Leverage against lowed, resulting in pyor- back muscles.,that may not rhea. So be sure you get a
aggravate back problems:
quart of milk a -day.
For those of you - who are be able to take it.
Other readers who want
Large doses (500 mg a
Permitted to do such exercises, a simple way to do leg this issue on methods- to day) of vitamin C may help.
lifts and not strain the back control the size of your abdo- If you're a smoker, stop
is to avoid that excess lever- men can send 50 cents with a cigarettes entirely.
age that -occurs from lifting long, stamped, self-adthe.heels straight up off the dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to-me in care of••
floor with the legs straight.
The way you do this is this newspaper, P.O. Box
simply be down on the bed or 1551, Radio City Station,
.
an the 'floor on your back rNew York, NY 10019.
with your knees up..and bent. — DEAR DR: LAMB —
CONNER GIRL
This means the bottoms of Would you please mention in
!our feet will be flat on the .your column what can be
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Conner
floor. Now keeping the knees done for pyorrhea?
of Dexter Route 1 are the
bent, you can lift the feet off , DEAR READER — Pyor- parents of a baby girl,
Andrea
rhea
is
a
lay
term
for
infecthe floor and bring your
knees up against your abdo- tion around the roots of the Gail, weighing five pounds
1
2
men. Then straighten your teeth, usually associated eight ounces, measuring 18/
inches, born on Tuesday, April
10, at 12:12 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
,•• •
Grandparents are Mr. and
.1t
Mrs. Howiird Conner and Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Edwards, all of
Dexter Route 1. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Edwards of Almo,
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Parrish of
Dexter, and Mr. and Mrs.
Vince Hicks of War, W. Va.

47
-1 -.827/1.4.

Lingerie and
Loungewear

REGULAR VALUES
TO 42.60

Our Regular 6.00 to 65.00

1

9

799

3249

TO

SpringJewlery

225 exciting pairs of Spring shoes!

Clearance
Regular Values to 10.00

NOW

1/3

OFF

Shop Fridays 111 8:30 p.m.
Junior and missy
fashions at a savings!

Solid and
Print Scarves
Our Regular 3.00 to6.00

NOW

1/3

•Portraits•Weddings•Frames
118 So. 12th --- 753-0035

Os

If you have not voted in your precinct
since 1975, you will not be eligible to
vote in this election. Only 8 more days
to register. Your voteJ important.

KEY BOY
Mr. and Mrs..Jimmy Key of
Hazel Route 1 announce the
birth of a baby boy, Jeremy
Shea, weighing three pounds
two ounces measuring 15/
1
4
inches, born on Friday, March
9, at the Muray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have another son,
KeVin, 13. The father is employed at the Calloway
Manufacturing Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Mabern Key of •Hazel
Route 1 and Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Walker of Murray
Route 1. Great grandmothers
are Mrs. Anace Walker of
Murray Route 1 and Mrs. Ovio•k•
Wilson of Puryear,Tenn.—

April Showers Of Values
Friday & Saturday April 20 & 21

ng
ity
p.

OFF

All Spring
Dresses

REGULAR
50.00 72 OQ

REGULAR

Any Regular priced dress!

NOW

l 5%

1/3

OFF

Sportswear
Coordinates

1/2 oFF

Our Regular values to 52.00

NOW

1/3

OFF

NOW

30%

• - Tfuynidayanti
Saturday and really
save on our entire stock of fabulous
Spring coats. Moose from your
favorite colors and styles. SAVE!

FASHION
PANTS

SPRING
Suit Sale

Our Regular 15.00:Ito 18.00

Our Regular WOO to 130.00.

20%

Spring
Shoes

Terry
Shorts
and
Tops
9.00 TO 15.00

B11-1-

Select Group
Ladies

Fun-in-the-sun sportswear at a super price!

All
Spring
Coats

One Day Film Processing

Artcraft
Photography

Doors open
at 9:30 a.m.

2:15 pairs of beautiful
Spring shoes in assorted
styles and colors. Buy
several pairs and save!

OFF

999

AND 1

....SportyleayShort4 A.Pd _
tops in pastel blue,
yellow and pink plus
white. Buy several outfits for the summer!

Knit Tops
and Shirts
Our Regular 13.00 to 19.00

NOW

1/3

OFF

•

SPRING
PANTSUITS

SALE OF
Foundations

Misty Harbor
Raincoats

I

0

Shoe
Store
Court Square
11Z1
(11
41
1
,

Any regular Pricedstyle

Our Regular 5.00 to 10.00

, Any regular priceii coat!

VISA'

NOW 20% OFF

NOW

1 500

OFF
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Events Listed For Community Calendar

Thursday, April 19
East Calloway Elementary
School Parent-Teacher Club
will meet at the school at 7
p.m.

Thursday, April 19
No-Till
Seminar
for
Calloway County Grain
Farmers will be at Livestock
and Exposition Center at 7
p.m.

Women's
Christian_
Fellowship of First Christian
Church will meet at 7 p.m. at
the church library with Emma
Sue Hutson as speaker.

Murray Women of the
p.m. with
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Moose will meet at 8
meet at 7 p.m.
officers
to
the
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to Meet at 7:30 p.m.
Business and Professional
at the lodge hall.
Women's Club will meet at
630 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant.

Thursday. April 19
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at the Ellis Center at
7:30 p.m.

April Showers of Values
Friday & Saturday, April 20 & 21

5%OFF

STOREWIDE
(Except Accessories)

New Spring Colors
Rack
, Sportswear1/3 off
Select Groupl &
Jewelry

$2

Uniforms
Colored Uniform4
Tops
Nursemate
Shoes

it 43----0ff___
10% off

Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
with Mrs. Bill Settle at 7 p.m.
Women's dual track meet
between Memphis State and
the Lady Racers will be at Roy
Stewart Stadium at 2:30 p.m.
Dr.
J.
N. Findlay,
philosopher from Boston
University, will deliver the
Clifton
Sigsbee
Lowry
Distinguished Lecture in the
Humanities at 8 p.m. at the
Student Center Auditorium,
Murray State. This is free and
open to the public.
"Guys and Dolls," musical
fable of Broadway characters
and their haunts, will be
shown at the Mdrray State
University Theatre at 8 p.m.
Admission is $3 per person or
by season ticket.
Men's Stag Night will be
held at the Murray Country
Club at 6 p.m. with Henry
Fulton, Jim Clopton, Conrad
Jones., and Cecil Farris in
charge of arrangements.
Youth Progressive Dinner
of the Memorial Baptist
-.Church will start at the church
-at6 p.m.
Open Society Horse Show,
sponsored by Murray Rotary
Club and Sigma Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will be
Livestock and
at the
Exposition Center, starting at
7:30 p.m.
Friday. April 20
Home Vegetable Gardens
will be discussed by Ted
Howard, County Agriculture
Agent, at 10 a.m. at the County
Extension Office. The public is
invited.

Saturday, April 21
Pancake
Breakfast,
sponsored by Murray High
School Student Council, will be
served from 6 toll a.m. at the
high school cafeteria. Tickets
Purchase Area 4-H Club - are $1 50 per person.
Variety Show will be held at
the Murray State Student
Murray Shrine Club will
Center Auditorium from 7 to meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
10 p.m. This is free and open to Triangle Restaurant.
the public.
"Young At Hearts" dinner
Science seminar dealing for all members who are 70 or
with analytical applications of older or whose spouse is in
chemially modified electrode that category at the Seventh
surfaces with Dt. R. Baldwin and Poplar Church of Christ
of the University of Louisville
will be held at the North
as speaker will be in Room
Calloway Elementary School
312, Blackburn Science at 6 p.m. Those needing
Building, Murray State, at
transportation may call 7533:30 p.m.
3714.
Friday, April 20
Second night of "Guys and
Dolls" will be presented at the
Murray State Universit)
Theatre at 8 p.m.

Annual music festival for
middle school bands and
orchestras, sponsored by the
Kentucky Music Educators'
Association, will be held with
public performances beginning at 4 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State.

Car Wash, sponsored by
Calloway County High School
Choirs, will be at Ross
Standard Station, 15th and
Main Streets, from 7:30 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. Cost will be $3 per
car, outside only.

Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
at Piney Campground in the
Land Between the Lakes with
Dan and Carol Kelly as
wagonmasters and B. C. and
Orpha Grogan as assistants. A
supper
of
sandwiches,
desserts, and salads, will be
served Saturday at 6 p.m.
followed by grocery bingo.

Mike Spencer's Sunday
School Class of First Baptist
Church will have a social at
the bowling alley.

Teams of girls from White
Hall, Murray State, will attempt io break the Guiness
Book of Records' mark of 54
hours of continuous softball
play by girls at Roy Stewart
Stadium. This was postponed
from last week.

Saturday, April 21
Second night of annual
Society Horse Show, sponsored by Murray Rotary. and
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club, will be at 7:30
p.m. at the Livestock Show
Exposition Center.
West Kentucky Conference and
High School Track Cham- General admission is$3.
pionship will be held at
Sunday, Aid!22
Stewart Stadium, Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
State, starting at 9 a.m.
Spiceland will be himored at
ean open house LIT celebration of
Events at Land Between the their 50th wedding anLakes will include slide niversary from 2 to 5 p.m. at
presentation of The Ghosts of their home. The family
Barnes Holkw at 2 p.m., and requests that guests not bring
drive to explore the sights and
sounds of the woods after dark
Calloway County Bands will
at 7:30 p.m., both to start at
present at concert at 2 p.m. at
Center Station.
the cafeteria of Calloway
County High School.
Annual music festival for
middle school bands and
Local Chapter of National
orchestras, sponsored by
Organization for . Women
Kentucky Music Educators'
meet at 7 p.m. in
)
Association, will start at 8 NOW will
Blackburn Science
172,
Room
a.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
Building, Murray State
Murray State.
Uniiersity.
'
1
Saturday, April 21
Murray State Men's Tennis
team will play the University
of Louisville at 9 a.m. and
Western Kentucky at 2 p.m. at
the Univefaity Courts.

Knights of Columbus will
have a dance at 8:30 p.m.

Sunday, April!!
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include
Saseafras Tea Party at 1 p.m.
at Center Station; Butter
Churning at 2:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Sheep
Shearing
and
Wood
Processing at Empire Farm
from 1 to 4 p.m.
Senior recital by Shela
Bondurant,clarinet, Paducah,
will be at 2 p.m. at the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine _Arta —
Center, Murray State.
Concert by the Murray State
University Chorus, directed
by Prof. Robert Bear, will be
at 3:30 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium. This is free and
open to the public.
Faculty trombone recital by
Marta Hofacre, instructor in
the Department of Music at
Murray State, will be at 8:15
p.m. in, Farrell Recital Hall,
Murray State.

Comfortable casuals
in soft,na ral leather.
Slip in our casuals. You'll see
their cIssk good looks, You'll feel
their fa4onable. easy-walking
crepe sol s, and foot cradling,
cushion 'arch.

Country Ham Breakfast,
sponsored by Blue Grass CB
Club, will be held from 5 a.m.
to 1 p.m. at the club house over
Wallis Drug. Cost will be $3 for
adults and $L50 for children.
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will meet at 12 noon
for a dutch treat salad luncheon at Dakota Feed and
Grain with Mrs. Gerald
Hudder as guestspeaker.

Murray State Men's Tennis
Murray Moose Lodge will
team will meeet Tennessee —
have ,#
r -disco featuring The
Tech at 2:30 p.m. at the
SkyRyders
at 8 p.m. at the
University Courts.
lodge hall, North 16th Street
Extended.
Shopping for senior citizens
will be held' and call 753-0929
"Guys and Dolls" will be
by 9 a.m. for morninrshoppresented at the Murray State
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
University Theatre at 8 p.m.
afternoon shopping.
Tickets are $3 per personor by
season ticket.
Saturday, April 21
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m

'33"
Scholl
Casuals
sa.•

-too Stows
Murray

753-2414

April Showers Of Values
Friday & Saturday April 20 & 21
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The newsmaker.of the season is
the dress - soft & flowing, & the

e614.11N®

Beautifully

V

NATURALIZER
THE SHOE WITH THE BEAUTIFUL FIT

thride.

styled

Spring

coor-

dinates for a classic combination.

timeless classic - the jacket
dress. Reg. to 3799

8"

Skirts Reg. 19"899 Vests Reg. 24"

Pants Reg 18"899 Shirts Reg. 18"899

IlanruSitze1/17affiztJA-rierze
Manufacturers buyout on Famous
Maker lingerie. Reg. to 20".

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY,KY
•

•
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Looking Back
- 10 Years Ago

Opinion Page
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Greenback
Comeback
that is almost totally dependent
Remember the falling dollar
on imported oil, has put
— that funny green. stuff
growing pressure on the yen.
foreign exchange speculators
Another factor has been a
were unloading like mad a few
increase in Japan's
marked
months ago?
and a slowdown
imports
overall
Well, it's bounced back, at
growth.
export
its
of
least in relation to the Japanese
We're not chortling over this,
yen After reaching a low of 180
The world is so
however.
began
late last year, the dollar
interdependent
economically
in
and
rising fairly steadily
news for one
bad
that
today
210
the
past
soared
days
recent
country is not necessarily good
mark, its highest level in ninenews for others.
and-a-half months.
For one thing, a "weaker"
In other words, where $1 got
yen and a "stronger" dollar
you only 180 yen last October, it
means thaV Japanese goods
will get you more than 210 yen
cost less tä us and our goods
today.
Ost more to them. Over the
In a replay of efforts by the
long run, this would not be
U.S. government when the
favorable to our continuing
dollar was under heavy selling
balance of payments problem
pressure, the Bank of Japan
ijisofar
ak,it is caused by too
has been trying to sop up the exand not enough
/much
importing
cess yen to stem the decline,
•
exporting.
./
but to little avail.
Still, it's refreshing to see the
What happened? According
once again becoming
dollar
experts,
to foreign exchange
of value oh,the insomething
oil
raise
to
OPEC's decision
ternational scene. Would that
prices ahead of schedule,a real
the same thingiwould happen to
blow for a country like Japan
it at home.

Letter To.The Editor

,91RAIFfrik

Thanks
Dear Editor;
I would like to express my appreciation to you and to Debbie Lee for
the fine job done on our article printed
in the April 4th edition of The Murray
.Ledger and Times:
I know much hard work went into
preparing the article. I feel sure that it
will help the parents of pre-high school
students and those already in high
school be aware of what is offered to
their children in the way of vocational
courses.
Again, thank you.
Sincerely,
James Lawson
Coordinator
++++++4444-4-4•44-44•4

The Story Of

1822-1976

20 Years Ago
Garrott's Galley

He Served Murray State During
• Some 24 OfIts Earliest Years
One of Murray State University's real
pioneer faculty members somehow has
been overlooked in much of the
awarding of honors and the naming of
facilities on the campus, and the
husband of one of his grandchildren is
trying to do something about ft.
The pioneer is the late E.H. Smith.
who served the institution from 1923 to
1947 — 24 of its earliest years. Seeking
belated recognition for him is Wayne
Williams, an associate professor in the
Department of Instruction and Learning and an 18-year member of the
faculty.
I recall seeing Mr. Smith on the
campus when I was a student at the
university, then the Murray State
Teachers College. He was a wiry, little
man with an unruly shock of grey hair
and who had a smile and a friendly
word for everyone he met.
Mr. Smith was the first facult
member employed by Dr. John W. Carr
when the institution cranked up as the
Murray State Normal School. He also
was the first mathematics teacher aid
the first director of extension.
Wayne's wife, the former Lilly
Atkins, is his grand-daughter; and it
has been from the two of them that I
have obtained the following in-

Kentucky Closeup

By Dorothy and Kerby Jonnings
cwrigat, ills
•+-••-•444-.+444-4444

Inasmuch as this _correspondent _was in infancy at the time of
the misfortune, thus musf depend uiron hearsay as to-the details.
recalled, however, subsegant turbulence. The wounds
It
of the Civil War were as fresh in the minds of the Confederates
in 1900 as they were forgotten by the victors in Calloway County.
It was a county divisioncel lopsidely in loyalties. Loyalties spilled
over into the political arena with unabated fury into the present
century: Whether or not the division was definitely aligned with
war sympathies cannot be positively ascertained at -this late -date,
but from the best of recollections Keys was a symbol of the Old
South and Ilolland of the Union.
Dismissing the source of conflict as irrelevant, it is a fact the
two men were in fiercely opposed political camps. --)acording to the
• very best recollections, admitting frailties of memory, Sheriff Holland
was standing with a group of friends in a small office building at
the site of Rudy's Restaurant when he fired a pistol shot through a
glass window at Keys standing on the sidewalk in front. Keys died
from the wound the following morning, according to McElrath's
monograph, at his residence formerly located on the southwest
corner of the First Methodist parking lot on South 6th Street.
At the time of his death, Keys had under construction a li-gatitiful dwelling at the corner of Maple- Street next door to the place of
his death. Sheriff Holland was exonerated of any negligent act,
corroborated by the sheriffs witnesses. However, the nature of the
act infuriated Keys' followers to a state of frenzy, while Holland's
.followers,equally defended the action.
The seething undercurrent was fanned by recurring editorials,
with stories'inthe Calloway Times being prejudiced in behalf of
the sheriff, and the Murray. Ledger articles biased for the Keys
followers. The accusing editor of the Ledger did not tarry outside
his building unaccompanied by a short-barrelled shotgun and it
was a common sight the following week to see the editor eating
lunch in Tom Banks' cafe on the east side of the square with a shotgun across his knees in readiness to accept the challenge from Holland that the editor was it marked man. No doubt, the Ledger
editor had grounds to be apprehensive for Sheriff Holland was credited with taking the life of a prisoner while he was a guard at the
Eddyville penitentiary, the life of another in his role as deputy
sheriff before the slaying ..of Keys. In 4ater years Mr. Holland took
his own life by a shot into his head at his home on Main Street
after suffering for months from incurable cancer. Years later, a
son, Gcaharn, hanged himself in Marquette State Prison in Upper
Michigan while serving a life sentence, convicted of the murder
. of a woman on East Jefferson Street, Detroit, by cutting her head
off, stuffing it in a 'mattress and dumping the bedding in a garbage
,dump. Truly, tragedy stalked the Walter Holland family, despite,
his fearless method of enforcing the law.

To Be Continued
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First Lt. James Alan Valentine, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ottis Valentine, has
returned home after serving the past
year in Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ortha
Collins, 56.
Local candidates for queen of the
Horseman's
Kentucky
West
Association at the contest to be held
tonight at the Jaycee Center, Paducah,
will include Debbie Johnson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Johnson,
Calloway Riding Club; and Sharron
Darnall, daughter of Mrs. Clifton B.
Hutson, New Providence Riding Club.'
Miss Jennifer Kelley George was married to Billy Dan Crouse on March
27 at Indianapolis, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Cannon Warren, Tigrett, Tenn., announce the
approaching
and
engagement
marriage of their.granddaughter, Miss
Anne Warren Nance,to Glenn Dawayne
Swafford, son of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Doyle Swafford of Dyersburg, Tenn.

EDITOR]AI,

Ann Wrather of Murray High School
won a superior rating for the second
consecutive year in poetry reading at
the Kentucky Speech Festival held at
Lexington.
Calloway County winners in the 4-H
District Rally held at Paducah were
Randy Patterson, New Concord School,
demonstration on "Paints;" Donna
Ruth Grogan, Murray High School,
speech on "Effective Teaching;"
Sandra Bedwell, Kirksey School, bread
making demonstration on "Biscuit
Varieties," Carolyn Palmer, Kirksey
School, dairy food demonstration on
"Cheddar Cheese Sauces."
Deaths reported include Yancy F.
Bennett, 44.
Thomas C. McCuiston, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. McCuiston, recently was
promoted to Specialist Four while
serving with the Fourth Armored
Division in Germany.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Kent Nichols and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Glen Thomas Hale.

Atkins. The other was Mrs. Annie Smith
formation on Mr. Smith's tenure at the
wife of Dr. Hensley
Woodbridge,
university.
Woodbridge, both former Murray State
+++
faculty members and now at Southern
In the early 1930s, Mr. Smith
Illinois University at Carbondale.
organized the school's first extension
Mrs. Atkins graduated from the inand placement programs, and in 1938,
stitution in 1932, and they had three
the late Marvin 0. Wrather, who went
children — Lilly (Mrs. Wayne
on to become executive vice-president
Williams), James Ernest and Clara
of the school and to serve twice as its
acting president, was employed to • Ann (Mrs. A.D. Pollock).
Lilly, a 1940 graduate, and Wayne, a
assist Mr. Smith until his retirement in
1942 graduate, had three children, two
1947.
of whom graduated at the university
He died 11 years later at the age of 81.
while the youngest, Jo Ann, is the
Mr. Smith's two daughters, three
sophomore
currently enrolled. Evelyn,
grandchildren and four greatnow Mrs. Kim Wallis, graduated in
The Blevins Popcorn Company of
grandchildren are all Murray State
1966;and Ernest W. graduated in 1972.
Nashville, Atlanta, Dallas, and
graduates. A great-grandchild is a
Evelyn and her husband live on a
Arconum, Ohio, will place a popcorn
sophomore at the university today.
farm near Stella. Ernest W. went on to
processing plant at Hazel, according to
Dr. N.M. Atkins, a son-in-law, was
graduate from Harvard with a law
a telegram received by The Ledger &
the school's first physician from 1933
degree and is now a corporation lawyer
Times from the public relations
until 1935. Dr. Atkins also taught health
in Loulaville.
department of the company.
classes.
James Ernest, an... elementary
Deaths reported include Frank
Another son-in-law, Dr. Hensley
principal in Greenville, graduated in
Paschall, 75.
Woodbridge, also served as the in1947. He is married to the former Ruth
The body-of-PFG Carlos Hurt, who
stitution's head librarian. Mrs.
Ann Ford of Greenville and a 1942
was killed in action in World War II on
Williams is in her 12th year of service in
graduate. Their two children also are
April 1, 1945, at Luzon, will be returned
the catalog department of the Murray
Murray graduates — James E., Jr.,
here for funeral and burial services at
State library today.
finishing in 1967, and Jennifer, now
Old Salem Cemetery.
Jennifer Atkins Johnson, graduated in
A final check up of sales just comMr. Smith's two daughters were Mrs.
1971.
piled by C. C. Farmer, secretary of the
Sylva Smith Atkins, who was married
Clara Ann's husband is Army U. Col.
Murray Tobacoo Board of Trade,
to the school's first physician, Dr. N.M.
A.D. Pollqck, Jr., now stationed at Fort
revealed that approximately 11,000,000
Sill, Okla. Both are 1959 graduates of
pounds of dark fired tobacco were
Murray State and they have three
handled on the Murray Market this
children, none of whom have attended
season,
the university.
Births reported include a boy to
Here is a man who helped establish
Mr.and Mrs. Elwood Newsom, April 12,
the basic character and philosophy of
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Schroeder,
Murray State, a man humble in his
April 14, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
work and in his dedication to the inThomas Lovett, April 15.
stitution.
Miss Lynn Radford, daughter of Mr.
Wayne has a point in believing that
and Mrs. Homer, G. Radford, was
the dignity and quality of Mr. Smith's
married to J. R. Smith, nephew of Mr.
deserves
appropriate
service
was_Ve center of the iron industry in
and Mrs. Dewey D. Crass, on April 17 at
recognition and honor.
the United States. Between 1700 and the
the First.Baptist Church.
late 1870's, there were more than 100
furnaces in operation.
"The furnace at Fitchburg was built
By FRANK CORMIER before the Civil War but was highly
money to Susan Clough, Carter's
Associated Press Writer
modern for its day, with inclined
personal gecretary, who carried the
SAPELO ISLAND, Ga. (AP) —
planes, tramways — driven by mule
collective offering to the plate.
President Carter's joint checking acpower — and macadamized roads. The
count with wife Rosalynn is out of
Red River Iron Manufacturing Co.
At least the first part of the
-- - ducting bean-a-15r al least $297.
employed 1,000 men and was pro
president's holiday was uneventful on a,
You see, the Carters have a problem
10,000 tons of pig iron for railroad car
scale seldom seen since some of
that doesn't affect most of us: Some
wheels. The discovery of great iron-ore
President Lyndon Johnson's lengthy
folks would rather display the first
deposits in the Lake Superior region
stays at his Texas ranch.
family's personal checks than cash
killed the business around here."
In LBJ's time, Sid Davis, now
them.
Fig's book on the history of the FitchWashington bureau chief for NBC
A case in point: Sayde's, a
burg furnace was drafted after the
News, sometimes informed colleagues
fashionable dress shop on nearby St.
owners decided to donate the site to the
he was going to seek excitement by
Simons Island, keeps a $297 check
U.S. Forest Service.
walking around the corner to "watch
signed by Mrs. Carter under glass
In outlining problems faced by
some haircuts."
For the Carter press corps,
rangers, Fig placed the theft of ar- where customers can see it.
Meanwhile, the first lady has been
headquartered on Jekyll. Island, excheological relics high on the list.
wearing three dresses the uncashed
citement has come largely from wat"Tourists are always trying to dig these
$297 check bought when she went
thing up and carry them away."
ching each other.
shopping during a 1977 holiday.
As an example, there was the morHers also concerned that some
the
at
in
check
'ning when 2-year-old Taylor Stahl
to
fail
visitors
Carter, who is known to keep close
Latham fell into the swimming pool at
headquarters in Stanton. 'We like to
tabs on his personal finances, has ex- . the motel housing the press contingent.
know where they're gang." tended his interest in money matters to
A non-swimmer,- the tocisilerFire is the biggest threat of all.
ones involving White House reporters.
daughter of novelist Aaron Latham and
"Campers are forgetful about exThis became evident Sunday. when
CBS News correspondent Leslie Stahl
tinguishing them and the first thing you
he, Mrs. Carter and daughter Amy
fell beneath the surface of the - water -know, you have a full scale blaze on
attended Easter services at the tiny
like a stone.
your hand. Campfires are now
First African Baptist Church.
Mother plunged into the water fully
prohibited in the Red River Gorge."
Mingling afterward with five
clothed and made a quick rescue.
There are seven full-time rangers
reporters who had been allowed to
patroling the forest and most days,"the
.1k
worship with him, Carter jibed, "I
Job is routine. I dread those telephone
Murray Ledger & Times
offering,"
didn't see y'all give any
calls reporting an accident."
001
.
USPS 3067
Carter thought he knew what he was
Walter 1. Appel'son
Fig, who developed his climbing
l'ubitsher .
trt Gime McCutcheon
Editor
talking about because members of the
skills in the Army, heads into the
The Murray ledger & Tunes o, publkshed
congregation had filed to the front of
Wilderness with medical equipment and
every afternoon excePt Sundays. Jul) 4 TirLst
bv
a
on
offerings
their
Day New Year Day and Thanksgiv
to-drop
ma'.
the church
a stretcher. "We never know what
Murray Newspapers. In, . 103 N 4th St
plate — and no reporters joined in the
at
Paid
Postage
class
we're going to find. A man recently
Second
Murray. Ky 42071
Murray .Ky 42071
march.
tumbled 90 feet off a cliff and is now
by
served
areas
SUR.SCHIF'Tlir; RA11-:s In
What the president did not know was
carriers. 52 75 per month pay able in ,IdVan,
paralyzed.
their
given
mail in Calloway1 ountv and to Benton, liar
had
reporters
I-I)
five
the
that
"This is beautiful country," Fig said.
din. Mayfield. Sedalia and Earmirigton, Ky and
"It's also dangerous country if you
Parts, Buchanan and Iltryear. Tn. $19 50 per
year By mad to other destmations. $3500 per
don't watch your step."
year
He has spent 18 of his 42 years with
Member of Assoc tided Press Kentucky Pre,,,
Woe unto him that giveth his
Association and Southern Newspaper Publisher, ,
the Forest Service and knows the
Association_
neighbor drink, that puttest thy botThe A_ssneiated Press is exclusively entitled to
district like the back of his hand.
tie to him, and makest him drunken
republish local news originated by The Murray
Visitors often assume he's a native
also, that thou mayest look on their
ledger 8. Tunes AS well as all other At' news
Tete:Kw:se NUMBERS
Kentuckian but he missed that
,
nakedness. Habakkuk 2:15.
75.1 1416
Rosiness Office
distinction by six miles.
753-1916
Drunkenness and set sins often go
tlassified Advertising
751-1919 4 Advertiairw
"I was born in Virginia, across the
Retail ,Ihsplay,
hand in hand They make people
753-1916
Circulation
Rig Black Mountain from Lynch.
753-1911
miseable. This is the tedgment of
.
News and Sports Dept
What's six miles among friends?" ,
God.

30 Years Ago

Ran,ger's Day
Begins Early
By GEORGE W. HACKETT
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Don Fig's
day begins at 8 a.m. and ends whenever
— whenever he's satisfied things are
under control in the 52,000 acres of
wilderness under his stfpervision.
"I just keep an eye on the place," said
Fig. "People get lost, Stranded, or drop
off a cliff, and we have to go after
them."
Last year he led 65 rescue missions
into the Daniel Boone National Forest
and the Red River Gorge but he
pointed out, "that's not too bad when
you consider that approximately
750,000 visitors go through here during
the season."
Fig is a U.S. forest ranger, an
emergency medical technician, an
excellent photographer, an archeologist and an author.
"The book I wrote dealt with the
Fitchburg furnace, the largest charcoal-burning facWty in the world. It's
still standing near Irvine and is listed in
the National Registry of Historical
Places."
At one time, he continued, Kentuck

Thoughts
}yioil
InBySeason
To explain the dynamism and selfconfidence that has chariwterai'd
Western civilization for centuries and
has helped it spread throughout thc
world, some suggest we need look no
further than our Judaeo-Christian
origins.
These words from the covenant
between God and Abraham in the.book
of Genesis are hardly designed to mala,
*men either fearful or shy And I will make thee exceeding .
fruitful, and I will make nations of
thee, and kings' shall come mg of
thee, And I will establish MN
covenant between me and thee and
thy seed...to be a' God unto thee.
and to thy seed after thee. And 1
will give unto thee...the land
wherein thou art a stranger, all the
land of Canaan, for an everlasting
possession.

Jimmy's White House

,Bible Thought
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Administration Asks Congress
To Speed Approval For Drugs
By MICHAEL PUTZEL
a bill proposing a major
Associated Press Writer
overhaul of the nation's
WASHINGTON APL- The prescription drug law. VirCarter administration asked tually
identical
adCongress today to speed ministration legislation failed
marketing approval for drugs to reach the floor in the last
that
represent
major Congress, largely due to
breakthroughs and to en- major drug manufacturers'
courage the sale of relatively opposition.
inexpensive generic drugs.
The prospects in this
The requests are included in Congress also are uncertain,

PA

Hubbard Wants Sheriff Succession
•

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
WINCHESTER,Ky.( AP)U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard;DKy., pledged again today to
push for a law allowing
sheriffs to succeed themselves
if he is elected governor.
The anti-administration
Democrat told a breakfast
meeting of 35 supporters that
he would do all he could to
persuade the 1980 Legislature
to place a constitutional
amendmenl to that effect on
the 1981 ballot.
And I will not try to hook on
other issues that caused the

and some observers believe would directly affect conthe measure was doomed sumers is a requirement that
when one if its principal ad- pharmacists post the prices
vocates, Food and Drug they charge for the most
Commissioner Donald Ken- commonly prescribed drugs.
nedy,
announced
his Open price competition between pharmacies is growing,
resignation Tuesday.
Health, Education and but is still considered
Welfare Secretary Joseph A. professionally unethical or
Califano
Jr., Who
is even illegal in many states.
vacationing while Congress is • Another .provision would
in recess this week, sent the require that each prescription
bill to Capitol Hill with a drug sold be accompanied by
message invoking Carter's leaflets explaining in nonsupport of the measure and medical language a product's
saying he looks forward "to uses and potential dangers.
The experimental data that
working with the Congress
again this year as it considers drug companies gather in
this
major
consumer developing new drugs and
proving their safety and eflegislation."
The measure is,designed to fectiveness now is carefully
speed up a now-lengthy ad- protected as trade secret
ministrative process that the information. - The
new
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API industry and many experts legislation would open up the
claim impedes the marketing approval process to public David Bailey of Lexington on
scrutiny by requiring com- Wednesday became the first
of new life-saving drugs.
motorist to purchase gasohol
At the same time, it would panies to make their data
permit the Food and Drug public, but would guarantee - a gasoline and alcohol
mixture- in Fayette County.
Administration to order them some protection from
"I'm willing to pay more for
existing drugs off the market competition for a few years
gasoline
if I can get better
if they are found to present an following approval.
mileage," said Bailey, who
That proposal has spurred
unacceptably high risk of
paid 87.9 cents per gallon and
some of the strongest industry
adverse effects.
had eight gallons pumped into
Critics have suggested that objections,
because
his Cadillac at the CSC gas
one reason the FDA is so slow manufacturers say it would
in approving new drugs is that give any competitor an op- station here.
Gasohol's price was higher
once a product gets on the portunity to copy an important
than the station's unleaded
market, the agency must new drug outside the country
embark on an equally long and and sell it internationally (81.9 ) and regular(74.91 fuels.
Chet Lawson, a :Lexington
complexx proceeding' if it without having to spend the
businessman, was in line
decides the drag ought to be millions of dollars that often
behind Bailey to fill his Dodge
go into development of a
removed. .
Aspen.
One provision of the bill that single drug.
"No other gasoline will
make'this heap run good,"
Lawson said. "I thought I'd
give gasohol a whirl."
Gasohol advocates say the
alternative fuel gives better
RICHMOND, Ky. ( AP) - manager in 1975 after six gas mileage, burns more,
City Manager David Graham months as city tax assessor. cleanly' and stops engine
has resigned, effective May 3, "This ( the resignation) has knocking better than gasoline.
nothing to do with perto enter business.
Jerry Shepard, CSC director
The city commission ac- sonalities. A good Visiness of operations and marketing,
cepted Graham's resignation opportunity has come up," said gasohol's price reflected
"with regret" at its meeting said Graham.
the cost of alcohol production
Tuesday night and imabout $1.65 a gallon
He gave no details of the
mediately hired his assistant,
Gasohol is 90 percent unleaded
business.
Ed Worley, to fill the vacancy.
gasoline and 10 percent ethyl
City Attorney Robert Moody
Worley, 22, a Pike County alcohol:
said the commission was not native and Eastern Kentucky
Shepard said gasohol's price
required to advertise for a city University graduate, has been -should fall to within 3 to 5
manager.
' assistant city manager for one cents.of the price of unleaded
Graham
became _city year.
gas.

Lexington Man Is
First To Buy Gasohol In County

forever!
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proposal to fail years ago,"
Hubbard said.
He said It does not make
sense to prevent sheriffs from
succeeding themselves when
local judges and court clerks
are allowed to do so.
The breakfast meeting was
Hubbard's first stop on a foray
into central and eastern
Kentucky, where he seeks
votes to add to what he called
his firm base in . western
Kentucky. Hubbard is from
Mayfield.
The congressman planned
appearances at courthouses in
Mount Sterling, Frenchburg
and Paris-before returning-to
Lexington for .a television
panel interview and to
Louisville for a rally in
Shively to name his Jefferson
County leadership.
Hubbard took a few digs at
some Democratic rivals.
He said state Auditor
George Atkins has incorrectly
portrayed him in televised
political commercials as a big
federal spender when actually
he voted against raising the
national debt ceiling.
In reference to John Y.
Brown Jr., the latest entrant
into the Democratic race,
Hubbard said, "I'm not a
millionaire, and I won't be

able to quote Dizzy Dean ( a congressman."
former baseball great) as
Hubbard
asked
for
being for me,but I will be able questions from the group, but
to tell what Kentucivans are instead got several reports on
thinking."
how he was faring in various
Hubbard said that though he counties in the 7th District.
will make mistakes both
One woman said that in Pike
daring the campaign as a County the race was purely
governor, "I assure you I will between Hubbard and Terry
keep the same record of in- McBrayer, the former state
tegrity and efficiency as I commerce commissioner,
have as a state senator and who is favored by Gov. Julian
Carroll.
Hubbard tnade a local
promise, to seek an access
road _from the Mountain Parkway into Clark County. Then
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API - he added that when the administration learned of this, it
A Kentucky Skill Olympics,
might try to pre-empt hirn by
sponsored by the Vocational
having McBrayer make the
-Industrial Clubs of America,
same promise or actually
will be held April 26-27 at the
preparing the project.
Somerset State VocationalTechnical School.
The contestants, winners of
local and regional contests,
will take written and practical
FULTON, Ky. (AP)- The
tests in such areas as auto Fulton city
school board has
body, welding, cosmetology, voted not to
require students
carpentry, practical nursing, to
make up four school days
electrical trades and ar- missed
due to bad winter
chitectural drafting. A weather.
commercial foods event will
The board voted Monday
take place at the Somerset night to
accept four "calamity
Community College.
days" allowed by the state
Winners of each event will
Department of Education and
advance to national com- to
close schools as scheduled
petition.
May 25.

Kentucky Skill
Olympics To Be
Held In Somerset

Fulton Will Not
Make Up Days

Richmond City Manager
Leaves To Enter Business

Rory M.
God's Dirsma
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Who'll Pay You 9.627% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?
GWE
Will!
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182) days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest rate is subject to change at maturity.
This 9.627% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now through April
25, 1979.
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Attorney General To Investigate Lease
wrote W. Howard Woodall,
By HERBERT SPARROW
of King-Woodall
president
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - Motors, the next day advising
-the allegation and
The state attorney general him of
him to submit any
will look into the alleged lease asking
to the
of state-owned land in documents relating
downtown Frankfort by• a matter.
Stevens said that Woodall
state agency from a Paducah
was further told "that if the
automobile dealer.
was determined to
State Finance Secretary allegation
that full restitution
Roy Stevens has asked be true
expected of all rent
Attorney General Robert would be
the date the
fr-om
paid
Stephens to investigate a lease
was
by the
acquired
property
allegedly
department
that his
King-Woodall Commonwealth, through the
with
had
lease period, plus
Motors, Inc. of Paducah for 1.3 end of the
interest."
acres of land.
A copy of that letter was
Stevens said he requested
to Stephens. .
sent
the investigation after a
Stevens said that additional
briefing from his staff late
information turned up in a
Tuesday afternoon.
Tuesday's edition of The preliminary revview by his
Louisville Times reported that staff and Transportation
the Finance Department had Department personnel this
paid King-Woodall Motors week ':found - sufficient cause
81.000 a month to rent the land and sufficient questions were
to ask the
near the State Office Building raised in my mind
to ineven after the land had been attorney general
us M
to
assist
and
vestigate
n
Transportatio
the
by
bought
aca
of
at
course
arriving
Department.
The purchase allegedly tion.'•
in an interview
occured in September 1977, Stevens said
although the lease continued that he wrote the letter late
and had it
until Aug. 31, 1978. It had first Tuesday evening
hand-delivered ,to Stephens
been negotiated in June 1976.
Stevens, who became early Wednesday morning. He
Finance Secretary in Octg.ber said Stephens had assured
a
1978, said he first learned of him full cooperation in
Wedthe lease of the land located on phone conversation
Warsaw Street near the State nesday.
He said that Woodall has
Office Building April 12 from
Wickliffe by phone
contacted
RenJim
reporter
Times
meet !kith him to
to
wants
neisen.
side. - his
...present
department
that
said
He
a
said
Stevens
counsel Charles Wickliffereorganization last year
-placed responsibility for all
real estate transactions in one
agency within his department.

5(4%.
5141%

Prior to that, the 'Fransportation
Department
handled its own property
transactions,
Woodall is also vice
president of Lester Motors,
Inc. of Central City, which is

r

t
o

COME TASTE A REAL GOOD
TIME AT SEVEN SEAS
is famous !or the freshest of
Mobil
North Atlantic and Gulf Coast Seafood
Travel
fresh Ky Lake Catfish and Sizzling
Guide
Steaks at refreshingly reasonable
Otatallt y Rated
prices, Anytime you're hungry, just feast
your taste buds on a delicious meal at
Seven &kis, Dinners from $.3.25 Special
Children's Plates
Sunday Through Thursday-April 22-26
Enjoy a Delicious Sirloin Steak
Seven Seas

/
/
/#

All accounts are insured up to S40,000 and interest is compounded daily from date of deposit to
date of withdrawal. Passbook accounts may add to or withdraw at any time. Certificates require
S1,000,00 minimum. Dividends may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, annually as
the depositor may choose.

LEXINGTON, Ky AP ) • A Louisville advertising firm
and a Lexington production
conipany calswo the Grand
Show Award in Saturday
. AdAwarriaiprogram.
Doe-Anderson, the ad
agency, and House of Commons, the production cornp4E,captured the award with
p television advertising
/campaign for W.T. Sistrunk, a
Lexington-based wholesaler
for IGA Food Stores.
The "Addy" awards are
sponsored annually by the
Lexington Advertising Club

Save With

AL
SECURITY FEDER
8
1300 Johnson Blvd
Murray, Ky.

Savings
Loan Association

FSLIC
t ----•

759-1234

Specials Good
1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681

w,in.r,ob,b0,;.t...094"14

Dann &IN...Th.
Fri and Sat. 11-11

A ril 12 thru April 21 WE GLARY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

nanaza Sale
Owen's LeRemodelin9Sale!
Hyde Park

iotur Choice of
with $12.50 purchase

R
SUGA
5 Lb.
Bag

Your Choice of Any 2
with $25.00 purchase

Limit 5 Lb.

Hyde Park

Hyde Park
Grade A
Extra Large

Bonus Special
All(With
$45.00 Purchase

With 512.50 Additional
Perches' Excluding
Tobacco Dairy Product

1

Texas Style

BISCUITS
Hyde Pork

SPAGHETTI
H T iiP

Grain Mac

Phone
753-2571

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

OrisaiYalut

BARGAIN
01'7 THE
MONTH

TRIPLE PACK
HEX NETTING
tlexagonal mesh tor al'
kinds of light-duty encio

hudson,
DURALITE
sprayer

25 TRASH BAGS

21 FT.
3171" NUR

Light, ruggeC, corrosionresistant polyethylene.'Easy
to use in yard and garden
,Unique Minimax nozzle provides broad coverage while
conserving spray Convenient
gallon size. Now...at a.
special low price—plus
$3 rebate!
OUR LOW PRICE -

TRASH
SAGS

$565

25

SO FT.
31"Il" NESI

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

$985

now

9395

Twenty-love 30 gallon bags
with twist ties
TV325
" Quantities Limited

Invitations
Paper Napkins
& Stationery

RETAIL MOO

'4"

Buy One Get 1 FREE!

30-Gal.

We Imprint
Your

COLOR GUARD FLOWER
BORDER
I 25' LON GREER OR WRITE:

SELF-PROPfLLEDI
With Front
Wheel Drive!

277

Exiia-strength, 2•mil bags
hold up to 60 pounds'

TS FT.
NM"NEU

Color-Guard

With 512.50 Additional
Piect ate Ircledont
jobaccr I Dairy Prodects

Ztegi.fiti

sures

OUR REG. LH SALE

Buy One Get 1 FREE!

Take
Advantage
of Murray
Home & Auto's
Bridal Registry
_4

Fully Assembled

so

&semis',
Naigitts1

ORTNO NOME
RCNARD SPRAY

c

01

3

144.99

Buy One Get 1 FREE!
26 °1 26`

, DINNER

“aur,*•041

12 oz

Plain,or lodrze(i

SALT
Golden

Murra Home
& uto

Your Choise of Any 3
ith $35.00 purchase

Limit 3

ky.

through Sunday
master Charge and Visa

14" MON

69c

For the Finest in
Steak and Seafood

Restaurant
753 4141
Hwy. 6411.1., Murray.

LifIlli 3 1.1i.
With $12.60 Additional
Perches' Excluding
Tobacco Dairy Products

TOILET
TISSUE

Hyde Park Butter Milk

ir

*turn
*eas
Open 4 p.m. monday

Less $3.00 Factory
Rebate—Your Net
Price Only $13 99

Limit 3

With $12.50 Addrtional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

-1,
IT, I

PAPER
TOWELS

be!,
no'

°won's
Bost

E.MB

Companies Win
At Ad Program

(5.39% Effective Annual Yield)

$399

(USDA Choke)FOR ONLY

O
'

4%
51/
Passbook Savings

originally bid on the buses.
Earlier criticism by Atkins
of a similar overpayment on
the sale of trucks to the state
by Lester Motors resulted in
the firm refunding the state
$20.727.

being investigated by the state
auditor's office regarding the
sale of school bus chassis to
local school districts.
Auditor George Atkins has
charged that Lester Motors
was paid $22,695 more than it

8 Cheese

Buy One Get 1 FREE!

36'

20-In. 3%-HP Mower
Features recoil-start engine Rear-baffle improves
grass discharge 8-in. roller-bearing wheels.
3 cutting heights 2-position chromed folding
02/31 -SP

99.99
20-In. 3-HP ROTARY MOWER
Recoil start engine. Rear-baffle improves grass discharge Shear-pin crankshaft protection 7-in. wheels,
2-position folding handle 02/51

Retail 83.11
Our Rog.83.21

'2"

SALE

Snorts
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MSEJ Assistant Is Named

Doran Perdue scores in the first game of %doubleheader with Austin Peay yesterday in Clarksville as Robin Courtney 15)
watches. Murray State lost the game, 4-3, but Perdue drilled a grand-slam homer in the second to help the 'Breds gain a
split.

'BredsProp First Game,Bounce
Back To Split With Austin Peay
By TONY WILSON
. Sports Editor
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.
Only one inning kept Murra;
State from sweeping a
doubleheader from Austin
Peay yesterday, but the
Governors.made the most of it
to gain a split of their Ohio
Valley Conference twinbill.
Austin Peay used a four-run
sixth inning to grab a 4-3
triumph in the opener before
the 'Breds, behind Doran
Perdue's grand-slam homer,
took a 10-8 decision in the
nightcap.
Murray, now 18-7 overall
and 44 -In - the OVC,- hostsMiddlt. Tennessee to another
league doubleheader Saturday
before traveling to Murfreesboro for return matches

each drew walks to score the
two „runs, but Darrell
Niswonger fanned to end the
inning.
Murray made in 3-0 in the
fourth when Perdue drew a
one-out walk and scored on
Steve Sencibaugh's double.
Lefthander Doyle Miller
suffered his first loss- after
three victories, .despite
allowing just three hits.
The Governors loaded the
bases with two outs in the
sixth before Chris Vinyard
was hit by a pitch to score one
run and Ralph Harper hit into
Austin Peay 4, Murray 3
Murray scored two runs in a fielder's choice to score
the firstdinning, but they left another;
That set Up Eric Brewer
the bases loaded to set the tone
of the contest, in which the sizzling single over center that
drove in two more runners and
'Breds stranded 11 runners. Tom Fehn and Tony Threatt gave Austin Peay the lead for
good.
A walk and an infield single
by Bill Wagoner upped the
'Breds' hopes in the seventh.
-But, after Threatt sacrificed
the runners to second and
third, Niswonger popped up
and Orem hit a soft liner to
short to end the-contest. '

Sunday.
The 'Breds are tied for
fourth in the league race with
the Governors, who are also 43. Morehead:'which split with
Middle in Murfreesboro
yesterday, winning 3-1 and
losing 6-0, are 8-2.
Middle is 9-6, and Western
Kentucky, which blasted
Tennessee Tech 11-1 and 15-0
yesterday, is in third place
with a 6-4 mark. Eastern is
sixth at 3-6 and Tech is last
with a 1-11 mark.

Family Shoe Store's
April Shower Bargains
S
shtooesre Wide
Fri. 14 Sat. Aril 21

22

Murray 10, Austin Peay 8
One Group
The 'Breds leapt to a 10-2
lead, with its final four runs
Girls Dress
coming on Perdue's blast to
Pre-Teen Dress Sandals
right in the fifth.
,
Women's White Duty Shoes
But Murray had to weather
a grand-slam shot by Gene
DISCOUNT
Men's Casual Shoes
fl Baker in the seventh that
Mon's Work Shoes
pulled the Govs within two
--runs,- Cliff --Buechel, who
relieved starter Mike
Grieshaber, now 2-2, picked
off an Ailstin Peay baserunner
10% Discount on all mdse. not listed
at second to end the game.
Catcher Jeff Oakley had
above includaing Red Wing-Boots, Weyennobtained. .Murray's- second
berg dress work shoes, women's dressout of the frame by picking off
a Gov at first base moments
heels & purses, Converse & Keds canvas
earlier.
shoes.
Murray scored a run in the,
first frame on Wagoner's1
bases-loaded walk, one in the
second on Sencibaugh's
510 Main
Murray, Ky.
] double-play ball to drive in
Om late Fri. Night
Tim Hopkins and another in
14---140===4s— _'40CA
the third on a wild pitch. Tom

25%

Extfia Bonus -

.1
]

Family Shoe
Store

L..===.14---01P1--al

Fehn had tripled before racing
home with the 'Breds' third
run.
The seven-run fifth inning
came via Hopkins' RBI single,
Perdue's shot and a two-run
double by Fehn.
Austin Pray 4.
Murray 3
0
ab3 r2 he 5[
Perdue,2b
1
4
1
1
Se ncibaugh,ss
300
20011
Courtney. 35
Tooley,lf
01 0 0 cl
Fehn, dh
Hopkins, dh
200
4 0 2 I
Wagoner, lb
Threatt,cf
1 0 0
Ntswonger, rf
3 0 0
Orem,c
26 3 3 1
Totals
21 4 3 4
AP
200 100 0-3 1-Murray
COO 004 z-4 3 4
AP
2b-Wagoner, Sencibaugh
Pitching
r er li so bb
7 4 4 3 2 4
Miller
0 0 0 0 0 1
Thread
Murray 10,
Austla Peay
Perdue,2b
4 2 3 4
Serimbaugh,ss
3 1 1 1
Courtney, 9b
4 1 1 0
Tooiey, If
5 0 0 0
Fehn, dh
4 1 2 2
Wagoner, lb
3 1 0 1
Thread.cl
3 1 0 0
Boons, rf
2 2 1 1
Fekley, c
2 1 0 0
Tota
- 30 10 8 9
AP
32 8 11 7
Murray 1 1 1 0 7 0 0 • 1 0 8 2
AP
300 010 4.8,11 2
Pitching
ip r er h no 55 hbp
klrieshaber
61-9 6 5 9 2 40
1
Beuchel
2-3 2 2 2 0

Booster Meeting
Is Rescheduled
The calloway -County High_
School Athletic-Booster Club's
regular meeting, set for this
been
has
weekend,
rescheduled for Apri429 at 2
pin. in the high school's
cafeteria.

Sears
-

V. 4
allumobli°

4.4

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

- CHAIN LINK

FENCE
$1 18

ga
OUTFIT
36"in. high

Good thro April
Great value on Sears
quality fence. Gates, end
and gate posts priced
separately. Shipping and
installation extra.

STORE
/0 OFF WIDE
Friday April 20 & Saturday April 31
Open Late Friday Night

Qraham 81. Jackson

YOUR BEST, CARPET BUYS
For robm-size and wallto-wall carpets, see our
big selection of colors
and piles. Actual color
samples available.
• FREE PLANNING
• FREE ESTIMATING
• INSTALLATION AVAII
Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Bork

Sears
MEAR!:1, 501311115 AN I

Downtown Murray

lel-Air Gator
PARKING FACILITI8

John Behling, a 19-year
veteran of high school and
college coaching, has joined
the Murray State football staff
V's offensive coordinator.
- Behling ( pronounced Bailing 45, is a native of New
Philadelphia, Ohio and has
spent the last two seasons as
offensive back and receiver
coach at Salem College. He
has also served as an assistant
at Morehead State and Tampa
on the collegiate level..
primary
Behling's
responsibility will be with the
offense line. He replaces Dino
Paparella, who recently
resigned after one season on
the Racer Staff.
"John brings a wealth of
experience and football
Ispowledge to the program,"
said 'Racer head coach Mike
Gottfrield. "He will be a
Valuable addition to the staff."
A 1960 graduate of Otterbein
College in Westerville, Ohio,
Behling initiated his coaching
career as offensive backfield
coach for four seasons at
Sandusky (Ohio) High School.
During his four years on the
staff, Sandusky combined for
a 36-3-3 record.
Beginning in 1964, Behling
served three years as an
assistant at Massillion ( Ohio)
High School and helped the
squad to two consecutive
undefeated seasons, two state
championships and a number
of two ranking nationally.
• Behling served one' season
as head coach at Freemont.
(Ohio High School before
joining he Morehead State
staff in 1968 as assistant in
charge of the offense. During
his four years at Morehead,
the Eagles twice led the OVC
in total offense.
Behling spent the 1972-73
season as defensive line coach
and recruiting coordinator at
the University of Tampa. The
Spartans went 10-2 that
season, including winning the
Tangerine
Bowl cham-

pionship. Tampa ranked fifth conference, region and state
in the nation in defense coach of the year in 1974 and
against scoring and ninth in served as head coach of the
south squad in the Ohio Alltotal offense.
He spent two successful Star Classic.
He spent two seasons as
seasons as head coach at New
head coach at Glenoak High
&tool in Canton, Ohio before
jaihing the Salem College staff
in 1977.
His combined coaching
career record as head and
assistant coach is 140-52-9,
including an 85-29-7 mark at
the high school level.

A former director of the
Ohio High School Football
Coaches Association and a
featured speaker at numerous
coaching clinics, Behling was
highly recommended by Ohio
State coact) Earl Bruce and
Maryland assistant Jake
Hallum.
"I was associated with John
at the University of Tampa
and he did a fine coaching job
and impressed me as a hard
worker and knowledgeable
coach," said Bruce.

KWIC Is Saturday

JOHN BEHLING
Philadelphia (Ohio) High
School and in 1974 he guided
'his squad to a conference and
region championship and the
state finals played at Ohio
Stadium.
Behling was named the

The state's top women's
collegiate track teams will
gather Friday at Murray State
for the sixth annual Kentucky
Women's
Intercollegiate
Conference Track and Field
Championships
at
Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Kentucky, along with host
Murray State, head the seventeam field which also includes
defending champion Eastern
Kentucky, Western Kentucky,
Louisville, Morehead and
Asbury College.
Competition is scheduled to

start with the 10,000-meter run
at 8 a.m. with preliminary and
finals throughout the mornibg
and afternoon.
"Kentucky rates as an
overwhelming favorite but it
should be a real battle for the
other spots," said Murray
State coach Margaret Simmons.
The Lady Racer squad
pulled a big surprise list
Friday in taking first place
among 11 teams in the 10th
annual
Murray
State
University Invitational.

Triplett Signs National
Letter With Murray State
Terry Triplett, a 6-8, 210pound center from Nebraska
Western Junior College in
Scottsbluff, Neb., has become
the sixth recruit to sign a
national letter-of-intent to
play basketball .at Murray
State.
Traplett .score& 15.1 points
arid pulled down 7..6 rebounds
a game for Nebraska Western,
which finished 31-7 last season
and captured conference and
regional honors to advance to

s'ec`a

the national
tournament.

junior-college

He hit 59.3 percent of his
field-goal attempts, and
Nebraska Western Coach Ron
Brillhart calls Triplett "a
hard worker that will be a
winner whereever he goes. He
had a number of injuries that
held him back, but he came on
strong late in the year.
"This is another -step to
bolster our front line," said

Murray State, Coach Ron
Greene. "It gives us more size
and strength under the basket.
I thinks it reflects our efforts
to recruit winning athletes."
Other recruits signed by
Murray State are Henderson
County High's Glen Green ,
Eminence High's Mont Sleets,
Eastern Oklahoma Junior
College's Michael Bates and
Evansville (Ind.) Central's
Walt Davis and Jeff Strouse.

WAREHOUSE
SALE

1978 Models are at a special price. We have only one of some of the models. When these
are sold there will be no more
And

The Price Is RIGHT!
Model
20673

TO
OW
RE
OR

sosat

• Model
18015
4

16310

We believe if you buy for value, you'll buy a
Toroc5
Froin Us Where
Buy

Vi0

You Get

Murray Lawn
& Garden Center

NO\\\\C)

200 E. Main

Service
After The
Sale

753-3361
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Hargrove Hurls,
-Garland Triples
In Laker Victory
Ricky Garland belted a
bases-loaded triple and freshman Don Hargrove struck out
:r1 Symsonia batters as
:Calloway County defeated the
'.:Rough Riders 8-5 yesterday at
:the City Park.
Hargrove, making his first
4 :start on the mound as a Laker,
.scattered nine hits to help
:Calloway win its second
--straight game after a seasonopening loss.
•
; The Lakers played Lowes at
:Mayfield at 4 p.m today.
After jumping to a 4-2 ad`...vantage through four innings,
.-Calloway added four more
:runs in the fifth. Three came
:on Garland's triple to deep left
venterfield.
: Kelly White followed with an
infield single that scored
:Garland.
Calloway scored a run in the
:first frame when Shawn
Simmons rapped the first of
his three hits. He went to
second on a fielder's choice

Gibbs Strikes Out 17,
2-Hits Cards As Tigers
Roll To Fourth Triumph

and scored on Keith Edwards'
double.
The Lakers made it 4-1 in
the, third
on
Kenny
McCuiston's two-run single to
drive in White and Simmons.
Tim McAlister singled home
McCuistion for the final run of
the inning.
Calloway travels to Farmington Friday before hosting
Sguth
Hopkins
to
a
ddrbleheader Saturday.

Calloway I.
Sysnamsia 5
ab r h
Shawn Sunmons, as
4 1 3
Ken McCuistds, cf
•2 1
Don Hargrove, p
4 2 1
Keith Edwards,3b
4 1 3
Tim McAlister. lb
3 0 1
FUcky Garland.If
2 1 1
Don Rogers, rf
2 0 0
Marty McCutston. 3b
3 0 1
Kelly White, e
2 1 1
Totals
• s 11
Syrnsonia
33 5 9
Calloway 1 0 3 0 t 0 1.0 21
101 03) 0-5 9
SysJJl

0
2
0
1
1
3
0
0
1
6
4
5
2

r er h so bb tfbp
D Hargroiw w,1-1), 7 5 2 9 11 2

North American Soccer
League Ends Its Strike

Alan Gibbs has a talk with Murray High catcher
John Denham during yesterday's game
against Mayfield. Gibbs struck out 16 batters to hurl
the Tigers to their fourth triumph.
Staff Photo by Matt Sanders

Zimmer Is Tired, Red Sox Lose
By the Associated Press
for the" striking major league
• Don Zimmer has had his fill umps, called ball four
on a 3-1
of the fill-in umpires.
malt with Boston's Steve
. The manager of the Boston Renko
pitching
to
Red Sox became enraged Milwaukee's Sixto
Lezcano
'after Dallas Parks, a former'with • the bases loaded
.. That
international League umpire forced in the first
-run of the
who is one of the replacements game, and the Brewe
rs went

Murray High keeps getting Bruce Taylo
r. After Gibbs
Milton finished with two hits
the pitching, and the pitchers reached
on an error, Bill as all but two Tigers reach
ed
keep getting the hitting — Milton
singled up the middle base safely.
which makes for a nice to score
Brad Taylor and
Murray 11141 7.
combination.
Denham.
Alan Gibbs struck out 16
ab r 1) Si
After Tony Herndon's hit, E fteguart
h,2b16117tirld.
4 01
1 1
batters and received all the Jeff Kursa
ve came through Thomas Kendall,lb
1
support he need on Thomas with a pinchBruce Taylor lb
3
4
0
1
1
1
hit single to score Brad Taylor, sa
1 0
3
Kendall's home run as the Gibbs. Eddie
1 21 2
Denham
Requa
John
,
rth's
,
RBI
Tigers belted Mayfield .7-0 single
brought home Milton Alan Gibba, p
yesterday at Holland Stadium. and provi
Bill Mlltart(1
2
ded the inning with Tony
Herndon,dh
Murray High, now 4-1, its final run.
Scott Hill, 11
1 0111 0
0
413 0
1
traveled to Reidland to face
i
Kimal
tm W'Mon, rf
373 07 7.
7
0 0
In the sixth, Brad Taylo
Jeff
ph
'
u
s
e
P
f
a
t
the Greyhounds today.
r
dibbs only real trouble and Gibbs singled, and Milton Mayfteld
came in the first inning, when walked to load the bases. Murray Rio ply.474
001 00131 a-7
2 3:
0 10
000 000 0-0
he walked the first three Herndon rapped into a Mayfheid
batters he faced. But he in- fielder's choice to score
lp r es A so SO hbp
A Glom 8 W .2,0 1
7 0 0 2 16 5 0
duced the next hitter to popup, Milton.
and two strikeouts ended the
frame.
Kendall blasted his sip shot
in the third inning for the
game's first run, and the
Tigers went on to score .six
more runs over the fifth and
WASHINGTON — Players informed by the
sixth innings.
Labor and
Bruce Taylor and Brad in the North American- Soccer Immigration Department
last
Taylor were hit by pitches to League ended their five-day week that foreign players
who
strike
,
citing confusion among participated in game
open the fifth before John
s during
Denham singled to drive in foreign players as the cause.
the strike would be subject to
The players' union had been deportation.

on to win 4-1

up the huddle, the Red Sox singl
e by Larry
Hisle.
manager gave him an earful.
Boston's only run came on
American League
•'He said he blew the call." Rick Burle
son's homer in the
Zimmer said of Parks, who eighth
.
, After the call, Zimmer was
unavailable '
-for
marched to the mound, verification of that
assertion.
In other American League
ostensibly to talk to Renko.
was a hell of a time to blow games, the California Angel
s
When Parks came out to break a call.- I've never
been -an outscored'. the - Minnesota
umpire baiter and I don't want, Twins 11-6, the Chica
go White
to be. I won't go out there Sox .beat the Toron
to Blue
unless I think I have a point." Jays 12-5, the Cleve
land
Milwaukee got three more Indians topped the Texas
runs in the seventh inning on Rangers 6-4, the Oakla
nd A's
(.onsecutive home runs by defeated the Seattl
e Mariners
Paul Molitor and Sal Band°, a 5-2 and the New
York Yankees
triple by Cecil Cooper and a beat the Baltimore
Orioles 3-1.

•

uP

VMONROET
GRIPPERS

Corn-Austin's April

Shower of Values,

Boone Propels
Murray Golfers
Howard Boone fired a oncle---finished with a
40.
under-par 35 to pace the
Murray totaled 147 strokes,
Murray High golf team to a followed by Fulto
n City with
firsi-place finish in a 157, Martin Westv
iew with 170
quadrangular match at the and Calloway Count
y with 185.
Murray . Country
Club
The Tigers, now 4-1, hosted
yesterday-afternoon.
Lone teak...to a 4 p.m. match
Lynn- Sullivan and-Greg today. The---P
uQle Flash
Cohocin .each had 36s for the finished second
in the %-wgion
Tigers. and Trent Jones 'and fifth in the
state last year.---

OFF

Storewide

Tiger Netters
Open With Win

CORN-AUSTIN
Downtown Court Square

ORA
SHOWER OF VALUES
One Group Ladies

Slacks

Reg S15 00$999

One Group Ladies

Sportswear

$500

Men's Vested

Suits

•

THIS SP
OW PRICE, PLUS
ALLATION, ALSO
AVAILABLE AT PARTICIPATING CAROINST
UEST SERVICE STATIONS
AND GARAGES. LOOK POR THE CARO
UEST BANNER.

JOHNNY RUTHERFORD
TWO-TIME INDY 500 WINNER

"Murray's Exclusive
Tobacco Shop"

Values to $20 00$788

Boy's

Jeans

102 N.50

Open 9:30-5:30, Mon.-Sat

Values to $14.00$688

Men's Short Sleeve

Sport Shirts

Jus
•. t
Arrived

$488

Men's

Mon soils) 5.141.1)- Sta1.ieet0far Break Ihrwesstio:

Dress Shirts

Reg $9 99$00

One Group

Ladies Tops

$299
ea
Ladies

Ladies
Sportswear Dre
sses

25 to 25T
0.4,
'
94v'07-2--50% 50%

1/2 Price

1...

Off

I

k,

Bring
This
Ad
And
Get
A

.% k frrINE-FICEE.
TflitU 1'11411FX

10%
Off

25% Off
OPEN LATE
FRIDAY

The full size shock that equals
or exceeds
original equipment specifications.
Fits most •
U.S. cars and pickups and many imp
orts. A
value at a shockingly low price.

UNION CITY, Tenn. - The Carol -Dick whipped Tammy
Murray High girls tennis team Denadurg 8-6 at No. 4;
opened its season yesterday as Cathryn Dick beat Allison
it has done for the past five Hobbs-8-1 at No. 5; Jennie
years — by winning.
Smith defeated Leah Moss 8-6
The Tigers won six singles at. No.6 and Teresa Dick fell to
matches and all three doubles Lolly Wade 8-3 at No.7.
matches en route to a 8-1— Jackson-Outland
beat
walloping of Unidn City. Adams-Wright 8-2__at No_
Murray has a consecutive doubles; Jones and Carol Dick
match winning streak that defeated Faulk-Denadurg 8-0
stretches over the past five at No. 2 and Smith and
years.
Cathryn Dick whipped Laura
Candy Jackson beat Jan Hanson and Nell Wehman 8-5
,
Adams 8-5 at No. singles; at No. 3.
-Cathy Outland stopped Emily
Murray High hosts Caldwell
Faulk 8-1 _at No. 2; Starr .Jones County to a 3:30f p.m. match
heat Jan Wright 8-2 at No. 3; Monday.

88

Jeans

Samsonite
Attache

•
EACH

Values to $115.00$
59

Men's Prewashed

Samsonite
luggage

AUTO PARTS STORES

Discount
On Any
Pipe
Or

Downtown
Murray,
Kentucky

Gift
Item
Now Til
April 28th

Good at CAROUOT AutoParts store

s and participating dealersnru Aor II 30 1979

Motor Parts it Bearings
- 1109 Chestnut Street
Murray — 753-8311

FREE

RoN0 aervice Center

Ileum Int- nod Menthol.

Nook's Wheel Alignment
Muray

Barnett's Wheel Alignment University Gulf Service
.

Just Arrived Large
Selection Of Gift Items

Murray

M urray

A' MOST LOCAT,
ONS

WE KNOW WHAT YOU MEAN 1EN
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YOU'RE

40

Iismamumme

TALKING PARTS
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V"14a
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/ Victory Over Lakers
Williams Keys Sonics
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By the Associated Press
SEATTLE - As if the Los
Angeles .Lakers aren't in
enough trouble, Seattle's John
Johnson had to rub it in.
"Gus (Williams) really gets
keyed up when he goes down
Angeles',"
there (Los

Jolinson said Wednesday night
after Williams led the
SuperSonics to a wild 106-103
overtime victory over the
Lakers in their National
Basketball Association playoff
series.
The triumph before 26,862

uts
ed

bi
1
1 1
1 0
1 0
1
1 0
2 2
1 1
0 0
0 0
1
I. 7
2 0
0 3
2

Luzinski's Towering Blow
Leads Phils Over Pirates

Sears

By the Associated Press
The fireworks at Three
Rivers Stadium was a little
premature, and anyway, it
hat dly compared with the
rocket Greg Luzinski sent into
the fifth level seats.
"Awesome. That's the only
word to describe it," said
Philadelphia pitcher Randy
Lerch of the 500-foot shot by
his teammate that gave the
Phillies a 3-2 victory over
Pittsburgh Wednesday night.
sixth-inning
Luzinski's
home run to left was the first
ever by a visiting player into
the fifth level's yellow seats. It
went over the fence at the 350foot mark, about 85 feet above
the ground.
Bob
Pirate
Former
Robertson was the only other
man ever to hit one to that
spot, and Pirates first
baseman Willie Stargell sent
one to the same level in right
field in 1973.
"I thought it was going out
of the stadium," Don
Robinson, the Pirates losing
pitcher, said after he watched
Luzinski launch one of his
curve balls.
Luzinski's two-run homer,
his second of the season,came
three innings after Bake
McBride's third home run in
two nights gave the Phils a 1-0
lead.

steel-belted radials

hbp
5 0

and
last
who
ring
:I to

os011mooe•

SAVE,'18 to

838
-- over single tire prices when
you buy two

- Stargell homered off Lerch
in the. eighth, driving in two
runs, and in the ninth - for
one brief moment - the
Pirates thought they had
escaped their third straight
loss and fourth this season to
the Phils.
In other National League
games, San Diego edged San
Francisco 7-6, Montreal
defeated the New York Mets65. St. Louis downed the
Chicago Cubs 3-2 in 14 innings
and Houston whitewashed Los
Angeles 4-0.
Padres 7, Giants 6
Joe Coleman's pitching line
in the San Francisco-San
Diego bOxscore showed all
zeros, but his one pitch lost the
game for the Giants. San
Francisco reliever Gary
Lavelle was ejected by plate
umpire Dave Pallone, an
amateur ump subbing for the
major league's striking pro
urnps, with the score tied 6-6,
two outs in the bottom of the
ninth and a 3-1 count on Mike
Hargrove. Lavelle argued too
veherrunently that his fourth
pitch to Hargrove was not a
ball.
Coleman's only pith of the
ball game was low and outside, forcing home Bill Almon
with the winning run and
capping a three-run San Diego

OTHELSIZES 0,N SALE TO FIT MOST CARS

Two tough steel belts help countersoad impact.
• Two radial plies help provide responsive ha n,t1.ling an-d control. Belts and plies work.togethor
to help keep tread fiat on road. "80-series"
profile. Tubeless. 40-in. whitewalls in sizes to
" fit most ears.
-TIRES INSTALLED•WHILE YOU WAIT
• IN STOCK LOCALLY •
EXPERT WHEEL BALANCE AVAILABLE
• Prices are catalog priret •'Shipping and
installation extra • Ask about Sears credit plans
• Oa sale in our "H X" catalog supplement

Quarter-final Round
Best-al-Seves Series
Seties 'E'
Monday's Game
Kew York Islanders 8, Chicago 2
,
Wednesday's Game
I.L.
New York Islanders 1, Chicago tcp.
Friday's Game
.
(n)
Chicago,
New York Islanders at
Sunday's Game
New York Islanders al Chicago,(n)
Tuesday April 24
Chicago at New York Islanders, if necessary
Thursday April 24
New York Islanders at Chicago, if neeemery
Sallanasy April LI or &sudsy Apirl ti
'Chicago at New York Islanders, if necessary
Series 'F'
Monday's Game
Montreal 5. Toronto 2
Wednesday's Game
Montreal 5, Toronto 1
Saturday's Game
Montreal at Toronto, in
Sunday's Game
Montreal at Toronto, In)
Tuesday April 24
Toronto at Montreal. if necessary

Satisfaction Guarantstd or lour W.,rtell Hack

11•1-Air
Calder

BEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

PoiYeStir

. . Rag. $2.99$24/0

Double Knit
Polyester

Double Knit

14)
Reg. tl 99 1

Polyetter 8 Cotton

Blends

The
cab, YOUTH
ib:
n ts SHOP
(

100% Qiona

'Nylons

Reg $5,99 $
2
91
t

Polyester

Blend (Linen Look)
Terry cloth

R•g.f3:V.4

$344

88
Reg. $4.99 $3

One Group Of

Towel Ensembles
..,

Reg S3 49 $277

,

Reg $22

$
177 0

.

Wash Cloth

Reg $ 1 49 $
117
:

,
_swat

OPEN LATE
FRIDAY

said Dennis Johnson, who
scored six of his 17 points in
overtime.

11

:-‘11P4
Young
Fashions For The Young and Very

eite•al.

BASEBALL
Americas League
OAKLAND A'S-Recalled Deres
Bryant, outfielder, from Ogden of the
Pacific Coast League.' Priced Ton)
Arrnas, outfielder, on the 21-day disst.ev
list retroactive to April 15,
FOOTBALL
National Football League MIAMI-Obtained Ralph Ortega,
Shebacker,from the Atlanta Falcons,for a
third-nxind draft choice.
COLLEGE
GARDNER-WEBB-Announced the
resignation of Billy Kinard, bead football
coach.
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
I RIVERSIDE i-Named John Masi head
basketball coach_
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCONamed Bill Fusco assistant athlete
director.
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINExtended the contract of ELM Hind,
athletic director. through June, 1988

.1kinualNouse
PeatSale
4400;Ourlongestlasting
latex*ease paint
Flat

or ()loss $
1

SALE

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
Pet. GB
L
.W
3
7
Milwaukee
's
636
4
7
New York
1+t
566
4
5
Boston
500 2
4
4
Detroit
s
364 3,
7
4
Toronto
300 4
7
3
Cleveland
CI
.273
$
3
Baltimore
WEST
1,1
778
2
7
Texas
.710 California
036
4
Minnesota
7
.500 3
5
5
Kansas city
455 3vi
6
Chicago
5
357 5
9
Seattle
5
Te 51.1
9
Oakland
4
Wednesday'. Games
Milwaukee 4, Boston I
Cleveland 6. Texas 4
California 11, Minnesota 6
Chicago 12, Toronto 5
Oakland 5, Seattle 2
New York 3. Baltimore I
Only games scheduled
Tharsday's Games
Baltimore Palmer 1-1) at New York

41
STORES

:

NATIONAL,LEAGUE
EAST
TeX
L
811
Montreal
067
3
Philadelphia
St Lotus
503
4
5
$e4
7
Pittsburgh
4
333
6
New York
3
Be
6
Chicago
2
WFST
622
Houston
6
4
9
538 2
6
San Francisco
7
500 l's
8
6
Cineiruudi
462 3
7
San Diego
6
429
8
Los Angeles
6
304 4
7
Atlanta
4
Wednesday's Games
Montreal 6, New York 5
St loins 3. Chicago 2, 14 innings
Philadelphia 3. Pittsburgh 2
San Diego 7, San Francisco 6 ,
Houston 4. Loa Angeles 0
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
St louts B Forsch OA) at (lIcat'
lomp 04)
San Francisco Bhie 3.0) at San (ilo
'Perry 24).
. Atlanta (Matula 1-1) at Cincinnati 'Sesver 1-21, in
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Montreal at Chicago
San Diego at Atlanta, in I
New York at Philadelphia, In
Pittsburgh at Houston. n
Cincinnati at St lows, ,n1
Ins Angeles at San Francisco
r

997

a gal.
reg: $14.99

Save afat
sewftrampstkat*
Sale ends
May 7

Savei5-'39on Aluminum ladders
EXTENSION LADDERS

STEP LADDERS
5 ft

6 IL

$19.99 $24.99
$35 95
lite

16 ft.

24ft.

20

$34.99 $49.99 $5999

a gat.
reg.416.99

28 ft.
$79.99

S75.40 $92.35 $119.65
$41.40 1$59.60 $75.40
laddcr a ork en.; luerytho orc 3 It less them sacs'listed oboe,.

Savelagat

Tlant 0-11

Hand Towels

"I feel good about all of my
shots - as long as they go in,"

Friday 8 Saturday
April 2048 21

Milwaukee iSlaton 04) at Boston Rainey 041
California ,Aase 1-411) at Minnesota
Hartzell 0-0
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Toronto at Detroit
Kansas City aT Boston
Milwaukee at Baltimore, n
Chicago at Cleveland, nr
Texas at New York. in)
Oakland at California, )fl,
Seattle at Minnesota, OD

Reg $2.99 $2
41

Bath Towel

"The team kind of relaxed
because they thought time
was going to expire..
.

AprilShowers
of Values

Baseball Standings

Oaf Shower of Values

eft

Astroad, Dodgers-0
Vern Ruhle tossed a sixhitter for his first victory of
the season.

Transactions

NHL Playoffs

plus 11.74'Federal Excise Tax each tire

753-2310

Expos 6, Mets 5
Montreal rallied for two
runs in the ninth - including
Ellis Valentine's, gamewinning single - to send the
Mets down to defeat for the
fourth straight time.

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar with
three seconds left, but Sauna
grabbed the carom and fed
Dennis Johnson. on the
baseline. Johnson's 18-footer
at the buzzer sent the game
into overtime.
"I saw six seconds left
( when Abdul-Jabbar blocked
Sikma's shot 1," said Nixon.

Sports At A Glance

$7512
for
2

Sears

rally.

'•
It's that simple."
Williams said, "Things
seemed to fall into place
tonight. We played good ball
up until the last couple of
minutes. The Lakers never
really gave up. We'll have our
hands full down there."
Wednesday night's game
was one each team thought it
had wrapped up in the final,
frantic minutes of the fourth
quarter.
The Lakers trailed 93-85
with 2:15 left to play, then
gained a 91-93 tie with 52
seconds left on Adrian Dantley's basket off a steal. The
Sonics came down court and
Los Angeles rebounded
Johnson's missed shot.- The
Lakers worked the ball around
the perimeter before Norm
Nixon canned an 18-footer
with 10 seconds left for a 95-93
advantage.
After the teams traded
tirneouts, Dennis Johnson
inbounded the ball to Williams
who passed it to Sikma. Sikma's 15-footer was blocked by

-1%••••••••00•1

OUR BEST-SELLING RADIAL TIRE
Two 165-13
whitewalls
were 093.90

played dished out five assists and
Kingdome fans, the Sows' fourth-year pro who
Cal, made four steals in the series.
Southern
at
ball
college
largest crowd this season,
'•He wants to play better,'
-high 38
game
his
of
six
scored
the
in
lead
2-0
gave Seattle a
Johnson
said. "It'll be a great
a
including
overtime,
in
points
best-ofseven Western Conseconds left game.
52
with
er
20-foot
series.
semifinals
ference
"It's going to be tough there.
tie.
Game 3 is set for Friday night that broke a 103-103
scored 65 You've got to win on the road
has
Williams
Angeles.
in Los
rebounds, if you're going to go places.
The 6-foot-2 Williams, a points, grabbed 11

-Save02apt
Satisfaction
Guaranteed
the use of these
coatings or your
purchase price
will be refunded

StylePerfect Paint

Tough One
latex
house
paint
SALE
one
FLAT utkl-f-2(dt

HOUSE

,/

699

Wes WWIPoint
SA1 I 0

.911

7
a qui
eel/ $1199

[chaired*
Zemmol
Sell

$

a galreg. $8.99

ci 979 Tn. Sher.

A paint.
4store.
4 wholelotmore.®
Free Decorating Service. Easy charge convenience with Master Charge or Viso.

Murray
Southside Slumping Center
So. 12th St.
753-3321
z

99
req

S12 99

•

day, April 19, 1979
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Champagne Flows As Michelle
Marvin Celebrates Settlement
think if a man wants to leave a
'both sides said it was unlikely
By LINDA DEUTSCH
rush at my house, he
toothb
they would appeal.
Associated Press Writer
well marry me,"
bloody
can
"
ional,
sensat
"I think it's
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
gh is enough."
"Enou
said.
she
of the decision. -I
Coeks popped and champagne Marvin said
ordered Marvin,
all
Marsh
for
hoped
have
flowed as Michelle Triola couldn't
his former lover the
won on all counts." 55, to pay
Marvin celebrated the $104,000 more...We
of the highest
lent
equiva
Ariz.,
n,
Tucso
As he left his
d during her
she won from Lee Marvin,
earne
she
salary
y
visit his wife's famil
et singer -cabar
while the actor claimed he home to
a
as
York, Marvin reflected days
years.
two
for
won on all counts" the suit in New
week
a
$1,000
aftermath.
his former lover filed against on the trial's done for me is - With this help "for
has
"All this
him.
on purposes," he
more famous than rehabilitati
find a new
-Miss Marvin and her make me
could
she
which' is a sad corn- said,
e a woman
lawyer, Marvin Mitehelson, acting,
becom
and
r
caree
to
want
because I
.
means
toasted at a party what they mrnentary
t
enden
indep
as a fine actor," he of
said was a triumph in her suit be known
"...A return of plaintiff to a
to win $1.8 million, an said.
as singer is doubtful,"
Arriving at 'New York's career
estimated half share of
noted.
judge
the
n
Marvi
t,
edy Airpor
Marvin's earnings during the i.enn
M,iss Marvin, who .is
their
of
one
every
-On
said,
unemployment
tiine she lived-with the actor.
they were defeated. I collecting
A teaming Miss Marvin- claims
she would like
said
nce,
insura
know how you Can do
arrived at the party with her don't
TV production at
in
work
to
any
under
court
any
poodle,a present from Marvin that in
one of the major networks.
mstances."
during the time they lived circu
"I'm going to try to put this
Miss
ment
settle
the
He said
together.
d me and go on
behin
-the
received was
Miss Marvin's friends, other Marvin
I agreed to a long living,' she said.
attorneys and members of the same thing
She spent seven years in
ago" and was "a total
press were invited to, Mit- time
court fighting for comthem."
chelson's palatial office for defeat for
pensation for six years as
the
called
Miss Marvin, 46,
the party.
housekeeper,
victory for women's Marvin's
Although the Superior Court ruling a
cook from 1964
and
nion
compa
others
ted
predic
award was only 6 per cent of rights and
1970.
t from her legal to
what she had sought, Miss would benefi
The judge said she had been
.
battle
sum
larger
a
said
Marvin
nsated with glamorous
compe
She said she hesitated to
would surely have been ap, clothes, fur and .cars
travel
any
with
ed
become involv
pealed by the actor.
she lived with Marvin
while
trial because
1-If I had won all of Lee's man during the
with Marvin in
moved
and
to
e
anyon
want
't
worldly goods, I'd probably be "I wouldn
inner circle of
ood's
Hollyw
with
through this
in court until I was 80," Miss have to go
stars and stage
en
"scre
Marvin said several hours me."
She added, "I'm ready for aeries."
after Judge Arthur Marshall
And Marshall rejected the
now."
ruled Wednesday in the lan- marriage
se that -a contract
premi
irl
showg
But the former
dmark case.
existed between the two to
relatively said she's learned to be
the
Citing
share property acquired
"I
s.
affair
love
minimal award, attorneys for cautious about
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SAVE $500
16-HP garden tractor

S1379

Electric start.
3 speeds forward,
I reverse, variable drive. 42in. mower extra.

Spring General
was $2079.00

$1579

5 speeds forward, 1 re- verse 30-in 2-blade
mower dock included

07313

CUT $15

Craftsman 3.5
20-in, push mower

-HP 20-in.
Eager-1'3.5
push mower

y

$129

0f"
.S

CUT $20
Eager-I 3.5-RP 227in,
self-propelled mower

s

1,14

• Shipping extra • Prices are catalog prices
• Ask about Sears credit plans
supplements
• Now on salein our "B" alick"T" catalog
Hack
Satisfaction Guaranteed or YoUr Money

PHONE
753.2
"
.310
•

_Sears

SF.ARS, ROEBUCK AND CO

Bel-Air
Center

Crest-r-

76'

12 rewashing dishes, tile, sinks, etc. ideal
for dust cloth picks up dust like a
magnet.
No. RST/12
Sale

12-Hour Relief, Continuous Action
Decongestion Capsules
Package of 10

Sale$1 19

Johnson's
Baby
Sframpoo

37

Gentle enough to use
every day
11 oz.-.

Its grown into a real
beauty oil
10 toz.

$159

mommo.

Salt

sate$1

Spray 'N Wash

Metamucil

Laundry soil & stain
remover

A natural vegetable
powder for treatment of constipation
14 oz.

16 oz Aerosal Can
-sale$1

12

"
2

Sale
—

Miss Breck
Hair Spray

97'

Sale

Lysol
Disinfectant
Spray

Alka-Seltzer

Super,
Regular,
Unscented,
Super
Ultimate Hold. 9 oz.
Can

Dean of Students David
Palmer said the attacker -has
apparently been on the
campus before," and a police
officer said it was the latest in
a series of crimes on the
Transylvania campus.
"There's always something
going on .over there, it seems
like," said Sgt. Jim Cox. "The
theftlare just unreal."

The commission voted
Monday to rezone about 411
acres from a general industrial classification to light
indnstrial use.
Richard Schilling Jr. earbp1
had told the zoning board that
the private club would sat
1,200 perso s and would
provide dancing, dining anti
entertainment, He said - the
Schilling family planned t,
purchase 10 acres and Tea.
another 10 acres.
The Beverly Hills SUpper
Club ,at Southgate,
burned inMdy 1977, killing 165
persons. The 5chilling family
paid $3.015 million in an out-ofcourt settlement Made in
connection with fire-related
damage claims. -

armiraa,
•
laths
1,11'
10111110

AST

Contac Capsules

Johnson's
Baby

For Baby.. an You.
14 es. -

A spokesman in the Metro
Police detective division said
a composite drawing of a
suspect had been circulated.
The victim, Jana Ball, 22,
suffered severe facial cuts and
bruises in the attack and
remained under a doctor's
care at her home, the
spokesman said.
Mrs. Ball, 'a maintenance
worker, was beaten while on
her lunch hour in the Brown
Science Building. She told
police the attacker fled on foot
with $3 from her purse after
beating her.

-

Regular or Mint Flavored
5 oz. Tube

Crest
Tooth Paste Sale
Sponge
Towels•
usable sponge towels, ideal for •

Comet
Cleanser

Johnson's
Baby
Powder

•
N
U
mi•

Prices Good Thru Sun.

Denture
Cleanser
Tablets

Alka Seltzer

Disinfects and
kills
deodorizes,
household germs.
12 oz. Can

Effervescent Pain Reliever & Antacid
25 Tablets
Sale

77'

•

Presto Hot Dogger

Vinyl tubing on aluminum frame,
folds flat for sun bathing and easy
storage.

HAMILTON, Ohio - rill'
The Butler County Zon:,
Commission has voted to
the former owners of thy
Beverly Hills Supper Club a
zoning charge in Urnon
Township in Order to build a
new club.

A
CUT $20
-HP

so so •
11.11wIIIw%

Grab Bag
Ceramic
Cookie Jar

Beverly Hills Supper
Club Ctviners Will
Build New Club

Features 36-in
charge mowing d
[tonal snow thrower,

9213

_11_11L1111

_Ik_m_m

Ale

Police Continue
Search For Armed
Man At College

25704

Electric Start.
Spring General
4 speeds forward,
9.00
1 reverse speed. was $187
42-in, mower
extra.

Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty
Aid Dept.

SUP,

LEXINGTON, Ky. TAP —
Police continued a search
Wednesday for an armed man
who beat and robbed a
University
Transylvania
employee in -= a campus
building Tuesday afternoon.

16-HP garden tractor

•

%
during their liaison.
P
4
k
a ... dm MI
"The court in equity awards
%
for
$104,000
ism_s_Wie
plaintiff
I
_7
-15j
M
Ills
rehabilitation purposes so that
she may have the economic
saiare:11C-iii•
.w."VesiNilli
-C
IMIN
1.
.
means to reeducate herself
11111
111111
1
11
and to learn new, employable
skills.. and so that she may
return from her status as
companion of a motion picture
star to a separate, independent but perhaps more •
prosaic existence."
Mitchelson said this first
major award of alimony-like
No E9352
payments to an unmarried
woman creates a healthy
climate for similar lawsuits.
Mitchelson has three more.
celebrity cases waiting to be .,
tried — the claims of former
lovers of rock star Alice
Cooper and actors Nick Nolte
and Rod Steiger.
"There are a thousand
Marvin cases out there," he
said of future litigation. "So
$1 29
60 TabJets
fellas,-beware."
Sale
Mitchelson conceded that he
did not take Miss Marvin's
case with an eye on dollars.
"The precedent is what was
important," he said.
He worked on contingency,
meaning he is entitled to no
more than a third of the award
Tough Stain Formula
— about $35,000. He probably
21 oz.
spent more than that on trial
costs.
Marvin's lawyer, A. David
Kagon, who was on retainer to
the actor, conceded that
Marvin could have saved
money by settling the case out
of
. court.
He said Miss Marvin had
offered much earlier to settle
fot $1000.- The"aerer -refused.
:Vou only.,settle if
sayingp '
you're Wrong."
'Miss Marvin had tears in
her eyes as she left the court
for home.
"Last night," she said,
took down every momento of
Lee, every picture. The shrine
is gone. Every pitture is
locked in a trunk now."

Friday, Saturday and Monday
April 20,21,23
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Heavy Duty
Assorted Colors
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Cooks one to five hot dogs in just 60 seconds,
ideal for busy mothers, teen-agers, parties, cottages.
No. HOTD-1

I
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III

With brew 'miser to save on
coffee, 10 cup automatic drip
coffee maker. Makes as few as
3to 5 cups
Model HB5140 ,

Whole meal maker cooks.
3 course dinner for two in
minutes, non stick, cornplete with 64 page recipe
book.
No. PE-3 $
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7000 lb. Capacity
eAutomatic Thermal Overload
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Hose
Reel

Lawn Mower
Accessories

gi

Holds Up To 250'
of Hose
Uncle Jeff's
Low Price of

Bargain Prices

$2599
•

Garden
Hose

$2897

13' wire, maximum lift 5 ft.

Tool-of-The-Week
Buffalo 21 Piece
& 3ii" Drive

Socket Set
Socket Sizes 3/16"-3/4
Reg.$11.47

Large Selection of

v Potting Soil
y"Peat Moss
v Marble &
v Bark Chips
v Lawn Lime

Black & Decker

Belt
Sander •

Chapin
Compressed

Black & Decker
Electric Nylon
Line

Air Sprayer

Grass & Weed
Trimmer

Metal t Plastic
1 S. 21/2 Gal. Usable
Capacity

Nylon Reinforced Rubber
ie2-5,4-14 dia, 50'-75'100' Lengths

68

Uses 3" x 24"
Belts
Model 7451

97
$7

3Styles

Discount Prices
Rolls Start At

$459

Starting At
Cummins

Wide Choice of

Sterns

Ortho Insect
Sprays

Miracle-Gro

Industrial
Drill

Concentrated Plant Food For
Roses-Tomatoes-Vegetables
Trees-Shrubs & Lawns

All At Extra

Low
Prices

#C-335

Includes-body hammer pick hammer - universal
dolly -all purpose dolly bumping hammer - heel
dolly - combination dolly &
spoon-retail price 09.95

Discount Prices
3 Sizes

Reg.$27.95

Special

$3995

U.J.PrIce

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
Ml

Tennis
Racquets

Badminton
Set

Steel or
Woo?

Includes: birdies,
net & poles

toa

American Wildlife Series

Knives
From

Wenzel Single
Mantle

Old Pal Woodstream
Floatiigletal

Plano

Tackle Box

Lantern
Burner—OR—
2
Camp Stove

Minnow
Iltidets

New 8106

Tempo 6 Gallon

Reg $5.47

Marine Gas Tank

$A47
Special mil

lunchmate
1Or $697
Little Playmate Cooler

After Easter
Sale
S6ing & Summer

resses

U.S. Made
Assorted
Brands

Jogging & Athletic
Sizes
7-12
Reg.$1/.99
While
They
Last

Shoes
$6"

,ti;frariteed

Tones

Package of 6

Golf
Balls

Tennis
Balls

Weigh King
17"

Landing Net

Can of 3
Yellow

$177

$227

With Guage
Up To 18 Lbs.
Reg.8,57

UI

Satin Jackets
$799

:
a
Boy's

Athletic
Shoes
Several Styles
tir Colors

P.rbeq. OM.

kw 20% on

-0.slitACK :

81ZfiS RI"

•
I

SRO°
Sale V

Sport-Ease Girls

Only
Machine Washable, Red,
Na & Blue

13

96"

With Fuel Gauge

Igloo
Coolers

• gyp

$1347 to 10"
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I Funerals I
Mrs. Evie Hill Dies
Wednesday; Funeral
Scheduled Friday
Mrs. Evie Hill, 93 year old
resident of Farmington Route
1, Coldwater community, died
Wednesday at 9:05 p.m. at the
Hospital,
Community
Mayfield. She was the wife of
Landie Hill who died in 1932.
The deceased was L.
member oj the Coldwater
Church of Clirist. Born March
21, 1886, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of the
late Ben Darnell and Serena
Darnell.
Mrs. Hill is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Jessie T.
(Era Mae) Young, Farmington Route 1, and Mrs.
Otis (Cathern Sue) Cunningham, Mayfield; three
„sons, Collie Hill, Farmington
Route 1, Claude Hill, Mayfield
Route 8, and Clayton Hill.
Momettce, Ill.; one sister,
Mrs. Jennie Black, Mayfield;
one brother, Jesse Darnell,
Farmington Route 1; 19
grandchildren; 15 great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with John Hoover officiating.
Serving as pallbearers will
be David, Jerry, Max, and
Don Hill, and Danny and
Rodney Cunningham, grandsons. Burial will follow in the
Bazzell Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m.
today ( Thursday ).

Former Callowayan,
Mrs. Iva Ray, Is
Dead At Age Of 77
Word has been received of
the death of Mrs. Iva Ray,
formerly of Calloway County,
who died Tuesday at 10 p.m. at
the St. Mary's Hospital, St.
Louis, Mo.
She was 77 years of age and
the wife of Everett Ray who
died in 1976. Born Nov. 9, 1901,
in Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Adams.
Mrs. Ray is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Bill (Thyra
Parker and Mrs. M (Diane)
Kenter, three grandchildren,
Mrs. Joe ( Carol) Bradley,
Keith Kenter, and Kelly
Kenter, and three great
grandchildren, all of St. Louis,
Mo.
The deceased is also survived by one sister, Mrs. Faye
three
Murray;
Miller,
brothers, Cleburne and Hollis
Adams, Murray, and Hugh
Adams, Portland. Oregon.
The,funeral will be held
Friday at 1 p.rn, at the chapel
of the Tutis Funeral Home,St.
Lnois, Mo., with burial to
follow in a cemetery there.

Stumping Toward May.
various statewide races•
This sidemen is designed to report on the activities and positions of the candidates M the
candidate or his or her
this May's primary election. Maas of Me items contained is the column come directf, from the
staff.

WEEK — Gov. Julian Carroll has proclaimed
GOVERNOR PROCLAIMS ARMY RTOC
Kentucky.'The efficiency and vitality of the army
April 22-28 as Army ROTC Week in
caliber of young officer accessions, more than
depends to a great extent upon the high
year through the ROTC program," said
each
obtained
half of whom are normally
Carroll.
proclamation are, from left, CDT MAJ Steve
With Gov. Carroll for the signing of the
Corps; Ms. Mary Ann Riley, a basic corps
David of Murray State University's ROTC
professor of maitary science at Murray.
student and CPT David Carr, assistant

Doors will be opened for the
first time at the Carroll
for
Governor
Hubbard
headquarters in Calloway
County at 118 S. 5th St. on the
court house square in
downtown Murray at 4 p.m. on
Friday.
- David Graham,chairman of
the Hubbard campaign in
Calloway County, has extended an invitation to
everyone to visit the
headquarters for the occasion.
Refreshments will be served.

Noting that primary election day on luesday, May 29,
is less than six weeks away,
Graham said the establishment of a local headquarters
is part of the gearing up for
the stretch drive in Hubbard's
bid for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination.
He pointed out that Hubbard, whose home is in
Mayfield, is the only candidate for governor in the
Democratic primary whose
home address is listed on the

...THE NEWS IN BRIEF.

•
•

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON AP - All
signals pointed to a slow
growth rate for the nation's
economy in the first three
months of 1979, but there is
top
among
confusion
economic policy-makers over
the outlook for the remainder
of the year. A 2 percent growth
rate in the first quarter was
considered about right for
current economic conditions:
slow - enough to help control
inflation, yet not slow enough
GUEST EVANGELIST at to approach a recession.
the revival services to beheld
WASHINGTON ( AP)-The
at the Poplar Spring Baptist
administration asked
April
Carter
Sunday.
Church starting
22, and confining through Congress today to speed
Saturday, April 28, will be the marketing approval for drugs
major
represent
Rev. James Garland, pastor that
ento
and
ughs
breakthro
Church.
Baptist
of the Hazel
Services will be at 7 p.m. each courage the sale of relatively
evening. Paul Henderson will inexpensive generic drugs.
The requests are included in
direct the singing and special
bill proposing a major
The
a
featured.
be
will
music
church plans for a "high at- overhaul of the nation's
tendance day" at the services prescription drug law. Viradon Sunday, April 29. with 225 tually--Identical
failed
n
legislatio
on
the
ministrati
to
according
goal,
the
as
church pastor, the Rev. Ronny to reach the floor in the last
Adams, who invites the public Congress, largely due to
to attend the services major drug manufacturers'
throughout the coming week opposition.
and the regular services each NATIONAL
JACKSON, Miss. I AP) —
Sunday.

Downstream residents looked
for higher ground today as the
rampaging Pearl River
moved relentlessly toward the
Gulf of Mexico after causing
an estimated half billion
dollars damage to the state's
capital city and leaving some
17,000 persons homeless.
"We've still got a serious
situation here," Viva Polk, a
spokeswoman for the city of
Jackson. said Wednesday.
-Our homes and businew,es
are still flooded, we've -got
'thousands still out of their
homes and we're having to

conserve our drinking water estimated half share of
and electricity because of Marvin's earnings during the
time she lived with the actor.
damage to equipment."

Forrest Burchard, a Melber farmer and candidate for First District State Senator, has been honored by the UniverINTERNATIONAL
sity of Kentucky College of Agriculture for his presenLOS ANGELES (AP) tation of a seminar to the college's faculty and staff. Bur(AP)
Lebanon
BEIRUT,
e
and
champagn
Corks popped
chard is presented the award by Bill Green, Graves CounChristian
flowed as Michelle Triola Lebanese
to
drive
n,
fighting
ty
extension agent. Burchard announced this week that
militiame
the
$104,000
d
celebrate
Marvin
he is resigning his position as Kentucky delegate in the
she won from Lee Marvin, "foreign troops" out of the
American Agriculture movement due to his involvement
while the actor claimed he vest-pocket republic they
in the senatorial campaign.
won "on all counts" the suit proclaimed in southern
District.
his former lover filed against Lebanon, wounded eight U.N. ballgt as west of Louisville.
•
His activities with the youth
him. Miss Marvin and her troops today , in a 35-minute
"We anticipate increasing
Lawyer, Marvin Mitchelson, machine gun and Mortar support in the final weeks of of the community include
toasted at a party what they attack on the international the campaign," Graham said, membership on the Boy Scout
said was a triumph in her suit peace force's administrative "as people become more and Troop 45 and Youth Center
to win $1.8 million, an headquarters in the tiny en- more aware that Carroll committees and an early
clave.
Hubbard provides us with founder at the MurrayLebanese President Elias . opportunity to elect a neighbor Calloway County Community
Sarkis convened his Cabinet in
who understands the people Theater Arts organization.
Phillips has designated the
emergency session today to
and the needs of this entire
issues in this election as
major
consider "coercive action"
other
any
area better than
increased state (Linda for
against the Israeli-backed
candidate."
roads in this district, enChristian rebels in the south.
-4"
of
expansion
courage
g
supportin
e
committe
The
meeting. "The scenes and
agricultural markets, inState
for
Phillips
A meeting and planning
Bill
music alone would make this
session for the Community
Representative is hosting a cluding direct foreign sales
Meeting worth attending. It
marketing,
co-op
Theatre's "Playhouse in the
reception on Saturday, April and
vrW be a lot of fun, but it's only
2 and 4 p.m. at the elimination of the widow's
Park" has beea announced for
between
21,
a prelude to the fun and hard
Murray Woman's Club. There inheritance tax and govern7 p.m. Tuesday, April 24, at
work ahead of us," said
Put1:County
be music and refresh- mental red tape, limit foreign
will
the Calloway
Richard Valentine, theatre
ments. Everyone is invited to ownership of Kentucky land,
Library..
director.
"We'd like to welcome
attend and meet the candidate and stop inflation by doing.
'Foriner ,yice president of
Ed McClariaban, creative and members of - his com- away with - state programs
everyone who has ever had an
production, Betry-Brockway, writing teacher at , the
which are not essential and
mittee.
interest in getting involved
"Last summer, well over University of Kentucky and
said,
this
brief fighting against „deficit
ahold
will
Phillips
with the theatre to attend
100 people were actively in- author who has won two
important meeting," said Pat
news conference at 3:00 p.m. spending.
volved in each of our three Playboy Magazine best
''Contrary to popular myth
vice
the issues of the
Kiesow, newly elected
outlining
productions. This summer contributor awards, will read
they affect fostered by politicians,'
how
and
campaign
president of production and
we'll need everybody back, from his works at Murray
stated Phillips, "being elected
- the people of this District.
programming: 'Costumes,
plus many more. Technically, State University on Friday
the to public office does not
of
chairman
is
Phillips
sets, props, lights, publicity will be a very demanding evening, April 2).
Murray-Calloway County automatically carry with it
everything will be a major it
of
Citiceus, Murray City any great knowledge or 11
-College
Senior
undertaking with the season
the
by
sored
-Spon
who would like more
Anyone
Mrs.
Attorney, Chairman of the sight. No substitute has yet
ic Studies at Murray
we have planned."
information about the various finamnist
Valley
Murray Transit System, been found to replace training
Ohio
the
and
Kiesow continued.
State
production committee for the
for
for
facilities
scheduled
Nursery
mington.
Productions
Writers Program, the reading adjunct professor at Murray and experience gained by
summer season of "Playhouse
families with small children this summer include William
7:30 p.m. in State University in Paralegal years of hard work."
Park" should call 759- will begin at
the
in
"This district needs a state
represents
Taming
available.
be
"The
will
Shakespeare's
Room 423 of the Price Doyle Studies and
The church pastor, the Rev. of the Shrew," Harper Lee's 175
Vine Arts Center. It is open to Calloway Fiscal Court and representative who can get
Murray City Council on the things done for the benefit of
Bill Taylor, invites the public "To Kill a Mockingbird," and
the public at no admission
Aging Committee of the the people who have put him in
to attend the services.
a 25th anniversary celebration
charge.
Purchase Area Development office," concluded Bill.
performance of J.M. Barrie's.
McClanahan, a native
of local Interest at
musical fantasy "Peter Pan." - Prices of stock
EDT, today, furnished to the
Maysville who now lives in
- Entertainment and refresh- noon,
Ledger & Times by First of %Hunan.
'
Royal, is presently at
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Community Theatre Sets
Planning Meet Tuesday

UK Teacher ,
To Read On
MSU Campus

Cherry Corner Church To
Hold Revival Next Weeks
A week long revival meeting
featuring the Rev. Harold
Greenfield as evangelist will
take place April 22 to 28 at the
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
with services/ to begin at 7
p.m. each evening.
, Rev. Greenfield is presently,
serving as director of missions

Final Rites Today,
F_or_1.15._Maryilart_

Stock Market

Calloway Choirs To

Have Car Wash Here

The funegal for Mrs. Mary
Hart of Kirksey Route 1 is
being held today at 2:30 p.m.
at the chapel of the Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, with
the Rev. Sherman Holt officiating.
Burial will follow in the'041
Salem Cemetery in Calloway
County.
Mrs. Hart, 73, died Tuesday
at 2:22 p.m. at the Marshall
County Hospital, Benton.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Becky
Bohannon, Kirksey Route 1,
and Mrs. Rayburn Neighbors,
Taylor, Mielr.'; Live grandchildren. One son, Freddie
Ingram, preceded her in
death.
MOOSE DISCO
The Murray Moose Lodge
will have a disco featuring the
SkyRyders on Saturday, April
21, at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall
.on North 16th Street. Extended.

Corrections & Amplifications

Livesroditirlif

*CORRECTION*

Rev. Harold Greenfield
-Guest Evangelist
Caldwell-Lyon
the
for
Association of Baptists. He is
a member of the Rentujcky
Baptist Convention Executive
Committee, and serves as
lecturer and speaker in civic
clubs, schools, and churches.
He is married to the former
Barbara Nix and .they have
four children. .
The music will be directed
by Roy Skinner of Far-

Special Workday To

Be Held By The BSU
The Baptist Student Union
will have a special workday to
raise funds for.. the summer
on
program
missiOns
Saturday, April 21.
Persons having any odd jobs
around the home or business
may call 753-5771. The hours
will be from 9 a.m. to.5 p.m.. a
BSU spokesman said.
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Telephone Is For Impaired Persons

Agency Provides Communication
s;

CARTER SCHOOL SCIENCE FAIR WINNERS — Winners in the Carter School Science Fair held recently were, front
row, left to right, Melissa Gray, first physics; Elizabeth Oakley, first, earth science; Kirsty Elkins and David Overbey,
tied for first in biology; Bill Maddox, first mathmatics. Second row, Buddy Frtts, Lisa Whitaker and Michelle McDougal, second biology; Mitchell Fain, second physics; Michael Muehleman,second chemistry; Steve Shaw, second
earth science; Maria Ford, third biology; Cynthia Kjosa, Pat Roland, tied, third earth science. Not pictured are Tracy
Simpson, third physics; Sean Moore, first geography; Stacey Woods, Kristy Mobley, first chemistry; Heather Thompson,third chemistry; and Justin Simon,third biology.

fir-

FRANKFORT - Kentuckians with hearing and
speech impairments can now
communicate by-telephone
with the state Department for
Human Resources.
Through. a device called a
telephone-typewriter unit,
people who cannot normally
converse by phone can dial 1800-372-2973 to make inquiries
and receive responses on a
video screen. The device is
popularly known as TTY.
Richard
Norman,
who
coordinates the department's
activities aimed at equal
opportunity for handicapped
people, calls it an "open line of

communication with the deaf
and non-speaking community."
A TTY unit, said Newman,
has a keyboard similar to that
of a regular typewriter. The
caller dials a phone number on
a regular telephone and places
the receiver into a retleptacle
on the TTY unit. The persons
answering the call is notified
by a sound or a visual signal
that the caller is using TTY.
The answerer places the
phone receiver into a TTY unit
and types "Hello." The word
appears simultaneously on
both TTY screens and the
dialogue begins.

The letters appear one by
one as they are typed. The
message moves from right to
left on the screen, which holds
up to 32 letters and spaces at
one time. TTY units, says
Newman,are being used more
and more by people with
hearing or speech impairments. He estimates that
there are more than 300 units
in use in Kentucky and that
the number ks steadily increasing.
The Department for Human
Resources added TTY service, says Newman, as
"another step toward total

accessibility. Department
programs are designed to
make services accessible to
people with physical or mental
handicaps. Through TTY, we
can be more responsive to the
needs of people with hearing
and speech handicaps."
as
Phone calls to the Human
Resources TTY unit are
received in the department's
Office of the Ombudsman,
which was established to
respond to public inquiries
about Human Resources
services and policies. All TTY
and regular calls to the office
via 1-800-372-2973 are toll-free.
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MEUSSA GRAY proudly shows her winning physics project at the Carter.Schoo
Science Fair.

Justice White Disagrees With
Media Over Ruling On Libel
• By RICHARD CARELL1
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) Byron R. White, author of the
Supreme Court's latest word
on libel law, disagrees with
many members of the nation's
news media over the impact of
• • work.
A 8-3 court majority led by
Justice White ruled Wednesday
that the Coq-.
stitutions's
free
press
safeguards do not protect
reporters and editors from
being forced to explain how
they prepared statements
subsequently alleged to . be
libelous.
The court said public figures
who sue for libel may probe
the "editorial process" that
led to the challenged
statement.
Reporters and editors may
be asked about their "state of
mind" while they worked on
the report,the court said.
The justices thus overturned
an unprecedented appeals
:ourt ruling that such
unare
luestions
:•onstitutional. The case that
ed to the ruling is a still)ending $44.7.million libel suit
igainst CBS and others
xought by a retired Army
News media reaction to
Wednesday's ruling was
wick.
"The First Amendment was
iesigned to give the press
iubstantial protection in its

uphill battle to investigate the
working of • government,"
said W.H. Hornby, editor of
the Denver Post and vice
president of the American
Society of Newspaper EditorsThe Burger court seems
determined to -erode those
protections and burden .,,,the
investigative -efforts of the
press."
James Goodale, executive
vice president of The New
York Times, said the decision
will "hamper" investigative
reporting because reporters
now know they "are going to
have to stand naked in front of
the courts with respect to all
their thought processes."

Other newspaper -and
broadcast executives said .
editors and reporters might be
inhibited from discussing
reporting projects candidly
when at some future date they
could be hauled into court to
tell about those conversations,
But in his lengthy opinion,
White said he found-it-"difficult to believe that erroravoiding procedure will be
terminated or stifled simply
because there is liability for
culpable error and because
the editorial process will itself
be examined in the tiny
percentage of instances in
which error is claimed and
litigation ensues."

Attorney General Will
Seek Seat On Court
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)State Attorney General
Robert Stephens says he will
seek Scott Reed's state
Supreme Court seat if Reed is
appointed to a federal
judgeship.
Stephens said he would file
his application for Reed's seat
with the Judicial Nominating
Commission.
"If I am not selected for the
judgeship, 1 will definitely
campaign for the vacancy in
November," Stephens said
Monday.
Reed
years
has six

remaining on his eight-year
Supreme Court term. He must
be nominated by President
Carter and confirmed by the
Senate in order to receive one
of three new judgeships in the
Eastern District of Kentucky.
For Stephens to be appointed to Reed's seat, his
name must be submitted by
Gov. Julian Carroll by the
nominating commission.
But the appointment would
last only until tthe November
election, when Stephens would
have to run for the remainder
of Reed's term.

Here's the carpet sale you ve been waiting all winter for...a
sale of thick, rich plushes, colorful cut and loops, twists and textures,
too. The best of Lees quality carpets at the season's best savings.

PAINTING

Featuring Carpets of Du Pont Antron iii Fibers,
the wear resistant, dirt resistant. crush
resistant super fiber .
the best carpet fiber
Du Pont has ever made

Residenttal-Commer.cial—interior-Exterior----Spray-arush-Roll
in Shop. Spraying of Yard Furniture-Shutters-Etc

Parking Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured
No job Too Large or Too Small

Coo

FREE ESTIMATES

DIAL 753-0839

tSIV

• CARLOS BLACK JR.&SON
PAINTING CO.
701 South 4th St. Murray, Ky.

•••

Booth Bay - An elegant kstrous ail pile. Pile yarns
are spun of 10000 dacron polrester. 14 beautiful
decorator colors to choose from
Reg..$12.95 SALE

Casual Scene-A multi-level cut and uncut pile. A new
combination of dye techniques creates this beautiful
fresh fashion look woven out of 1000,0 nylon. 19 new
fashion colors to choose from
Reg. S11.95 SALE $1095

Pleasant Living - A richly textured 100°0 nylon twist
yarns are twisted and then heat set for extremely
long wear. 18 beautiful new colors.
Reg 514.95 SALE

ALL PRICES INCLUDE HEAVY RUBBER PADDING & INSTALLATION
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Nunn Said That He Received
Only Legal Fee For Complex

PA
AstaillillalManiammaalarapa...

Proposed Jail System Apparently To
Receive More Scrutiny By Task Force

ii

nomination for another term
Later in the day, 240 units
as governor, may have shared were sold to the housing
in the profit realized by Moore authority for $4.8 million in
Properties Inc., his client. But U.S. Department of Housing
the station said nothing ap- and Urban DevelopmentBy HERBERT SPARROW
peared illegal about the sale.
Associated Press Writer
funds. WTVQ said the $100,000
Moore Properties is a difference in purchase pries,
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
partnership between
ill plus the value of the 443-unit A district jail system proposed
Moore and Ben Moore, who building retained by Moore by the state Bureau of
are not related. They bought Properties, amounted to a Corrections apparently will
WTVQ-TV in its Wednesday all 280 units of,
the Pimlico $900,000 profit.
get further scrutiny from i4
gvening newscast, said Nunn, Park Apartments for $4.
"What's
wrong
with
being
Seeking the Republican million on Nov. 28.
an attorney for Moore
Properties?" said Narin, when
contacted by telephone at his
home. "It (the sale I was
approved by the U.S.
By MARIA BRADEN
government. It was approved
Associated Press Writer
•ADAIRVILLE, Ky. i AP) — 3,000 years."
by the local housing authority.
He said a series of I was the lawyer and I norUniversity of Kentucky archeologists have begun ex- civilizations apparently had
mally don't discuss my, NEWPORT,Ky.(AP)— Lt.
ciavation work at Indian burial lived on the land.
clients' business.
Gov. Thelma Stovall says if
'It's not that unusual to find
Ates at a Logan County farm
"That's petty stuff. There she were governor she would
that are estimated to be a site of this type or age," he was nothing illegal. I hope the
favor taking another look at
between 2,000 and 3,000 years said, "but it is a little nnusual news media gets beyond
Kentucky's distriet court
to
find
old.
different cultures digging into my clients'
system.
Kenneth Whitlock, owner of mixed together."
.
business just because I'm a
Mrs. Stovall, who seeks the
Wolf said that because of candidate."
the farm three miles north of
Democratic nomination, said
Adairvitte on Kentucky 431, erosive
activity
. and
WTVQ said a separate Tuesday that she does not
found the bones exposed after agricultural tilling of the land, partnership between Nunn
believe the district courts
floodwaters of the Red River different layers of soil had and Bill Moore, under which
should be abolished, but
receded from the field, been mixed together.
each man has the right to join believes changes should be
Consequently, 3,000-year-old in an investment by the other,
carrying off a layer of topsoil.
made.
The find included bones, artifacts were found mixed in possibly resulted in more than
She said the amendment
arrowheads, knife blades, with pieces of pipes and other a legal fee for Nunn.
that created the system took
grinding stones and other goods traded between Indians
"Bill Moore and I own away local authority over the
and settlers in more recent Malibu
Apartments lower courts, and that
'Dr. David Wolf, a Univer- centuries, he said.
together." Nunn said, "but problems involving financing
Say of Kentucky forensic - Wolf said the area evident1y. I've also got a guy who's a
of focal jails also need to be
anthropologist, arrived at the had been a-burial ground.
partner with me in some cattle resolved.
farm
suspect
"I
that
Tuesday
from
many more on my farm. We bought them
The lieutenant governor
Lexington, and he and a team bones have been washed for $1,000 a head and prices
said if she were elected
of students began gathering away,- he said, adding,"They went up and now they're worth
governor she would discuss
could be from any number of $1,500. So why don't they go
the artifacts Wednesday..
such matters with attorneys
Wolf said they would be kinds of Indians."
down to my farm and do a and other judicial experts.
taken back to UK for closer
. He said as much as possible story on that?
She said she did not believe
will be collected from the site
study.
"All I got from the Pimlico other levels of the new court
He said initial indications for study and an attempt will Park sale i was a legal fee. I system.pres
ented problems.
from a ."diagnostic surface be made to reassemble got a good legal fee out of it,
Mrs. Stovall visited a
skeletons
collection" were that the
and learn the age, you bet your life. I've made a Covington apartment complex
items came from a con- sex and even blood types of good living out of practicing for
the elderly and also toured
tinuous occupation of about those buried at the site.
law."
an apartment complex and a
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
Former Gov. Louie BA Nunn
says he received only a legal
fee from the sale of an
apartment complex to the
tv x in gton Housing Authority,
ilthough his clients apearently made a one-day
IP-ofit of $900,000.

Farm Indian Burial Site
Excavation To Begin At

task force studying Ken- of local jails.
tucky's legal system.
Although some members
A subcommittee of the task felt the proposal raised as
force recommended Wed- many questions as it annesday that the proposal be swered, they didn't feel it
used as a basis for further should be shelved. *
work% in solving the problems
Madison Circuit Judge

Stovall Believes In Changes
In State District CourfSystem

brewery at Newport.
hoped would be ready by the
She told a group of women at end of next week.
the Covington apartment
Mrs. Stovall acknowledged
complex that senior citizens that her campaign
has been
need help from the state, short on discussion
of issues
especially in paying for and said she wished
position
utilities.
statements had been ready
Mrs. Stovall said one-third earlier "because
otherwise
of the people in Kentucky are people say you don't
know
55 years old or older, including anything."
herself.
The lieutenant governor
The lieutenant governor .. discounted criticisms
by Gov.
said the recent special Julian Carroll,
particularly
legislative session, which she his "saying I was
a tragedy,
called, helped older people by and if I got it
the Democrats
removing the 5-cent sales tax would lose to Nunn.
trom water, sewer and
'That's the biggest joke in
electric bills, but she said, the world. I'm not a
bit scared
"Some other Things need to be of Louie Nunn,ske said.
done." .
Nunn is favored to wil):the
The . additional standard Republican nomination.
deduction on state income tax,
She said that when Nunn
now available to persons 65 or was governor
he promised
older, should be made new roads for
northern
available at age 62," She said.
Kentucky but did not carry
-Most of us are on fixed through on the
promises.
incomes, and we don't have a
She added that the only way
whole lot of deductions," said Republicans could
win the.
Mrs. Stovall, who recently November election would
be i
turned 60.
Democrats whose candidate
Asked to elaborate on' her failed in the primary deserteo
plans for the elderly, Mrs. the party.
Stovall said she was not ready
Mrs. Stovall pledgedlhat if
to be more specific. But she she lost the primary
she would
said advisers were working on work for .the Democratic
detailed proposals which she nominee. •

James Chenault, who ex- said. "It's a question of what
pressed reservations about kind of partnership."
Bland has been pushing a
the proposal, agreed it
provided a base for discussion regional or district jail conand conceded, "this may be cept for some time.
The proposal being studied
the cornerstone of an eventual
would phase in a system of 86
solution.
,
But Chenault noted that the district jails over the next six
subcommittee, which has held years. They would be supfour meetings around the ported by 40 feeder jails, with
state, could not solve a 200- the remaining 44 counties
year-old problem in a short having temporary holdover
facilities.
period of time.
The district jails would
The problem being addressed by the subcommittee handle longer-term prisoners
is the operation of jails in and would provide more
64entucky's 120 counties and vocational, recreational and
many of its towns. The evaluation services.
Chenault said there are
problems with many. of the
jails include the physical several functions that a local
condition of the jails, food, jail provides,. including the
medical treatment, security, immediate incarceration of
understaffing,
lack
of dangerous people such as
separate facilities for women, fugitives and violent ofjuveniles and misdemeanants. fenders.
"We have got to have local
State Corrections Commissioner David Bland said jails," Chenault said. "I don't
his bureau "is aware that we feel comfortable with this.
"At best it is a start," he
have to do something in the
said. "But there are as many
area of jails."
Sen. John Rogers, R- questions raised as a n Sornezset, chairman of the -swered."
subcommittee, said he felt the
new state.financed court
system has also brought
greater attention to the
problem of jails.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
The problem appears to be
whether the counties will State commerce officials will
continue to operate them, hold a luncheon in New York
whether the state will do it or Friday for rePresentatives of
whether we can reach a happy approximately 50 industrial
firms located in that area.
medium," Rogers said.
Bland said he feels it is
Corqmerce Commissioner
imperative there be some sort Carroll Knicely said the main
of 'cooperation between the purpose of the luncheon is to
state and localtovernments.
promote. Kentucky as a •
'•We have got to merge state potential. site for industrial
and county somehow,— he development.
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State, Federal Rules To Be Discussed
A Gas Distribution and
Service Workshop to provide
information to fuel gas
systems operators in meeting
state and federal rules and
regulations is scheduled at
Murray State University May
2-3.
To meet from 9 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. on each date in the
meeting room of the West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center on College
Farm
Road, the free
workshop will provide instruction in the following:
— Identifying the basic
properties of fuel gases.
.
— Sizing venting systems.
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Jehovah's Witnesses from
Murray will attend a two day
convention at Madisonville
High School in Madisonville,
on Saturday and Sunday, May
5 and 6, according to Robert
Rodriguez, spokesman for the
local group.
"Keeping Clean and Zealous
For Fine Works" will be the
theme of the gathering and
over 1500 persons are expected to attend from Western
Kentucky and Southern
Indiana.
Rodriguez said, "With much
of the world today being
orientated around pagan and

Morning Glories May Cause
Harvest Losses In Bean Fields

--Beatty

— Much of the vine growth
is above the soybean foliage,
shading the beans and
seriously reducing the yield.
— Morning glory plants are
competitors with the beans for
moisture and nutrients.
— Excessive,, vine growth
may cause beans to lodge,
resulting in some unharvested
bean pods.
— Extensive, vine growth
becomes tangled on the
combine reel, slowing the
harvest process and increasing harvest losses, and
—- The presence of morning
glory may result in dockage at
the elevator.
As for germination, Beatty
pointed out that morning glory
emerges from depths of 2 to 5
inches, which is well beloWthe
active zone of typical soybean
preemergence herbicides.
Some preemergence herbicides will move deeper into
the soil, giving better mdrning
glory control, but may injure
the soybeans if there has been
heavy rainfall shortly after
planting.
Pdstemergence sprays of
Basagran, Premerge,
Dyanap, Butyrac and Tenoran
provide good morning glory
control. The timing of. application, he said, is important. If cocklebur is to be
controlled, the timing may not
be best for morning glory
control. Detailed comparisons
of herbicides are given in
AGR-6, which is available at
the local county. extension
office.
An over-the-top .spray of
Blazer, a new experimental
herbicide, he said, shows

Red Cross To Assist In
Boating, Swimming Skills
opportunity to train first aid
instructors to conduct in-plant
courses for their employers to
help businesses comply with
the requirements of the
Occupational_ __Health and
Safety Act of 1970.
Men and women 17 years of
age or over, who are better
than average swimmers and
are physically fit, are eligible
for the aquatic and small craft
schools. First aid instructor
candidates are not required to
have swimming ability, but
must
meet
fitness
requirements. Some swimming instruction is available
to these students, if desired.
A coinprehensive
curriculum of lectures,
seminars, course instruction
and practice sessions teach
the following techniques:
basic swimming; water
safety; adapted aquatics
(swimming for the disabled);
basic, standard and advanced
first
aid; cardiopulmonary
Navy Medical Corps 1.t.
John R. Bright has completed resuscitation (CPR);
sailing, and
flight surgeon training at the canoeing;
Nikval 5erpc 10Pdica1 boating. Not all subjects are
taught ät' à11 the - schools,
Institute, Pensacola, Fla.
During. the six month however.
Faculties are comprised of
:raining program in Penhighly-trai
ned Red Cross
iacola, Bright received
volunteer instructors, who are
aviation
officer
inexperts in the field in which
ioctrination, didactic and
they instruct.
linical training in aviation
For further information and
itedicine and six weeks of
light training in the Navy's T- application forms, interested
persons should contact their
!jet aircraft.
Following graduation on Red Cross chapter, the aptpril 5, Bright reported for propriate Red Cross division
luty with the Third Marine headqqartets listed below, or
tircraft Wing homeported at Safety Services, American
Cross
National
he Marine Corps Air Station, Red
Headquarters, 18th and E Sts.,
ltoroXiinta Ana; Calif.
Bright is matried to the N.W., Washington. D.C. 20006
A nn (do not contact the school
rimer_
)evhic .ordtroear
-i-d- location ): The local number to
vtrs. Willard Alforo, Murray. call for more information is
753-1421.
WASHINGTON, D.C. — For
the 57th, year, the American
Red Cross will conduct
aquatic, first aid,, and small
craft schools to help meet the
need for qualified swimming
and livesaving, first aid, CPR
and boating instructors.
This spring and summer,
hundreds of new instructors
will be trained at the 7-10-10
day schools, strategically
located at 30 camps and
college campu.ses across the
nation.
Most of the schools are
scheduled in June to allow
aquatic and boating instructor
landidates to take training
)efore starting summer ac:iv ities. These Red Cross
ichools also offer a unique

promise as a morning glory
control, and approval of it for
general use on soybeans is
expected for the next growing
season.

athiestic practices, this two
day program will highlight the
bible's moral code and the
importance of adhering
closely to it." He added,"The
talks are arranged to help
young and old alike and applicable to every day life
now.,,
The sessions will begin
Saturday morning at 9:55 and
will conclude at 4:00 p.m.
Sunday. The public is invited
to attend and a special talk
will be given Sunday at 1:55
p.m. entitled "A Cleansed
Earth - Will You Live To See
It?"

Kentucky Gas Association.
Dr. Paul Lyons, Chairman,
Anyone interested in at- Departmen
t of Industrial
tending the workshop may Education,
Murray State
register or obtain additional University,
Murray, Ky.,
information by contacttng
42071, (502) 762-3392.

Beale Hardware, Inc.
Since 1897

For All Your Hardware Needs

Open 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.M-F
Closed All Day Saturday

Farm Gates Paints - Chain, Etc.
Fence Wire & Steel Post
Ph. 753-1543

214 Main

Recording Tape!
Accessories!

The Nationwide
Supermarket of Sound

111111.1.
visA

-MAP.
CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES)

Supertape Gold Cassettes
60 Minutes

2400 Open-Reel
Supertape— Our Best!

90 Minutes

Our finest ferricoxide tape gives
you great recordings without 299
special bias set44-001•
44-922
tings. Includes
hinged storage 45-Minutes,$2.59. 44-920
120-Minutes, $3.99. 44-923
case.

349

Brings out the best from any
-recorder! Get professionalquality results at a super-low
Radio Shack
price. 44-1879

799

1200' Realistic
7" Open-Reel Tape

8=TraCks
Radio Shack
manufactures its
own recording
tape in the USA
under strict quality control, assuring you of the
finest quality at
low prices!

60 Minutet

Stock up! High
quality at low
prices—a first
choice of
recordists
everywhere. Hear
less -hiss- and
more music!

259
44-841
40 Minutelk,
199
44-840

CONCERTape" Cassettes
60-minute cassette tapes at a
bargain price!
Stock up now—
no limit, 44-605

Top-quality for high-fidelity
music and
voice recordings. Hard
to beat at this
low price/

349

44-736

POLYESTER
POLYESTER 1000
POLYESTER POLYESTER
-Nr
PO 1
1

Save 12%!

770

Save 20% on 1800
All-Purpose CONCERTape
The BIG value in 7" open-reel
tape' Ideal for
voice and
generalpurpose
Reg. 1.95
recording

G TAPE

cONCCRI.A P

155

TH.
•

Reg. 98t

44-1018

. 4111111111k,
Save 29%!Tape Recorder Care Kit

Save 20% on Kteen Kit
Save 23% illuminated
Tape Head Demagnetizer

995
Rog. 12.95

19

*aCodeo.

Prevents loss of performance Lighted tip
helps you see For all
cassette, 8-track
open-reel ,44-0P.

Save 23%! Cassette Case

,Q95

Ike Rog. 12.95

Holds 24
tapes
Rugged
vinyl exterior.
44-883

Telephone Pickup Coil

Over 50 toot
_
combinations,
including
mirror, for
cleaning/lubt-ng
audio or video
recorders.

Clean tape equipment
lasts longer, sounds better. With
cleaner, lubricant, 10 swab
1 Reg.
sticks. 44-217
1.49

,

49

5R
e7
99
5.

4011111111111111111111111111.111111WANSMOMMIr
8-Track Tape Case
Cassette Tape Case
Decorative, smoke-tinted
holds up
to 12
tapes. t .

Smoke-tinted protects up to 15
cassettes.
44-665

44-664

44-221

!'Lazy Susan" Tape Case
Holds 8-tracks or cassettes
Swivel-base
Smoketinted.
44-672

369

695

8-Track Demagnetizer

Save 28%

Just insert to reduce hiss,restore volume,
even cleans
heads 44-630

For recording
phone calls.
Suction cup
fastener. 44-533

Cassette Demagnetizer
like
• P
ialcici
etay ciaan
a
and demagnetize tape
heads 44-631

Tape Head Cleaners
Save 41%!
ECU' better sound

9

from your tape
player
95f1ch
Reg. 1.59 Each

595

695

Cassette,44-1160

mak
WHEREVER YOU LIVE WORK OR PLAY, THERE A RADIO SHACK
S
STORE NEAR YOU'

Olympic Plaza
Murray,Ky.
MA

DIVISION OF T ANUY CORPORATION

2

Special Prices On •

Your Savings Center for

Radio
thaek

Bright Concludes
Six-Month Flight
Surgeon Agenda

icir,

been prepared to teach instructional
materials
developed under the direction
of the membership of the
Education Committee of the

Convention To Be Held

RECITAL TRIO — The faculty Piano Trio at Murray State University will present a
recital at 8:15 p.m. Monday, April 23, in the Old Recital Hall of the Pike Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Members of the trio are (from left) Robert Gillespte, violin, Dr. lames
McKeever, piano, and Neale B. Mason, violincello. Their program will include four
movements from "Trio No. 3 in C Minor, Op. 101" by Brahms*and three movements
from "Trio for Violin, Cello, and Piano" by Charles Ives.

As a group, the morning
glories are especially serious
in soybean fields because of
direct competition with the
beams and the harvest losses
caused by these weeds, according to Dr. Durwood
Beatty, an, agronomist with
the Department of Agriculture
at Murray State University.
Morning glOries are difficult
to control with typical
preemergence.. herbicides,
because they emerge froth
below the zone of herbicide
activity, he said, pointing out
that tall and ivy-leaf morning
glory are the two most
widespread species in Kentucky.
Morning_ glories usually
invade a field as a contaminant in uncleaned or
improperly cleaned seed, he
went on. Because morning
glories do not expend energy
on supportive stern tissue, the
energy that would have been
used for stem development is
available for rapid vine extension and for the production
• of many seeds.
Initial morning glory infestations often go undetected,
Beatty emphasized. To the
casual observer the usually
heart-shaped leaves resemble
soybean leaflets, and the vines
twist and intermingle with the
soybean, foliage. The farmer
who inspects his bean field
from the -seat of his pick-up
truck may be unaware of
morning glory investation
until time for harvest, he
cautioned.
went on to list five
basic reasons why morning
glory is harmful to soybean
'pioduction:

— Detecting the presence of
gas with a CGI (combustible
gas indicator).
— Investigating and
reporting gas leaks in
buildings.
The two-day workshop
represents a cooperative
effort between the Department of Industrial Education
at Murray State and the
Education Committee of the
Kentucky Gas Association. It
is sponsored by the. Center for
Regional Services at Murray
State.
Workshop instructors are
experienced personnel in the
fuel gas industry who have

10-7 Mon.-Fri.
10-6 Sat.
Closed Sun.

1196

Most ,lerns
also avarlable
.al.
Racho Shack
Dealers
Look for this
sign in your
neighbor hood

PRICES MAY

VARY

8-track. 44-1161

Radio
nook
°MALIN

•
AT INDIVIDUAL ST O'PES
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Requirements For Open

"April Showers
of Values"

Dumps Create Problems

Friday A Saturday April 28 A 21
Ladies

hg 1.11

Spring
Coats

Levi
Jeans
$1,00
Reg $15.95

25% on
_100%
Polyester
Water Repellant

lea's

Dress
Socks

Cotton
Fabrics

57c

2 yds.$100

75% Orlon,
25% Stretch Nylon
Assorted Colors
Reg. $1.00

1 to 10 yds. length
Solids & Prints

"Practically Everything"

Bra

(Seam-Free Cups
Cross-Over Comfort)

5.

Reg $3.59 $277

Open Friday Night'

NS
COMPLETE FAMILY DEP'TtSTORE

Downtown Shopping Ceittef

InfReststs,CLASSIFIEDADS!

By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's major problem in
complying with federal
requirements that all open
dumps be closed by 1981 is that
many counties don't have
suitable landfill sites to
replace the dumps, a state
official has said.
"We have many counties
that have a major problem
with landfills, and we will
have to work them out on a
case by case basis," state
Environmental Protection
Commissioner Bert Roark
told the Interim Joint Committee on • Agriculture and
Natural Resources Tuesday.
Some areas without suitable
geology for a landfill iNni have
to find other ways to manage
their garbage problems, he
said.
The
state
Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection Department has
contracted with a Louisville
firm, TenEch Environmental
Consultants
Inc.,
for
development of a solid waste
management plan which
should be completed in
August, 1980, Roark said.
The plan is "embedded in
practicality," fld takes the
counties' ability to pay for
waste management into account, he said.
The department has nearly
completed a statewide survey
of suitable landfill sites and is
helping counties find sites and
file applications. Counties
without suitable sites will need
developing
lp
new
tec ologies, he said.

Carriage House

4P4

Very Special Savings ..
20% OFF ... Special Orders ... For
Draperies & Bedspreads from
Ast
Norman's ofSalisbury
SALE ENDS MONDAY,APRIL 30th
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OPEN
. EVERY
FRIDAY
EVENING UNTIL 8...

CONVENIENT
CREDIT TERMS...

Carriage House has lust what it tokes to give your bed-and your bedroom-the look
of fashion You'll fine bedspreads, quilted arid unquilted Coverlets, dust ruffles
and blanket covers, Pillow shams, boudoir pillows, carries, and a host of matching
treatment ideas All custom.fashioned All from Norman's of Salisbury Come in
and look them over soon Then pick out the handsome coordinates that will make
Your bed And.your-bedroorn

Prear-Von-Dathrevy
N I TED HOME FURNISHINGS

CARRIA
ETHAN ALLEN f•UkNiTUWE

114 North Third St. Paducah, Ky.
Phone 442-2769 or 4416257

Natural
Resources
Secretary Eugene Mooney
said a major problem is local
resistance to siting of new
"I can't think of a single
application not accompanied
by fierce protests," he said.
"It is one of the most intractable problems we have to
deal with on a day-to-day
basis." Mooney said state law
does not authorize the
department to reject a permit
on the basis of citizen protests,
so long as the application
meets all state requirements.
Mooney and Roark also
gave the committee a brief
status report on an anti-litter
program authorized by the
1978 General Assembly.
Mooney said the department
has moved cautiously in
implementing the program
because a suit challenging the
constitutionality of a tax
levied against wholesalers to
finance the program is pending inFranklin Circuit Court.
"If the litter assessment is
declared unconstitutional, not
only would we not have future
revenues, but we would likely
have to give back what we
collected," he said. The
agency expects to collect
about $1 million annually from
the levy.
Roark said the department
has signed a $316,000 contract
with Bill Wilson Productions
of Louisville for a public
relations campaign that includes television and billboard
advertising and-distribution of
litter barrels and litter bags.
Some legislators suggested
Wit the department • em-'
phasize that littering is a
crime subject to a maximumi
$250 fine, but Roark said other.
states have found that ap-..
proach doesn't work and that
the law is unenforceable.
Sen. John Berry, 1)-New
tie, said litter pickup is
only>'t of the problem and
that the State must also think
about ways
reducing the
volume of waste.. materials
and litter.
. He advocated repealing the
tax on wholesalers and
financing the anti-litter
program from the state
treasury.
The committee also heard
from state Energy Department ',representatives who
said there is substantial interest in Kentucky in the
development of resource
recovery projects that would
generate energy from waste
materials.
Masten- Chiklers. deputy
commissioner of the BL-eau of
Public Properties, said a pilot
project involving recycling of
used ledger-grade paper is
expected to earn $25,000 the
state during its first year of
operation. The project was
mandated- - by ,,,the 1978
legislatur.e to see if a
statewide paper recycling
program would be feasible,

"If you had the vocabulary,
we could talk 10 minutes coast-to-coast for only $2.57:'

by
Pu
wo
co
eni
ag
ad
I'

na
fi

tel
••
•
C•

na

AC •
4
9
12
13
14 •
15
18'
r
1-7 •
18 •
20'
21 •
23
24
•

Reach out.
Reach outaid touch someone.
Obviously, talking %kith faraway family or friends isn't tor the birds. But uith bargain-tinic rates being %hat
they are. can you blame a bird for trying? Vhy..you can dial the One-Plus way dear across the countil—
after p.m., la& for.ten minutes. and it wont cost you more than S2.5-(plus tax). CAuld cost you even
less, if you call after-II p.m. or on ueekends. So reach out and touch someone %%flu's waiting for viiu to
call. Call up and just say "hi- or
•

South Central Bell

Low One-Plus MU'S do no •p4s ii opt:rakor nkakied Of CINI) leleptkine in

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn,Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., SENIOR

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

7534434

211
30'
32
34
35'
38
39.:
40'
41
43
44 I
45
47 '
5051
54
505
50
57

se

Kentucky
(1111aritg Morse *flow
WEST KENTUCKY LIVESTOCK SHOW and EXPOSITION CENTER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Department To,
Hold One-Day
Sessions For 200
FRAN1FORT, Ky.(AP —
The state Department of
Education is conducting four
training
programs fur
supervisors of pupil transportation in local school
districts.
Approximately 200 staff
members are expected to
attend the one-day sessions
between April 19 and May 1.
Among the topics to be
covered at the sethinars are
planning and supervising the
loading and unloading of buses
at the school and organizing
and supervising a qualify
maintenance program.
Also, Gregory. Guess,
director of the Division of
Allocation in the state
Department of Energy, will
discuss the status of the
federal mandatory petroleum
allocation program

pr
Le
Pr'
Ho

FRIDAY, APRIL 20, 1979 7:30 P.M. (C.S.T.)
SATURDAY, APRIL 21, 1979 7:30 P.M. (C.S.T.)

WALKING HORSE JUDGE
GAITED JUDGE
ANNOUNCER
ORGANIST
RINGMASTER
PHOTOGRAPHER

-N FRIDAY EVENING
Open Pleasure Pony
Two Year Old Walking Fillies
Amateur Three Gaited Hers*
Ladies Amateur Walking Norse
Amateur Roadster Pony T0 Bike
Junior Exhibitor Five Gaited Norse
Pow Racking Norse
Three Year Old Walking Fillies
Junior Exhibitor Three Gaited Horse
Amateur Harness Pony
Three Year Old Walking Stallions And Geldings
Show Pleasure Walking Norse
Junior Five Gaited Norse
Op..Fox Trot Norse
Walking Norse: 15.2 Or Under Open
•
Amateur Five Gaited Norse

Mr Ronnie Vincent, Alvaton. Kentucky

. Mr Charlie Judd. Grandview, Missouri
_Mr. Bob Higgins, Madisonville, Kentucky
Mr. William Hickman, Evansville. Indiana
Mr. Jimmy Cole. Nashville, Tennessee
Ms Shirley Paulette, Lexington, Kentucky

SATURDAY EVENING
Open English.Pleasure Horse
American Saddlebred Three Gaited Pleasure Norse
Two Year Old Walking Stallions And Geldings
Open Roadster Pony
Amateur Walk* Norse Open
American Saddlebred Five Gaited Measure Norse
Style Racking Norse
Open Fine Harness Pony
Juvenile Walking Norse
Four Year Old Walking Mares
Open Three Gaited Norse
Four Year Old Walking Norse, Stallions And Geldings
Fine Harness Horse
Open Racking Horse
Road Horse To Bike
Open Walking Norse
Open Five Gaited Norse

For More Information Call(502)753-4498
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Lexington Agency Gets
Horse Park Ad Award

•

FRANKFORT, Ky. 'APt
The Lexington Ad Club has
presented several awards to a
Lexington add agency for
promotions of the Kentucky
Horse Park and the 1978 World
Three-Day Event contracted
by the state Department of
Public Information.
Pope Advertising Agency
won the 1979 ADDY Awards in
competition with about 600
entrants from four states. The
agency won best of show for
advertising graphics, national
coordinated campaign and
national television.
Pope Advertising also won
first place awards in the
television category for a 30second national television
spot; advertising graphics
category for both regional and
national; point of sale
material category for national

1.01:1i111:1 11-1
1. LEGAL NOTICE
I, KATHY Shelton, as of
April 17, 1979 will be
responsible for no debts
other than my'ov,n

posters, cards and banners;
local public service qategory
for both national television
and national print and the
coordinated campaigns
category.

7.Hoirce

I

Incom States Plans
For Florence Center
FRANKFORT, Ky.IMP -Incom International, Inc., a
supplier of industrial components, has announced plans
to establish a master services
center in Florence this year.
The 100,000 square-foot
facility will house the Boston
Gear Divison of Incom's
operating units and the-Acme
Chain Division, manufacturer
of precision roller chain,
special chain and attachments.

4 Packed

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved

away
5 Pierce
8 Footless

GOO 0000 00110
MOO 0M00 011100
COMM 000 0
000 000 DO

7 Metal
8 Man s nickname
- 9 Inlet
10 Cloth measure
11 Antlered animal
17 Molars

le

mon ow rim
COO OM DE1000

19 King of
Bashan
20 Resort
21 Tranquillity

22 Ricochet
24 Tali-Wu-fly

L
thsy

27 Rob

37 Eon

By LOULSE COOK,
supplies.
Associated Press Writer
Consumers also can get
Pork and poultry producers Back to basics. They can, say
are rushing to fill the gap left experts in the federal Office of
by the drop in beef supplies. Consumer Affairs, buy noBut the long-term answer to frills groceries and shop at
soaring food prices is largely
warehouse stores. They can
in the hands of the American
pass up-products that are high
public.
on packaging • and low on
•
Economists say the increase nutrition.
in the number of hogs and
The key to food prices in the
chickens will help put .a
near future will be supply and
temporary brake on the rise in demand, particularly at. the
food bills.
meat counter.
But they also say that
-The meat supply situation
keeping prices on an even keel is the Most important thing for
will depend on controlling the the next year," said Jim
inflation that is pushing up the Zenner, economist in the
cost of getting food from the consumer affairs office.
farmer to the consumer.
Beef supplies are down.
Consumers are not helpless. Cattlemen are expected to
They can switch from beef to produce only 22.4 billion
eggs, chicken. or pork. If pounds of beef in 1979 corneveryone switched once a flared to 24 billion pounds last
week, it would more than
year and nearly 26 billion in
offset the decrease in beef 1976.
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CREDIT UNION MEETS - The Murray State federal credit union held its first annual meeting
recently and heard
reports on the credit union's status. Bill Coker was presented the outgoing president's plaque; Ed Thomas
and Al
Hough received outstanding service plaques; Eric Thomas and Gene Schanbacher won $25
door prizes; Stephen
Norwood $15 door prize and Ed Thomas $10 door prize. Mayre Briggs, Coker, Harcourt, Corky Harrison,
Norwood,
Ruth Hughes, Barry Steele, Ed Thomas and lames Washer were elected to the board of directors.
Left to right, standing, are Coker, Harcourt, vice-president; Steele; Horwood and Thomas. Seated are Hughes,secretary; Harrison
and
Briggs.

Pork, Poultry Producers Rush To
Fill Gap Left By Beef Supply Drop

em Indian
49 Permit
50 Madame
labbr-)
52 Before
53 Lair
55 Navy police
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.stare Svta. Inc.

•PEAMIT

LINUS, CAN'T YOU DO
SOMETWN6 ABOUT HER?
AFTER ALL,sHE's YOUR
515TER...

WE'RE NUMBER ONE!
WE'RE NUMBER ONE!

WE'RE NUMBER ONE!
WE'RE NUMBER ONE!
7-(

41,

WOW.' TH AT'S
THE GOOIEST
DREAM I EVER
HAD
•
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MY CAN OF

1

SHORTENING
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FRANKLY,
SIR, I DON'T
THINK THAT
YOUR...
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NICK OF TIME

I'D LIKE TO
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I
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An old enemy of the pork
producer, bloody dysentery, is
still present and sporting
some new wrinkles, according
to a staff scientist° at the
Murray State University
Diagnostic and research
Center at Hopkinsville.
Almost daily, cases of
dysentery are received at the
center from Swine producers
across
West Kentucky,
No'rthe'rn Tennessee and
Southern Indiana, says Dr.
Charles E. Herren, a service
veterinarian at the facility.
Death losses from this
disease, which is caused by a
bacteria known as spirochete.
usually are not Significantly
severe, Herren points out, but
the lose of weight resulting in

PIIANYOU
20
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treEK5 p3495:
MANA EXPLORES
5KIAL CAVE.
THE CRYPT.„

Cattlemen now say they are
increasing production, but it
will take time for meat supplies to increase.
"There is very little to be
done about the situation except to let the normalforces of
the market restore the
balance, and they will," said
Alfred Kahn, head of the
Council on Wage and Price
Stability.
What he's saying is that as
beef gets more and more
costly, people will turn to
substitutes, ultimately,
reversing the price trend.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture expects 16 percent
to 20 percent more pork to be
available this fall than at the
same time last year. That
should keep pork prices at a
level not much higher Than
1978's.
Lee Campbell, president of
the Poultry and Egg Institute
of America, said egg supplies
during the first half of the year
are expected to be about 2
percent larger than-last year;
production of broiler chickens.
as expected tO_grow by about8
percent.
The USDA predicts that beef
prices will continue to rise
during the first half of the year
and will peak in the summer
months when consumers start
to feel the effect of increased
pork and poultry supplies.
Overall,.the USDA says, beef
prices this year will average
about 20 percent higher than
last year's.
A short-term trend worrying
some people--- meanwhile, is
anticipatory pricing. Some
manufacturers, afraid that
President Carter will impose
mandatory price controls if
his voluntary- anti-inflation
guidelines don't work, are
boosting prices now - just in
case. (Carter has said
repeatedly that tie will not
seek mandatory controls.)
"These are real fears," said
Esther Peterson, special
assistant to the president for
consumer
affairs.
"Anticipatory pricing is a
factor that we're concerned
about."
It means that consumers
have to shop even more
carefully- than usual.

C701.2„,RU9IE5,
DIAMONDS, EMERALDS!
THIS ROOM REALLY NEEDS
STRAIGHTENING.

ALEXANDER THE GREATS
DIAMOND' DRINKING CUP,'
K1N6 ARTHUR'S SWORD,„
THE HORN OF RoLANO
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•
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•

The increased reliance ofthe food system on things like
labor and energy means that
food prices are vulnerable to
inflation, said Boehm. Unless
we change the system, food
prices will keergiiing up.
The Comptroller General's
office, ip ,a recent report to
Congress, on food prices,
recommended:
nterstate
-Overhauling
Commerce Commission
regulations that often cause
trucks to return home empty,
after making deliveries.
-Stepping up industry use
of things like computerized
checkouts and standardized
food containers.
-Weighing the costa, and
benefits of government
programs like nutrtional
labeling since it is the consumer who. ultimately has to
pay the price for the protection.

the sick pigs is dramatic.
Some producers combat
bloody dysentery by feeding
continuous low levels of antibiotics and others have been
successful in eradicating it
completely. Some of the antibiotics, however, no longer
are effective ict the treatment
of the diseage; Herren noted.
Not all bloody diarrhea in
hogs is swine dysentery, he
also emphasized. and advised
any producers suspecting the
disease in their pigs to confirm the diagnosis with the
local veterinarian. Several
other bacteria - Salmonella
and vibrio as well as heavy
metal poisonihg - can
resemble bloody dysentery, he
said.

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A Specialty

At

Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE FARKING'

"I believe the American
people -will have to change
some of their patterns of
living," said Mrs. Peterson.
"We've_ got_ to get back to
basics ... I think there's a
great deal of overpackaging,
of advertising of foods that are
not highly nutritious foocis
The best way to get rid of a
product is to leave it on the
shelf."
Industry and government
spokesmen say consumers
seem willing to pay for convenience and service.
William T. Boehm of the
USDA's Economics, Statistics
and Cooperatives Service,
said: "The fact ,that
processors continue to add and sell - more services with
food products is a reflection of
our changing lifestyles. To a
significant degree, higher food
prices reflect our willingness
to pay for preparation,
packaging, boxing, slicing and
selling."
Marketing costs now ac-,
count for 68 cents out of every
dollar we spend on U.S. farmproduced food. Here's where .
the pennies go: --- ----Farm-value - 32 cents;
labor- 32 cents; packaging8.5 cents; transportation -5.2
rents; profits-before-taxes 4.6 cents and miscellaneous17.7 cents

MSU Scientist Says Pork
Enemy Is Still Present -

PHANTOM
GENERATIONS
BURIED
HERE'

Friday
pance20
and Sat. 21

BIBLE CALL
Automatic 24 hours
Wednesday & Thursday hear: Theme
of the Bible 7594444; Strengthening your marriage
759-4445.
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36 Handles
42 Spanish arti-

25 Orgy
26 Property

%Post 45

Gene Woods

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Everyone
4 Freshet
9 Female ruff
12 Ocean
13 Lukewarm
14 Sick
15 Actor
Siberian
river
17 Speech
18 Drilled
20 Compass pt
21 Per cent
(abbr.)
23 Obtain
24 Musical
dramas
28 Organ of
hearing
30 Playwright
32 Macaws
34- Baba
35 Stockings
36 Able
39. Beverage
40 Realm
41 Native metal
43 Thallium
symbol
44 Cont
45 Sword tights
47 Regulation
50 Tableland
51 - Kennedy
54 Consumed
56 Small fish
56 Exist
57 Encountered
58 Diarist Sam, uel 59 Longing
DOWN
1 Hard-wood
tree
2 Meadow
3 Young
sheep

ANVETS

GOD IS LOVE. I John 4:8.
"But seek
ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness; and all these
things shall be added unto
you." Matthew 6:33. 24 hour
Phone, answered by God's
servants. NOT A TAPE. 759
4600. Bible Facts and Free
Store. Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12:30 on WSJP7

the Shield
For your
Life•Heaith.Home
Cari.Ferm•Business
LOOK TO 1111 110ELO

Ronnie Ross
and
Danny Ross

SOSO OF 51111512

14. WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS deliver or ‘4/611
pick up. Call 474 8854 or 527
1315.
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pre,
474 8838,
WANT 11'3 buy: 1970 to 1975
Camero, body and interior
must be in excellent shapa
753 2470.
15.ARTICLES FOR SALE
100 AMP service pole with 45
feet of number . 2 um
derground service wire an:0
19 'concrete blocks. All • for
$125. Call 753-3143.
BOY'S BLUE 10 speed bike,
girl's shoe skate, size -61 2,
Hondai0, and floating lour)*
portible stereo Set
Call 753.4487 between 5 and 9
Pm.
CHAIN SAW chains, .387
.;
pitch for 16" bar, $10.59; 20'
,icar,-si 1.99; 24:' War,.$14 55

want ads

Wauin HArdwarct,j4,4„7:____

Check
Your
Ad
0
.
.•
•

Acivertis•rs
ore
requested to check the
first ,nsertion •of ads for
[corrections,

ThJS

AOwspapilr
will
be
responsible for only .one
incorrect ,nsertIon ANY
ERROR
SHOULD
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO PLEASE CHECK

YOUR

AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROWTt Y IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

CARTER
,
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
- 'Weddings
•POrtraitS

753-8298
S. LOST & FOCIND
LOST since November Black
and Tan Doberman Call 753
0443.
FOUND LARGE, male dog.•
in the Old Faxon community
White with black spots .Cali
436 2439

MOBILE NONE
INSURANCE

We've
Got

something
for
everyone
in the

4

black. Lost on South 171.
Reward CaLL7A3-2287
4. HELP WANTED
BABYSITTER in or near
town, for boy IL and girl #
Summer months 7:30 4.3S,
Call 489 2230 after 6:00 pm.
BABYSITTER FOR 5 year
old
boy.
References
required Call after 5:30 pal..
753-7467
EXPERINCED SEWINP
machine operators. APO/
person,
Calloway
Manufacturing
Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray,
EXPERIENCED
CAR
cleanup man and mechaniC
with fools. Apply at Ka*/ Mart Auto, all S 3rd or call
753 4626.
LADY OVER 30 to do house
work, 8 hours per week. 53.5b
Per hour. References needed.
753 2374.
(L 140) NEED extra cash,
part or fun time opening in
Educational sales. Manageeposition open. We will train.
Excellent opportunity. .CaLi
(502-)898-3241 after 5 pm. '
NEED MATERIAL handler,
diversified dutTes, general
labor. Apply in person
Calloway Manufacturing
Company, Ill Poplar.
ORDERLY AND janitor
wanted. Apply at Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505 Staqium
View Drive. No phone tvlis
please.
TWO PEOPLE to clean
cottages every Saturday at
small resort East of Murray.
436 5414
•
WANTED. SOMEONE to
tend large garden and share
vegetables 753 2917
9. SITUATIONS WANTED •
BABYSITTING
JOBS
, wanted
by experienced
mother. 753-5954.
12.INS3ANCE.

Wayne Wilson at
302 N. 12th St.
or Call 753-3263

IF YOU
NEED THEM
489-2414
Airport
753-9332
Ambulance...
753-6622
Comp. Care ..
.753444}
Fire (City)._
Fire(County) ..753-6952
Foster Parents . ...753-5362
753-5131
Hospital
Hum. Rts. Corn.. _753-0849
759-4141
Humane Soc
Learn To Read . . . 753-2288
Needline ' 753-NEED
Parents' Anon.
753-1792
Poison Control
753-7588
753-1621
Police Rescue Squad
753-6952
Senior Citizens
753-0929
Sheriff
753-3151
State Pol. . .1400-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep
handy
near the telephon
e._
.
z

'

S. LOST & FOUND
LOST GOLD COIN trot,
necklace Lost Friday night
Call Corn ALestin 753 2477
R
Reward
y re•
sw oki, white gray ay
LOST Australian t-hepherd..2

•

COMMODE, 'SINK
and
cabinet, bath tub, wooden
brpome. bubble window,
Storm
door, drapes ana
sheers Cali 753 6556 after
3 30pm.
LONG DRESSES, -sizes
5,7,and 9 Call 489 2114 or- 489
2762.
MARINE' BATTERY, 36
month 80 amp, $2699. 60
month 95 amp,$3699 Wallin
Hardware Paris
SKIL SAW -sale model 538,
1.29.99, model 574, 53499.
model 559, $5499. model 552.
$6669, model 553, $7299.
model 554, S79.99. VValiin
Hardware, Paris.
TWO..14!'_ROCK.E T rnags to_
fit Ford, $60
Also a
Mossburg model 600 AT saw
gun,590. 753 8127
16 HOME FURNISHING5

We :uy, Sell Or lrode
Used Furniture or Appliances

Hodge 8. Son, Inc.

os
THREE PIECE set of
Mediterien den . furniturf.

• Call .733 0443
-19. FARM EGUIP.

_.
FORO, 4 row, corn drill.
Excellent condition, drilled
less then 400 acres Call 436*
2233 after 6pm
YOuR 16 incrTFortt
,
Cali 753-9357
12'
FOOT KRAUSE
-d/sk;
Gall 489 2740
9 H-0 HAND TYPE gardert
tractor with turning Plow,
disk. and 'cultivator Searx
chain saw, Clinton A hp.
Motor, CASt iron biCkCk....,trr
.
„

horizontal shaft Call 733 9672.
in morningS
•
INTERNATIONAL
CUB'
fAr.rn all
tractor,
belly
Mower, Cultivators
and'.
disks, and plow 436 2332, call.
• 1
between 9 and 3
NEW
TOBACCO' scaffold
wagor;s. .double wide. 741.
long I 886 6029 in. Hopk
after 6 Prn

•
I
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
11. FARM EQUIP.

26 TV RADIO
22. MUSICAL
MAGIC Gene
LOWERY
organ, Pi years old Sold for
$4000 will sell for $2500. Call
759 1856.
Near* Aid
REALISTIC
STERID 120
Sonic Corder
watt receiver, two 150
9 a.m.-12:00Noon
speakers, LAB turntable
Call Pat 753 9635 after 4 30
Friday, 10th
Dm ,
Wallis Drug Store
ORGAN,
WURLITZER
Murray, Ky.
model 1040 0, excellent
condition, 51000. 753 1571
Belton' of Beaton
23 EXTERMINATING

FREE

FARM EQUIP.

4

1778 Drill Monitor, Dickey
John, Four Row. new. a
bargain,$300.
197: Chisel Plow, Athens,
almost new$1,200
1977 Grain Wagon, Farm
King. excellent condition,
1976 Cutbpackee, Brillion, 16
ft . excellent condition,$1.250
1916 Disk Harrow, Bush
Hog. 18 ft.. needs nunor
repair,82,800
lens nein Ford. 4 row,
needs minor repair,$750
1976 Plow, Ford, 4 furrow.
good condition,$950
1975 Cultivator, Thrifty, 4row, good condition,$500
1975 Bush & Bog Disk
Rome, 12 ft , ideal for nese
ground.81150.
1973 Chevrolet, Gram
Truck. C65, heavy axle, 14 ft
bed, overhauled 1978, ei
• cellent condition,$7.600.
1973 Tractor, IN 1086, 1545
wheels
hours, 'dual
overhauled 1976. excellem
condition. $12,000

Benton, Ky. Ph.5274463

36 PETS SUPPLIES.
008E RMAN PUPPIES, 51-a
months old, good bloodlines.
Call 7$3- 3027.
DANE
GREAT
and
Labrador puppies. AKC
registered. Paradise Ken
nels, 753-4106.
LABRADOR RETR1VER
puppies, AK C registered,
Blacks and Yellows, Call
753-3406.
PURE WHITE, 8 weeks old,
German Shepherd puppies.
498 8528
WHITE, MALE Persian cat
with papers.'753 9928
41.-PUBLIC SALES
CARPORT SALE! Saturday
21st East Y Subdivision off
of East 94, 4th house on the.
right
FIVE PARTY Garage Sale.
Thursday
and
Friday
Saturday between Stella and
Kirksey First brick house on
Squire
road.
Potts
Glassware, childs car seat
and riding toys,' furniture.
lots of childrens clothes and
Frani, °the/ itefriS

27. MOB,HOME SALES_
12 X 50 NEW MOON,$3950 or
best offer. Cal 436-2199.
•
28. MOB.HOME REVS
12 x 6ff MOBILE HOME
furnished. Air conditioned.
Nice. Couples only. Phone
753-3895 after 5:00 pm
BEDROOM trailer
TWO
Call 474 8805
IS. HEATING& COOLING
24. MISCELLANEOUS
SEARS 16,500 BTU air
BATHTUBS, WHITE, 5' conditioner, window, used
steel. $44.99, Colors, $69.99. one season, $250. Call 753
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
6210 after A pm.
COMMODES,
WHITE• WE, BUY and sell used air
Cal Is3-J721r 70414.111
S39.99, Colors, $47.50. Wallin conditioners. 753 1551 or 753
NAN Firsts
Hardware, Paris.
9104.
1602 Normitome Drive
EARTHWAY
PRECISION 30. BUS. RENTALS
Murray, Ky. 42071
garden seeder-complete with SHOPPING CENTER next
1506 Dudley
six plates, $30.99. Wallin to Murray State University
Women's clothing 5
Hardware, Paris.
campus has building for rent
SNAPPER MOWER blades, FOUR WHITE spoke rims 10 Equipped with gas heat and
through 11, odds and
26", 28", 30", your choice, inch with tires. S350. nearly air conditioning. Call 753-3018
ends, some furniture,
65.99 each. Wallin Hardware, new, Call 489-2203
after 5 pm.
:Paris.
Saturday April 21, 8
15 x 20 INDOOR Outdoor 32. APTS. FOR RENT
'SPRAYERS, 2 GALLON, carpet, brown tan and
a.m.to3 p.m.
APART
FURNISHED
412.99; .3 gallon, $13.99; orange, new. Four folding
:stainless steel, 3 gallon, conferance tables like new 8 MENT, One bedroom, also
Hardware, foot long 30 inches wide. Call sleeping rooms. Zimmerman FOUR -PARTY yard sale
429.99. Wallin
Apartments. 5. 16th Street.. Friday
Yltaris.
and SaturdaY, 8 to 3
759-1140 after 6 pm.
753-6609
at 402 North 17th Street,
TILLER, 5 HP with Briggs LAWN MOWER for sale. 753
FURNISHED
APARTMENT
Numerous items
and Stratton engine, chain 7937.
two blocks from University. .GARAGE SALE! Friday and
:drive, 5209.99. Wallin HarMURRAY 13 HP electric start Air
water Saturday. am to 4 pm. Air
conditioned,
dware, Paris. '
9
riding lawn mower, 30" cut, furnished Phone 753 4140 or
conditioner, pool table, beds,
TRACTOR BATTERIES, 24 in good condition. Phone 753- 436-2411
clothes, baby items, lots
month guarantee, 6 volt 173 3295.
NEW
BEDROOM
2
more Rain or, shine, High
•ammp, group 3 EH,54,
1.99, 12
RAPID GRID. ft oz., 51.39; 16 Townhouse Apartment, all way 94 East to Highway HZ,
volt, 110 amps, group 30 H,
$2.19;
oz.,
32
oz.,
53.75;
5
lb.,
refrigerator,
carpet,
range,
5th house on right past East
Hardware,
$44.99. Wallin
$7.75. 10 lb., $11,85. Wallin dishwasher,
disposal, Elementary School
Paris.
Hardware, Paris.
washer and dryer hookup, GARAGE SALE! Saturday.?
WEED EATER, Model 500 or
RAPID SHARPENER for central Air. 753-7550
am to ?, 1105 Sycamore.
507,139.99. Why pay that high'
.precision
saw
chain
filing,
efficiency Clothes, shoes, hand bags,
ROOM
ONE
price when you can purchase
only
$12.99
Wallin
at
Hardapartment.
near
$85. Located
ieweiry, odds and ends.
Model 2201 _RotoShear for
ware, Paris. •
c mous at Olive Street MOVING SALE,
only S32.99. Wallin Hard
Feiday and
STAINLESS-STEEL kitchen apartments. 753-3415 or after Saturday, April 20 thru April
.Ware, Paris.
'5pm,753 4793.
compartmggi,
sink,
double
4
WHEELBARROWS, $15.88,
22nd. 1045 panorama Drive, •
hole, self rimming, $id/99; TWO BEDROOM apartment, Panorama Shores. 436-5544,7
329.99. $39.99 AND S49,99.
$39.99. $49.99. Wallin Har• available immediately. Call
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
MULTI PARTY yard sate!
Ovvare, Paris
/53-4331
Saturday 21st, 7 30 to 4.
TWO BEDROOM apartment, Clothes, toys, many items for
available May 1, $175 per all family. Bake_goods on
month. Call 753-6930.
sale 1107-Main St.
33. ROOMS FORENT
MOVING SALE! Furniture,
ROOMS FOR'rent effective piano, clothes, and much
May 15. Shared bath and more. 902 Main Street,
Division of Atkins Gutter Service
Friday and Saturday.
kitchen
facilities. $60 a
month. 753-9030.
RUMMAGE SALE, at brick
Store building on 641 in
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
Dexter Lots o)good items.
COUNTRY HOME east of
PARTY
Murray, two
yard sale!
bedroom, SIX
electric heat, large yard and Friday and Saturday,8 am to
garden spot. call 436-2336 4 pm, 907 Vine Streef-Pur
after 6 pm. Deposit required.
niture, clothing for all ages,
toys, lots of odds and ends
THREE BEDROOM un
miscellaneous. -Can
furnished house for rent. Call and
celled incase of rain.
,53-3293.
Two BEDROOM house -for TWO PARTY garage sale,
Saturday only, •71. tili noon,
rent, 1,2 mites out of town
1623
Lomond
" Loch
753-8681.
•
Children's clothes and much
TWO BEDROOM house in
more,
Hazel,
available
im
mediately, $80 per month YARD SALE!, 1709 Miller,
olus security -deposit 492- Saturday, April 21, from 8 till
Saturday, April 21 at 10 a.m., rain or shine at the
5 . Household items, toys,
8327.
furniture
Mr. George McCreery home. From Murray take Hwy.
36. RENT OR LEASE
YARD SALE! Friday and
121 South approx. 10 mi. to Wisehart's Grocery, turn
Saturday beginning at 10 am
-at 510 -SEM Street. Catarman
right at auction sign, then turn right at first 'f, go to
Mini
sailboat, clothes, shoes, baby
first house on left.
Warehouse
things, odds and ends
YARD SALE, Friday and
Storage Space
Will sell: Hollywood twin beds, springs & matSaturday the 20th and 21st
tress, radio and stereo console, 3 hp Johnson outFor Rent
Lotated'lust North of Almo
board, 26 in. girl's bicycle, '67 Buick, 3 hp lawn
753-4758
Heights on . 641. Sewing
machine, electric
mower,refrigerator, elec. stove,3 beds, warm morrange.
TNO STATION beauty Shop baby things, clothes, blue
ning gas stove,leather beds, sewing machine, oak
fruit
jars,
jars,
knick
other
for rent or lease.. Riveria
dresser, oak dining table and 4 chairs, tin door pie
%v_iacks, and toys
.
Beauty Shop 753 0757.
safe, round and flat top trunks, quilt box, oak
43. REAL ESTATE
37, LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
sideboard, china cabinet, and 8 chairs, plus misc.
AIN'T got nobody
Here's
BREEDER
AND 'frier
items.
rabbits for sale, Pleasant a lonesome little home that
.
needs
a
face
,lift
and
a_Jittle
Grove Rabbitry CaJ1753-6843
For information and your auction needs call
love to make it happy again
or 753 3574
It's a real bargain at a rock
HAY FOR sale Call 7591330.
'bottom price . located on an
38, P•ETS-SUPPL1ES.
acre lot for only 110,000.
Offered by Loretta Jobs
AKC REGISTERED- Pug
Puppies, will be ready to go
Realty dial 753 8221 or 753
1492 for your appointment
753
7438
26
by
April
,

1.\\

11 MURDER

Kelley's Termite.
& Pest Control

43 REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE
BRAN61-EW CABIN, near
the lake, 2'bedrooms, living
room with beamed Ceiling
Kitchen
with stove and
refrigerator and most fur
niture will go with sale. Only
Shroat
Nelson
$9,900.
Realtors/59- 1707

44. HOMES Follk!iAli
•

lankly Auction
Realty S,ales
COI EVOKE ANEW

Auctioneer Realtor
Appe•iser
?461,479-26116 479-3713
Soutti 1 ultutt Tenn

n
mm'BOYD MAJORS."'4
REAL ESTATE
L 753-8080
.rkii Sri •• t •
With ThrFriefldi, 1-oul

REDUCED! REDUCED! And it's vacant
and ready for you!
This 3 bedroom, neat
home with .extra lot.
Economical gas heat,
carpeted, large - upstairs bedroom. A
good investment on
Sycamore Street, See
This Today. Mid 20's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.

Pri itessiona i r,
the Friend/1_ Touch'

SUDDENLY
IT'S
SPRING,, . and here
is the perfect home for
the young couple or
retirees;
this
tastefully decorated 2
bedroom home,fenced
back yard, electric
heat,
carpeted
throughout,
range,
refrigerator
gr
draperies included. On
quiet street, good
neighborhood. ONLY
$24,900. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.

HI-LO
High in appeal and low
in price' That best
describes this listing
located •10 miles from
Murray near Kentucky Lake. This home
was designed with the
future in mind with an
unusual and efficient
floor plan. Contact us
today to view _this attractive nOrne. Priced
in the l.w $20's. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222., We are members

•NiCELY'WOODEO five acre
homesites
on
located
blacktop road near !Ike AflY
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the, balance financed
over an extended period
John C Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 ,Sycamore St • 753 01(''
753 7531

.r.,- ...
of Multiple
Ser-vicc,

At Pine Bluff Shores is
this neat two bedroom
home
with
entertainment room in
baswment. Back of
house is on nice cove
with front facing
Kentucky
Lake.
Priced to sell at
$27,500.00.

Listing

I

•

•-•

FREE
20 MILE

4 DELIVERY .
153-0984

ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of
fics, cottages, mobile home od-ons, and patio, or U
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24

45. FARMS FOR SALE
78 ACRES WITH house, 5
miles east of town Will
Consider selling part 753
7214, weekdays after 6 30,
weekends anylime

AliSOLUTELY
EVERYTHING!! Family
room with Fireplace!
Kitchen!
Eat
in
Formal Dining Room!
Formal Living Room!
Central Heat di Air!
Intercom! Patio!
Double Garage! All
built-ins and much
much more! Dudley
Drive.
WANT SOMETHING
DIFFERENT? then
take a look at a
delightful change. This
bedMom, 2 .bath
home offers a different
design:
rustic
Cathedral ceilings,
Franklin fireplace,
tasteful lighting,
natural wood finished
great room,central air
and
professionally'
landscaped. Tak ."11
look! You'll like" it!
$47,900.
.
John Smith, halter

Or

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

Balance
Control

d
and

itgarage
v brickwri
drivem
Spacious
paved

fenced backyard. Pricel,in
30's;Ca 11 753,-9265.
•

bedroom
Two
home, air conditioned, electric
heat, with extras on
2 sores with large
5 stall horse bare.
Very nice. 820,000.
Call 1534645 after
5:30 on weekdays.
By OWNER .4 bedroom, V,.
oaths, living, dining, and
family room with fireplace,
eat in kitchen, study, double
garage and large fenced
yard, gas heat. 1701 Johnson
753 1663

.Kopperud Realty is pleased to --announce
Shirley Wilferd, Realtor, as a tult-ttrne sales
associate with their firm. Shirley is presently on
thel Board of Directors of the Murray-Calloway
Board of Realtors.
Prior to entering the real estate profession,
Shirley was an Assistant Professor at Murray
State University assigned to the University
School, where her physical education program
received National recognition.
Shirley has,three children, Alison, a student at
Murray State University, Leslie, employed at
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, and Gene, a student at
Murray Middle School.
Mrs. Wilferd is a Murray native, having
graduated from Murray High School and having
received BS and MA degrees from Murray State
University. She is a,. member of ,the 7th- and
Poplar Church of Christ and resides on North
16th Street extended. Her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Conner. also reside in Murray.

F14,11‘41

753-7411 (anytime)

Minimum 15 Watts RMS Per
Channel @ 8 Ohms.
Maximum Total Harmonic
Distortion:0.5°/o Power
Bandwidth: 20-20,000 Hz.

Loudness
Control

FM Tuning
Meter

1510

Fast "N
Forward
4 UR I

41011111

• Au•

Signal Strength
Meter

11/11141
0

Record
Volume

STERE011teCenien
Jr-,

ST. I 35
all•MOIN

2
•4
4
•6 -6
foe
a

IFTRACK RECORD/AUTO STOP

8-Track
Compartment

•
RECORD

ME roar

0

/
10
.
EEO

Record
Button

222 So. 12th

Mike
Jacks

Memory
Selector

Function
Switch

S

4

.2
•4

Stereo
Indicator

Am- 44
IN111.1111

6

3

as
7

0

Harr
•

e

me.

•6 2 ,

di
•

10

0

VOLUME

Bass/
Treble Controls
Detented

i

Volume
Control

Stereo
Pair

_

Speaker
Selection Switch

PROMS

1

Stereophone
Jack

SP-594

12"3-Way

T.',"8RECORD/
-TRA
CK
PLAY FM/AM

Speaker
System

STEREO RECEIVER

'10995

Reg.

299

odd o woundrn.

1534865

ea
'or
49

BY OWNER, Lovely three

-

k Calk,

Dosed Fro. Fri.
5 p.m. lit Sun. 2 p.m.

x 60. Buy the best for less.

BY
OWNER:
Thre
bedrooms, two Lull baths,
living room, large den with
fireplace, country kitchen,
two car,, garage, fenced
backyard, gas heat, central
air.' Low 560's. Shown by
appointment Only. Call 759
4503 after Sprn
BY OWNER, 8 room house,
pc-tically furnished, new
becaroom suite, living room,
new wood stove, kitchen set,
captain's- chairs on rollers,
Drapes,
new
washer,
refrigerator.,range 1_01100
165
Under $17.000
Call
492: 8850 No real tors please

Shirley Wilferd Joins Kopperud Realty

fidored and

Terry Shoemaker Bob W.(Frosty) Miller
436-5327
492-8594
AUCTIONEERS

NOW
ONLY

TELEPHONr 75316S1

TWO
LOTS in Groves
Heights • subdivision
Restricted
for
your
protection. The area has
, ovelv
homes and
the
,ocation s great Close to
'own and near the lake See
at only $3,700 each NELSON
SHROAT REALTORS.
'59-1707

alt

*AUCTION*

E sea

South 12th at Sy camor•

,o w rt Square

753-4451

G000 NEIGHBORHOOD
4 NEIGHBORS
This beautiful three
bedroom home is
within walking distance of a shopping center
In one of Murray's
finest neighborhoods.
Home features 3
bedrooms, 2L2 baths,
formal dining room,
large family room
fireplace.
with
Situated on a very
large wooded lot with
tasteful landscaping.
Plan ahead for spring
and eating out on the
covered patio. Heat
pump for economical
heating and cooling is
another plus. Priced in
the $60's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.
We are members of
Multiple Listing.

im
oR ig

4

Murray, Kentucky

Phone
753-8407
ea&

AU010E.

SPACIOUS FAMILY
HOME. . Start Your
Spring without being
cramped in this 4
bedroom B.V., located
at Kirksey. Living
room w/fireplace, formal dining room, full
basement.
ONLY
$34,900. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

We Give Free Estimates -2.-

Pause
Button

V

A
BEAUTIFULLY
decorated new 3 bedroom,
bath Colonial ranch Formal
living and dining room, eat
in kitchen, cabinets galore,
energy saving fireplace; 10
closets plus 2 car garage
Near completion. Offered by
builder, 753 5167,

44.
BY
bear
Cant
tort
BY
bath
lam
eat
mur
Roa

J

Pro/ea...43dd Sets is is
9tittiTturFnendly Toucti

IT'S WHAT'S inside Ma'
counts! Plenty of con,
fortable living space to en
joy --living room wit•dining area plus 3 quee,
sized bedrooms with closet'all the way across th,
rooms
double
vanity
(marble) in bath..located on
Quiet established street neai
schools. Dial 753-1492 to'
your
personal showing
Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors

EVERY INCH a quality built
home Custom built for
owner....setting on 2 acres.,
Owner has been transferred
from this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick with doable garage.
Your
wife
wilt
enl OY
preparing
meals in this
U - shaped kitchen with
sevveral feet of cabinets.
Dial 753-1492 for your
personal showing, Offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

*Chain Link Fencing
*Western Cedar Fencing

Professional-1
VU Meters

7534080

BARGAIN
THE WEEK
Mobile Home on approximate one acre
lot, about one mile
from Kentucky Lake.
Mobile home has central gas heat, permanent wooden roof,
concrete block storm
shelter building and
additional
outside
wired storage building
and workshop. Total
package for only,
$9,500. Phone Kop.perud Realty, 753-1222
for full-time Real
Estate service.

Circle A Fencing

Tape
Monitor

43. REAL ESTATE

REAL ESTATE

YARD
SALE

300 So. llth
Murray,Ky.

43. REAL ESTATE

Salo
Now
Only

Reg.$150
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47. MOTORCYCLES

4
bedroom, 3 bath house in
Canterbury. Call 753 3903 for

Every Friday Night
641 Auction House, Paris, TN
Another good load of old furniture and old
glass, depression glass, round oak table,
many
4 matching oak chairs, oak desks,
more items.

21 2

and
Iace,
•uble
aced
on

M. AUTO. SERVICE

James E. Travis

Auction Sale

Directions from Murray: Take 121 So. to Highway
119. 1)9 to Moody's Grocery, turn right. One mil* to
sale.
Charles Thompson
cut glass
3 Oak dressers
bisc dolls
small oak table
marble top wash stand old walnut clothes closet
chest of drawers
clocks
pictures
oak ice box
broad axe
old cherry press
iron kettles
baby cradle
oil lamps
3pc. bedroom suite
old spinning wheel _
sewing rockers
stereo
old cherry rocker
odd tables
tea kettle
milk glass
Avon bottles
Victrola (old)
green glass
is one of tor Metter Nies
this
listed,
not
Lets of items
Tio cote of rain sate wt be bad the following

n Service
Beecham: Auctio
Auctioneer
Gary Beecham,
Paris, TN
2-0919
(901)64
Phone

53. SERVICES OFFERED
WOULD 'AKE to keep
children in my home. I live in.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP the K irksey area, have had:
PING, driveways and small exxperience 489 2276
lobs a speciality, also pat
DO housework. Call:
ching and seal coating 753 WILL
4928100
1537
wallpaper ancl:
NEW LAWNMOWER Shop WILL HANG final touch to
add
located at Murray Sport-, paint to

EN
ADDITIONS,
fireplaces,
14' FIBERGLASS BOAT, CLOSURES,
building,
home
garages,
Runabout. 25 hp Johnson
new
work,
insurance
motor, electric start, and
Murray
restorations
controls, good
Johnson
Remodeling, 753-5167
condition. Boat, motor, and
trailer, $550 or best otter. 753
E & BLOCK work
CONCRET
8124
your spring cleaning. Call.
Block garages, basements, Marine Center, 718 S 4th 437
4617 atter 3 pm.
1978 MODEL 19'1" deep V
Call
753
7400
Murray
driveways, walks, patios, Street,
Runabout with 228 hp steps, free estimates 753
WOULD LIKE to babysit in
Fast service
Mercruiser, all aluminum
home, weekdays, for 3 .
5476
NEED A carpenter? We do my
Tandum trailer Has been
old or up. 759 1808..
year
or
jobs
additions
and
paneling
small
those
GET
,one time. 753-4320 CAN'T
'
water GM'
WILL BREAK gardens 753.
around the house or mobile what have you Call 436-2516
1976 MARK TWAIN 16' tri
home done? Carpentry, SHEETROCK FINISHING, 8461
hull, walk through windplumbing, roofing, small carpenter WILL MOW lawns. Call 753..
painting,
shield, 150 hp Mercury motor
siding, patios, contract% Call 354-8565.
aluminum
5920.
with power trim and Power small concrete jobs. Call 436WILL DO gene& yard:
We
T?
WET
BASEMEN
tilt, with trailer. Extra nice.
2562 after 5 pm.
make wet basements dry, work; mowing, hedging.'
Call 759-4588 from 10 to 5. 753CARPET CLEANING, at work completely guarenteed. raking, etc. 753 9030
7637 after 5.
reasonable rates. Prompt Call or write Morgan ConWildflower
57. WANTED
SNARK
ONE
and efficient service. Custom struction Co., Route 2, Box
sailboat, 11 1 2 foot with sails,
TWO PROFESSIONAL meg
or
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
KY
42001,
409A,
Paducah,
in
water.
mast, oars. Never
looking for a 2 bedrowA
day or night, 1-442-7026.
Cost S1000 only 5715. Also 12". CARPET CLEANING, free call
preferably " with'
house.
satisfied
s,
estimate
WILL DO baby sitting in my garage or out building Call
lathe
wood
Craftsman
steam
Vac
ibra
V
,
references
Call
759-1925
home.
$175.00. Call 753-5534.
753 33,4 from 10 am to 5 pm
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
16' OUTBOARD WITH 80 hp
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827
Holsclaw
and
Johnson
1079 uretee Feature Seed.cal•
REPAIR, all
CAMPER
trailer, $1000. 753-1571
brands, Eat-lift and Reese
1978 TERRY 460 CM Bass hitches, electric brakes, and
Boat with 1978 55 hp Evinrude
•
Closed All Da) Wed,
light hookups. WIlite Camper
NEW OFFICE NOURS
with stainless prop. Extras Sales, located East 94 highinclude depth finder, foot
Sat urdaP 7 : 30111 5 - 00
way, toward Ken Lake,
Monday-Friday 7:30,Noon
control'trolling motor, drive
St USED TRUCKS
51. CAMPERS
Murray, KY.753-0605.
MICE SHAVE SI.25
for
Rigged
$150
CUT
PRICE HAIR
on trailer.
ASPHALT
17 foot PHENIOX Camper
fishing. $4200. COMPLETE
see day in ud753-341115
cell
please
calls
Mess
&
1976 DODGE FOUR wheel sleeps six, $1700 Call 753-8056 Tourament
Mayne'
Flit
patpaving,
maintenance
F WM. Call anytime,436-5811.
drive, 436 2332 between 9 and
Call
Sorvics.
Public
coating.
Notary
reset.
seal
also
-thing,
52. BOATS &MOTORS
53. SERVICES OFFERED
3.
753-7148 or 753-9043. Located
CUSTOM BUILT Astroglass
1966 DODGE TWO ton, 2 bass boat, 125 hp Evinrude BYARS BROTHERS 8. Son. \ at Murray Speedway, High
and
g, way 641 Not Murray.
speed axle, wood bed
motor, trolling motor, heavy Generalhome remodelin
sides. Call 489-2740.
need stumps
duty driye on trailer. Call framing, aluminum siding, Do YOU
1Call
roofing.
and
gutters,
removed from your yard or
1968 GMC TWO ton metal bed 753.8792.
1-362-4895.
or
of stumps? We
2
twin
speed
395-4967
cleared
hoist,
sides,
lend
and
plastic
V
DEEP
15'
can remove stumps up to 24"
axle. Call 489-2740...
for BACK HOE WORK, septic
Runabout, adapted
below the ground, leaving
COM- fishing, and trailer. Good tanks, gravel and dirt
JEEPSTER
1968
only sawdust and chips. Call
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706.
MANDER, 4 wheel drive. condition, 5295. 1668 Ryan.
free estimate, Steve Shaw
for
1970 Chevrolet pickup, V8.
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 4351973 Honda 500, 4 cylinder.
Sonny & Yotio Puckett's
4343.
Call 436 2400 after 4 prn.
WHITE
DRIVEWAYS
REBUILT ENGINE for
rocked and graded, all size
Chevy Luv pickup, 5200. Also
estimates.
free
pea gravel,
will install. Phone 492-8841.
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
REAL SHARP! 1977 Ford
4 pm.
after
South Fulton, Tenn.
Ranchero GT, 18,000 actual
EXTERIOR AND interior
Hiways 45-51 & Pur. Play.
miles, air, double power,
painting, carpentry work
radio tape, tilt
AM FM
done, decks and porches built
steering and more Black
1
i
torn....Orie
and repaired, gutter cleaning
with silver stripes, red insmall
installation,
or
Every Friday & Saturday Night!
terior Call 753-2762 days, 753
plumbing, concrete walks,
'Music by Sounder5490 after 7 pm.
•••
patios, and driveways also
51. CAMPERS
done. Call 436-5570 after 5 PM
A, Nvotirred nth. Week-Enid Living section al
for
TOP
CAMPER
Appeal
free estimates.
for
Commercial
Memphis
The
Chevrolet, step side bed, real
BY
Sears. '
NG
GUTTERI
OW
al
stay
viLEKEAD SPECIAL Hoy.dinner or The Born. 'turn
_SeOP)Re.!S!.
_Pane!
Sears continous gutters
Fn
SW,
Sot
,
or
110.
price
436oor
for
battery
wired for
Holiacry Inn in Fulton
your
per
installed
1966 PONTIAC, FOUR do0r, 2796.
spec if ications. Coll Sears
AM,FM radio, in excellent CAMPER (WEEKENDER)
753-2310„for free estimates.
condition, low gas mileage,
with sink and potty, sleeps 3,
HUGH OUTLAND roofing,
5300. 753 4098.
4gver,4.
$250. 435 4588.
excellent references, call
1978 TRANS AM loaded with
topper,
TRUCK
FOOT
between 7 am and
8
753-1486
extras. 753 6562 after 5 Pm.
paneled, excellent condition,
3'30 pm,ask for Shelley.
1971 TR IUMOH TR-6, 42,000 $150. Call 753-8324.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
At TIDWELL'S LAWN AND GARDEN EQUIPMENT, we apmiles, excellent
actual
COACHMAN travel
Sears, save on these high
condition, Michelin radial 20 FOOT
as
oar
customer
you
and
want
business
your
preciate
Call 753-5499.
heating and cooling bills.
tires, 30 miles per gallon, trailer.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
regardless of where you purchased your last equip$2475. Call 753 9920.
1976 PROWLER, 20' self
estimates.
VOLKSWAGON contained, air conditioned.
ment, as want to give you the very best service
1967
INSULATION BLOWN in
Squareback, new tires, good Call 753-96100r 753-0843.
in
our
shopflues
mechanics
now
have
We
possible.
attics and walls. For free
dependable transportation. STARCRAFT AND Road
estimates call 75-3-7505 or 753
plus we are offering FREE pick up delivery on any
$575. Call 753-8124.
Dealer, travel
Ranger
8277.
trailors, 5th wheels, and
job amounting to $15)00 or over to better serve you;
50. USED TRUCKS
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
1977 CHEVY 3 quarter ton popup. Both newIand used.
OUR CUSTOMER
patching, also seal coating.
2WD, every option, 14000 Complete line; parts and
Phone 436-2573,
Excellent accessories, hitches, brakes,
So when you think of Repair
miles,55000
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
753-7593 and lights; installed. White's
Call
condition.
Think of the people who Care/
care, by the job or contract
Camper Sales, located East
before 3 PM.
& GARDEN FOUIPIAINT
LAM.
of
met
TIDWELL'S
Thai
the entire season. Call
Ken
for
highway toward
CHEVROLET 94
1972'
436-5570 after 5 pm. Free
Lake,-Murray; KY. Cali 753:Cheyanne, 350, automatic,
estimates.
Power Steering, Power 0605.
MOBILE HOME anchors,
Brakes", Air, 55000 miles, 27' VEGAx TRAVEL'trailer,
underpinning, roofs seated,
deluxe model, air, awning,
$1600. Call 753-8124.
*
G
;
7
,
9
lat
and
awnings,
patio
carpet, t v. antenna, spare
1977 CUSTOMIZED DODGE
carports. Call
dual
aluminum
tire, large refrigerator,
Al
-miles,
actual
Van, 6000
303 Main St. Hazel,Ky.
Jack Glover, 753-1873 after 6
492-8147
tanks, like new
condition. Call day or night 1- holding
pm.
condition $4875. 753.9920.
345 2008,

1977 HONDA 750 K model,
S, 24 month
equipped with Vetter Wind CAR BATTERIE
36 month
Jammer Ill. fairing, saddle Cluarentee, $22 SS $26 99 60
guarentee, 80 amp,
bags and luggage corn
turther information.
95 amp,
guarentee,
month
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom73 partment Phone 753 2814 or 536 99
Wallin Hardware,
oath, living, dining, and 767 4256
Paris
family room with fireplace, 1978, 650 Special Edition
i. USED CARS
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near Yamaha, 3000 miles. $1,800. 4Murray High, 811 Doran Call 753-0457 between 8 am 1974 BUICK Regal great
and 11 am
Road 7538405
condition, must sell. Call 153
BY pINNER: Extra nice 3 1974 Suzuki, TM-400 trail 9964 afters 00 PM.
with
den
brick,
bike, excellent condition, 1976
bedrboom
BUICK RIVERIA
fireplace, living room, 7s350. Call 753-0728 after 5 loaded with all extras,
located in Camelot sub- Pm
factory mags, extra sharp
division. 753 1578 after 5 pm
TRAIL BIKE 70 cc, 1294 153 2814 or 767 4256
BY OWNER 4 bedrooms, actual miles. Call 753-1856 1974 CHEVELLE Legunda,
2ta. baths, living room. dining after 5 PM.
5-3, Power steering, Power
study, 1976 YAMAHA, X$-500, brakes, Air, Swivel seats new
kitchen,
room,
room
family
large
laundry,
good condition, 4000 miles. engine,$2350. Call 753-8124.
with fireplace, heat pump, Call 753-0514. CAMERO,
1974
well insulated, 2 years old, 1978,
AUTOMATIC, alr, power,
650
YAMAHA
Gatesborough. 759 1149.
SPECIAL, 3500 miles Call low mileage. 159-4906.
BY OWNER. 2 bedrooms, 1. 75T0123- before
pm or 436
101 DODGE POLARA, good
ziath, living room, dining 5433 after 5 pm.
tires, good motor $450. Call
gas
room, kitchen, sunporch,
753-0514.
heat, window air, appliances, M. AUTO. SERVICE
SALE: Premium 1978 DODGE MAGNUM XE,
quiet street, permanent TIRE
extras, call 753
storage bthlding, 520's. 759. grade, white wall, 4 ply loaded with
polyester with Road Hazard 7413 after 5 pm.
1149.
A78X13, $21.39 1912 DATSUN PICKUP 610
FRAME HOUSE,2 bedroom, lzuarantee.,
FET, E78X14, body style, runs good, call
bath, 21-3 miles from Murray and $172
525.63 and $2 20 FET; after 4 pm,753-7946.
on blacktop. Call 753 5170
F78X14, $16.40 and $2.32 1967 FIREBIRD, automatic
47. MOTORCYCLES
FET, G78X14 or 15, $28.39 transmission,
very
body
HONDA 400-FOUR,excellent and $2.54 FET; H78X14 or 15,
Call 474-2756 after 4
condition. ?3- 6562 after 5 $30.52 and $2 76 FET; nice.
pm.
Pm
L78X15, $32.86 and 13.06
FORD ROADSTER.
YAMAHA 250 YZ, 1976 FET Waliin Hardware, 1932
759.4515
Call
rir
.
P
8579
model 492
FOR SALE: 1972 Audi, 100
LS, air, AM-FM radio, good
condition. Call after 6 pm,
753-4506.
1972 FORD TORINO, small
V8, power and air, local car,
$750 Call 489 2595
1976 FORD ELITE, loaded,
with power seats and windows, cruise, tilt, air, AM.
FM stereo tape, deluxe interior and exterior trim.
$3800 br best offer. Phone 7591429.
1971 INTERNATIONAL
Travelall, automatic, power
and air. $600. Call 753-4053.
1973 PINTO, automatic, Air,
ov278 Auctioneer
58000 miles, nice. $1200. Call
753-8124.
1973 PINTO SQUIRE wagon,
53,000 miles, automatic, and
air, radials. Nice. 753-2738.
VENPONTIAC
1973
April 21, 1971- 10:00 a.m.
TERIOR, power and air,
Near Paris Landing State Park
489-2595W
automatic,$1050.

Auction Sale

53. SERVICES OFFERED

52. BOATS IL MOTORS

YANK EE5
DRESISI
ROOM

NO DOGS
ALLOWED

BARBER SHOP

NOR

'WE HAD TO DRAW THE L1NE
.SOMEWHERE."

FARM
FOR SALE

BARN RESTAURANT
& GENERAL STORE

Selling Due To
Other Interests

SEAFOOD BUFFET

so's

74 Acres - 30 cropland - some
pasture. 4 Yr. old 3 bd. brick
home, electric & wood heat,
4" well with submergible
pump. 6 Fruit trees, tobacco
barn - 1.9 acre base. Grade A
milking parlor,4 side opening
stalls, 43 free stalls, 50' feed
bunk 180 ton silo, small stock
barn with 5 farrowing pens, 2
stock ponds, appraised value,
2 years ago $75,000. Priced for
quick sale today at only
$69,500. Call _901-642-2087 or
901-642-0650.

4,04...cor

LL'S LAWN &
fwz, TIDWE
orp.: GARDEN EQUIPMENT

NEW LISTINGS AT KOPPERUD REALTY

or visit our office for
This week we are pleased to offer several choice new listings. Your dream home may be one of those pictured below!'Phone
complete descriptions of all hornet listed on the Multiple Listing Service.

MM.

41. •

. A
FEATURES! FEATURES! FEATURES!

APRIL LOVE
INVEST IN THE FUTURE
Large older home and garage apartment located
near downtown. Suitable for a variety of purposes including professional offices, apartments,
or combination private residence and apartments. Central gas heat, and large lot with ac- ems from both Main and Sixth streets.

Yes, you'll fall in love with this attractive wellSLIP INTO SOMEINING COMFORTABLE
rancher that is convenient to shopping cenkept
with
2
-car
city
Brick home in the
garage,.fenced
A very nice 2 bedroom home, with living room, backyard,formal dining room and a price that's ter. Three large bedrooms, central heat and air,
dining room, kitchen and bath. R-30 insulation in easy on the pocketbook-low 30's.
kitchen has loads of storage. Priced in the 40's.
the ceiling. Plenty of room for a workshop or
game room in the full basement Just right for
starter home. Mid 20's.

FOUR BEDROOM HOME

A few of the many fine features that go with this 3
bedroom, 2 bath home include an economical
heat pump, central vacuum system, built in
stereo system automatic garage door oliener and
a kitchen equipped with a Tappan Pan-O-Matic,
double oven with ceramic top range, compactor,
disposal and dishwasher. You can enjoy the fruit
trees and other plantings from the 14'x30' deck
and there is even a children's play center for the
kiddies. Priced to sell fast- upper 40's.

GREAT ROOM-GREAT HOUSE

1

AN AWARD WINNER:
One of the more unique homes in Murray is now
for sale. This is a rare home-buying opportunity
for those who. truly appreciate quality, beauty
and design in a home and want something
uniquely different. This is a beautiful tri-level 3
2 bath home with spaciousness
/
bedroom, 21
Large family fOom with stone
t.
throughou
fireplace and Cathedral ceilings sure to please.
.The kitchen is bright and spacious with large bay
window. MI this and more for only $59,500.

THINKING OF SPRING?
This bright and cheery home reminds us of the
spirit of spring! You will not believe all the space
and storage in this pretty brick home. Four or
five bedrooms, 2 baths and newly decorated
from top to bottom. Central gas heat and air, city
school district and close to a shopping center.
2,800 square feet priced way below replacement
cost. 50's.

Ph. 753-1222
(24 Hour Phone)
711 Main
White House Building

Brand new listihg in Gatesborough Subdivision,
vacant and ready to move into. Have you ever
seen a home with the GREAT ROOM concept'
'This one has a beautiful beamed ceiling and
large fireplace with gas starter, a lovely color
scheme and many features you will want to see.
2 baths, formal dining room,
/
Three bedrooms, 21
2-car garage, Convenient kitchen with pantry
island. Call or come by today for an appointment.60's.

DREAMS DO COME TRUE
This is what you'll say when you see this
beautiful brick with all the pleasant features you
would expect in an elegant home. This home has
4 bedrooms, 3 baths plus a sewing or hobby
room. Heat pumps for economical heating and
cooling. Nicely decorated and located on a large
lot in Centerbury Estates,

HOME AND 3 ACRES
Located only Smiles from Murray is this sharp 2
bedroom home and 3 acres with fenced area for
horses. Convenient country livin' at a comfortable price-mid 20's.

Evenings Call:
Bill Rayburn - 759-4900
Geri Andersen - 753-7932
George Gallagher - 753-8129
Don Bailey - 759-4577
Bill Kopperud - 753-1222
Shirley Wilford - 753-3043

A
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Frances Drake

1

FOR FRIDAY,APRIL 20, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign..
ARIES
Max. 21 to-- AV'19)"111
4g4
Socializing is successful to a
point. If the get-together goes
on
too
long,
misunderstandings are likely.
Conserve finances.
TAURUS
•
• Apr. 20 to May 20) `- 'A-11'
Don't go overboard on
spending for the home.
Behind-the-scene career
moves go well, if later you
don't let the cat out of the bag.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)1161
0
fr
Careless speech could work
against your interests. Travel
plans go well, providing you
don't change plank in midstream.
CANCER
• June 21 to July 72)
Beware of overspending at a
social function. Initiative.
brings career success. Consolidate gains before taking,
further, steps.

EDO

LEO
July 23.to Aug. 72)42figt
You may feel -confident, but
avoid arrogant behavior: A
change of scenery enhances
existing relationships. Avoid
arguments.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 72)
You're in the mood for hard
work, but don't overdo. News
from a distance may be an.
exaggeration. Beware of overoptimism.
LIBRA. (Sept. 23 to Oct. 721
A friend may be too enthusiastic about a business
deal. You'll make 'romantic
headway,_but don't get upset
over trifles.
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Come Join
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The Murray
Downtown Merchants
Association
Friday8 Saturday
sorot's April 208 21
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a

Open Late Friday Night

SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nev. 71) MAC
'
Beware of rapid expansion
or exerting pressure in
business. You're in the mood
to tackle domestic problems,
but be careful not to upset the
household.
SAGITTARIUS
ANt Nov. 27 taDer. 21)"
Finish up tasks before going
away for the weekend.
Gadding about nearby locales
should be Jun, but avoid late
night traveling.
CAPRICORN
Wee. 22 to Jan. 19)
Financial gains are now
possible. The trick is not to
dissipate recent gains on
frivolities, or you'll be back at
square one.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 70 to Feb. 181
Knowing when to speak and
when to hold your tongue is the
key to progress today. You're
articulate, but know your
' audience.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 213) X
You'll accomplish more
behind the scenes than
otherwise now. Be careful of
careless slips of the tongue
and fuzzy thinking.
YOU BORN TODAY are
creative and progressive. Not
inclined 1 to large business
ventures, you'd prefer a small
business, especially one that
deals with artistic things.
Once you gain a sense of
responsibility, your helpful
nature 'thrives in giving
service to others. You can be a
leader in politics or religion.
Your concern for others'
welfare would make you a fine
physician. Writing, lecturing,
teaching, music, and acting
are other endeavors in which
yc'iu'd find happiness. Birthdate of: Robert F. Wagner,
politician; Lionel Hampton,
jazz musician; and Joan Miro,
\ artist.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobscsisors rim Wye mot
rocoiya ttseir bomet-flavoroll
copy of Tim Norm todym
limn by 530 p.m. Illoadry.
Fraley or by 330 p.m. so
Sotvestoys ors urged to ea
7531911 berm** 530 p.m.
ad 6 p.m.. Mosamy-fratry, or
3.30 pin. sod 4 p.m Samsdrys, Si Minn delivery of tbe
nowspopor. Oat mmt be
arced by 6 p.m. smaller& Sc
4 p.m. Soturitys to smormorta
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